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FOREWORD

The great, heroic effort of the Polish Underground State during World 
War II, which you will see described on the pages of original documents 
from the years 1942–1944, is not known to a wide audience in the world. 
Even among professional historians, that knowledge is relatively inaccessible 
due to the lack of translations of many of them. There were many reasons 
for this, including, above all, the several-decade long period of communist 
rule over Poland controlled by Moscow. For several decades, this fragment 
of Polish and Polish-Jewish history was almost completely erased from 
memory at first only to be retold later but in a very narrow aspect. The 
truth about Żegota and its activists has never been presented in Europe 
and worldwide in a way it deserves to be told. The communist state 
prevented independent historical research on Żegota. If historical texts 
were published at all, it was not due to the activities of the official structures 
of the independent state or official scientific structures, but rather an effort 
of independent researchers such as Teresa Prekerowa, or even former 
“Żegota” activists writing books about it, such as Władysław Bartoszewski. 
For many years, knowledge about the activities of Żegota has never been 
presented at conferences, symposia, or immortalized by exhibitions. It has 
not been dealt with scientifically as it should have been given the fact that 
many witnesses to the events are still alive. The Żegota activists and those 
helping Jews often died in oblivion, without the honors due to them and 
without leaving any testimony of their activity. 

Let us emphasize that as very little was said and written in the world 
about Żegota and its heroes as was about the Polish Underground State 
in general, which had been the only state structure in occupied Europe 
operating in conspiracy. Polish emigration centers in Great Britain, the 
United States, Canada, and other countries have recalled its history. 
However, these efforts were limited to a narrow circle of stakeholders. 

Many of the “Righteous”, nameless rescuers, and “Żegota” activists 
were imprisoned by the communist security police after the war. Such 
was the fate of the Vice-President of “Żegota”, Tadeusz Rek, dit Różycki, 
of the aforementioned young “Żegota” activist, Władysław Bartoszewski, 
dit Theophilus.
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What did the name ŻEGOTA mean? This was the code name used 
by the Council to Aid Jews and the Jewish Department of the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Polish Government Delegation for Poland, 
an underground structure subordinate to the Polish Government in Exile. 
It is worth emphasizing again that the Council itself was supported 
by the Polish Government in Exile, while the Żegota Department itself 
was an underground, conspiratorial part of the Polish State apparatus. 
Among the countries occupied by the Germans, only in Poland did such 
a structure form and function. The documentation presented below 
constitutes the evidence of the scope and magnitude of the Department’s 
activities. It describes in detail the tragic events taking place in occupied 
Poland. It is the primary information source describing specific activities 
of “Żegota” and its members. 

It is worth noting that the living conditions in occupied Poland 
differed significantly from those experienced by other European nations 
and countries conquered by the German occupiers. The legal system, the 
enforcement thereof, and the type and extent of repressions were much 
harsher in Poland than in France or the Netherlands. It was in occupied 
Poland that a law was imposed punishing anyone who helped Jews in hiding 
with death. It is an extraordinary phenomenon that in such difficult 
conditions of conspiracy, lack of food and supplies, constant German terror, 
and practically daily threat to life, it was possible to establish and formally 
expand an aid apparatus subordinate to the structures of the underground 
state. On the other hand, the Home Army, within its capabilities, carried 
out liquidation operations against ‘shmaltsovniks’ and others extortionists 
who blackmailed the hiding Jewish population. 

In Poland, more and more memorial institutions are being established 
to tell the story of “Żegota” and its activities, such as the Polin Museum, 
the World War 2 Museum, or the Warsaw Ghetto Museum. Jan Karski 
and the Żegota activists are also present in museums around the world. 
This is the place where they belong because they are part of the history 
of helping victims of the Holocaust organized and carried out by the 
German Third Reich. Many of the “Żegota” members were awarded the title 
of Righteous Among the Nations by the Yad Vashem Institute in Jerusalem. 
This is the best evidence that the structures of the Polish underground state 
proved their worth in these dramatic times of war. A number of institutions 
are still conducting a documentation campaign, which helps to discover 
further testimonies of the heroic attitude of hitherto unknown people. 
It is worth noting that the documentation of “Żegota’s” activities began 
already during the war. More importantly, it was already in February 1944 
that the “Żegota” structures, thinking about the future plans and guided 
by the desire to leave a testimony about its activity, started to prepare 
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a “Golden” book of Poles who distinguished themselves in the operations 
of “Żegota”. Adolf Berman, dit Borowski to Witold Bienkowski dit Kalski, 
Head of the Jewish Department of the Department of the Interior of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, wrote about that effort. This source 
publication follows the activities of these men faced with extreme choices 
and situations. The original documents created during their struggle are 
the best and most reliable testimony of their heroism.

PhD Mariusz Olczak
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Michał Góras

Marcin Zarzecki

COLLECTIVE MEMORY AS A SOCIAL DISCOURSE. 
SOCIOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

OF THE ŻEGOTA RECONSTITUTION PROJECT

The contemporary culture is said to be a culture of consumption, pop-
cultural aestheticisation of the universe of meanings, a world of iconographic 
or audiovisual values. The media hold a monopoly on shaping the imagination 
of the masses, in a way pushing out the socialisation effects of other agendas 
as the primary groups. At least in the post-industrial societies, the mediatic 
culture has dominated the world of values, too, reducing or transforming 
the collective memory understood as a source of social identity. The greatest 
paradox in the mediatisation of the world is that reality is replaced by a façade 
of simulated notions. This revolutionary thesis, showing the cultural impact 
of the contemporary discourse, is conveyed by the terms ‘simulacrum’ and 
‘hyperreality’ coined by Jean Baudrillard, a French philosopher and sociologist. 
The cultural and social phenomena of growing consumption and consumerism 
seem to be the perfect exemplifications of institutionalisation of the system 
of values and norms in the social discourse, values and norms which, in turn, 
are a foundation of “a real without origin or reality”1. The framework set by 
the media reduces the social discourse, considerably narrowing the scope 
of available issues, topics or interpretations of historical research areas, and 
therefore their presence in the social discourse. When entire exploration areas 
are excluded from the discourse, the social identity arising from the consensus 
between ideas and values constitutes a system of narrow-in-scope discourse 
horizons instead of establishing an actual agreement as to the foundations 
of collective memory.

In order to comprehend the sociological intent behind the Żegota 
project, sociology of knowledge is a particularly intriguing proposal. The 
origins of sociology of knowledge date back to 19th-century philosophy 
sources, but it is appropriate to agree with Max Scheler, who coined 

1 J. Baudrillard, (2005), Symulakry i symulacja, PWN: Warsaw, p. 6.
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the name of this subdiscipline of sociology, that Karl Mannheim’s idea 
of ‘social origin of knowledge’ expressed in his “Ideology and Utopia” 
was a turning point for the sociology of knowledge2. For Mannheim, 
identities in the particular sense are mental structures encompassing 
the consciousness of the epoch or the consciousness conditioned by 
participation in a community of historical and social experiences. Social 
identity includes ontological, logical and subconscious layers, and it 
includes the entire axionormative system of a society or community. The 
philosopher believed that the period when Western civilisations gained 
their autonomy coincided with the development of trends in subjectivity 
philosophy. In his analyses, subjectivity was not equated to individualism, 
as it pertained to individuals as well as to humanity, nation or a social class. 
Hence the ideology of humanity, nation and class. In Mannheim’s concept 
there is a remarkable presence of historicism, and relativism arises directly 
from pinpointing historical processes as the main driver of consciousness 
changes. Mannheim designed a typology of historical ideological forms, 
and further he juxtaposed the ideological forms with utopias, including the 
chiliastic, liberal-humanist, conservative and social-communist utopias. 
According to the author of “Ideology and Utopia”, every idea is rooted 
in the society, and the main purpose of scientific research is to identify 
historical epistemologies. Historical research, and especially desktop 
research, follows the trend of contemporary historical policies based 
on specific historical epistemologies, conditioned by collective memory 
as a component of social discourses, and consequently the basis for the 
collective identity of a territorial and civilisational community. 

In a modern society or, according to Jürgen Habermas, late modernist 
society, memory gains in significance as a framework vision of the world. 
From the perspective of daily life, collective memory takes the form 
of a reference protecting us, inter alia, from a lack of social identity. The 
choice of the system of values itself is not a volitional or fully egalitarian 
process, instead it is rather a network of influences, institutional processes 
and, obviously, individual experiences, which are of social origin, too. From 
the sociology perspective, the starting point for the analysis was also the 
recognition of collective memory as a component of the process underlying 
the construct termed the society. A network of interactions constituting 
social life enables the transmission of patterns used across all fields 
of culture, reconstituting and reinforcing the collective identity. 

As a third sector entity, the Polish National Foundation pursues its 
civic mission by engaging in a varied portfolio of activities whose headline 
goal in contemporary social analysis is defined as the policy of memory 
and heritage or contemporary historical culture. The collective memory 

2 See D. Kettler, V. Meja, (1993), Karl Mannheim and the Crisis of Liberalism: The Secret of These 
New Times, Transaction Publishers: New Brunswick and London.
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of a national community, consolidation of both martyrdom and the triumph 
of an independent nation by means of intergenerational transfer ensures 
the necessary continuity and consistency of community-forming values. 
The Polish National Foundation was established not only to promote 
Polish culture and national heritage abroad and to support Polish economy 
sectors on external markets, but above all to take measures that should 
result in promoting Polishness as a value and reinforce the national identity 
by educating and mobilising people to engage in the cultural and social 
phenomenon of a community of memory. 

Poland played an exceptional role in the 20th-century history of the 
struggle against sinister totalitarian systems as an undisputed victim. 
In the recent months, there have been more and more attempts to falsely 
claim Poland’s shared responsibility for the crimes committed during 
World War II. This shows that the contemporary historical culture is being 
intentionally distorted to achieve short-term goals of superpower politics, 
and in the field of historical policy, there is a need for international 
solidarity and participation in the social discourse. The Polish National 
Foundation is actively engaged in education and teaching projects, as well 
as historic and national-themed cinematographic productions. It supports 
Polish Olympic athletes in the framework of the PFN Team 100 project, 
it promotes the Polish economy and carries out a wide array of activities 
in accordance with its statutory objectives and its overarching mission 
to sustain Poland’s collective memory and historical culture.

The Żegota project was originally initiated as a measure entitled 
“Maintenance of the Council to Aid Jews archives from the collection of the 
Central Archives of Modern Records”. The translation of the book “Żegota, 
Dokumenty 1942–1944” into English meets the following statutory 
objectives of the Foundation:
1. To support and promulgate the national tradition, to nurture Polishness 

and development of the national consciousness, and in particular:
a. to disseminate knowledge of the history of the Republic of Poland 

within the country and abroad, with particular regards to the most 
recent history, as well as to popularise the martyrdom and heroic 
deeds of the Polish Nation,

b. to foster and promote patriotic attitudes,
c. to promote the Republic of Poland abroad, including the protection 

of its image and prevention of the dissemination in Poland and 
abroad of any information and publications with inaccurate historical 
content harming or defaming the Republic of Poland or the Polish 
Nation,

d. to protect and promote cultural goods and national heritage,
e. to promote the Polish diaspora and the Poles abroad.
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“Żegota, Dokumenty 1942–1944” is a unique collection of references 
that have not been published so far, even in the Polish language. The Żegota 
Council to Aid Jews was a branch of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
and therefore it was an authority of the legitimate Polish government 
in exile. Żegota was the only governmental organisation in occupied 
Europe dedicated solely to aiding and rescuing the Jews. The documents 
presented in the book are a unique historical testimony of the commitment 
of the Poles in the country and abroad to helping the Jews. The initiative 
to publish the original source in English has the potential of providing 
a strong stimulus to the ongoing research on the situation of the Jewish 
population in Poland. Due to the language barrier, many researchers find 
it difficult to access Polish sources that could complement a narrative 
about the positive role of the Poles in the protection of Jewish people in the 
period of World War II.

Historical memory is a powerful source of suggestiveness for 
a community, referring to cultural events, shared cultural symbols 
and socially important norms and values. As active participants of the 
world construction process, researchers rooted in the same universe 
of meanings and symbols use community models in their mechanisms 
for the construction of the social reality which allow for a community-
forming justification of the dominant collective identities. For that reason, 
collective memory as a category of analysis is a cognitively valid model 
of understanding the social functions of historical research, and the Żegota 
project serves as an example of reconstitution of historical sources and 
making them available to the international research community.
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         CODENAMES AND NICKNAMES:

 
                             Alicja – Zofia Rudnicka
                         Anulka – Anna Lasocka
                       Barbara – Emilia Hiżowa

             Berezowski – Leon Feiner
                     Borowski – Adolf Berman
                        Celinka – Celina Tyszko

                       Ciotka – Zofia Kossak
                                                         Ewa – Janina Raabe-Wąsowiczowa

                         J. Trojan – Julian Grobelny
                                              Jan – Ferdynand Arczyński

                                          Jan – Witold Bieńkowski
                        Jolanta – Irena Sendler
Jolanta Zakrzewska – Irena Sendler

                               Jurkiewicz – Roman Jabłonowski
                                    Kalski – Witold Bieńkowski

                    Lasocki – Leon Feiner
                                              Ludwik – Władysław Bartoszewski

                                  Łukowski – Ferdynand Arczyński
                                        Marek – Ferdynand Arczyński

                    Mikołaj – Leon Feiner
                              Piotr – Piotr Gajewski

                     Różycki – Tadeusz Rek
                 Sławiński – Tadeusz Rek

                             Trojan – Julian Grobelny
                             Tyszko – Jezierska Celina

                                   Wencki – Witold Bieńkowski
                                      Weronika – Zofia Kossak-Szczucka
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1
December 1942, Warsaw. Witold Bieńkowski’s report from the activity of the 
Provisional Committee to Aid Jews in the period from 27 September 1942 
to 4 December 1942, sent to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski).

Mr. Trojanowski

R E P O R T
from the activity of the Konrad Żegota Provisional Committee.

1. P e r i o d   o f   e x i s t e n c e: The Committee was appointed by the Govern-
ment Delegation (GD) on 27 September 1942 and comprised representa-
tives of the following org[anisations]: the Front for the Rebirth of Poland 
(Front Odrodzenia Polski – FOP), the Polish Democratic Organisation (Pol-
ska Organizacja Demokratyczna – POD), and Sprawa. Freedom, Equality, 
Independence (Wolność, Równość, Niepodległość – WRN) declared that it 
was willing to join the Committee. On 4 December 1942, the Prov[isional] 
Committee was dissolved and replaced with the Council to Aid Jews, which 
comprised a wider range of soc[ial] and pol[itical] elements.

2.   A r e a   o f  a c t i v i t y: Warsaw, Cracow, Brest, Lublin, Kielce, Bochnia, 
Izbica, Zakopane, Zamość, Biłgoraj, Kraśnik, Radom, Puławy, Kraśnik, 
Siedlce, Białystok.

3. N u m b e r   o f   p e r s o n s   d i r e c t l y   a f f e c t e d: Over 180 persons, 
including approx. 70% of children (precise figures cannot be provided as 
yet due to a member of the FOP’s Exec[utive] Com[mittee] being arrested).

4. O p e r a t i n g   m e t h o d s: The objective of the Prov[isional] Committee 
was to prepare territorial outreach through provincial cells of the organi-
sations being members of the Committee. This was achieved by:
a/ establishing contacts with the J[ewish] c[ommunity] by providing ad-hoc 

cash allowances,
b/ providing housing and temporary accommodation,
c/ providing clothing, food, and jobs,
d/ enabling legalisation.

5. I m p l e m e n t a t i o n: In Warsaw, the direct campaign covered over 
90 persons /the number of persons covered by the indirect campaign is 
unknown/, 3 hotel spots were established, and the persons were provided 
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with help in obtaining accommodation (families), with documents, clothing, 
means of subsistence, and were supported in finding a job and were pro-
vided with ad-hoc cash allowances. In Cracow, a Committee branch was es-
tablished, a dozen or so people were provided with help, and three children 
were brought to Warsaw for permanent placement (two other children are 
waiting to be collected). Two persons were extracted from the ghetto and 
taken to safety.

 In Brest, a permanent branch was established, one family was provided 
with help, one person was brought to Warsaw for permanent placement, 
several ad-hoc cash allowances were provided.

 In Lublin, Kielce, Białystok, Radom, Bochnia and other towns, contacts 
were established and the means necessary to provide help were delivered.

 In Siedlce, a branch was established and two persons were brought to 
Warsaw for permanent placement.

 One person was taken to Zakopane for permanent placement and any help 
necessary was provided, including a job (unfortunately, the person was 
arrested).

6. O r g a n i s a t i o n: the ad-hoc campaign was conducted through a num-
ber of organisations and persons who were provided with financial means. 
The receipts for the sums expended are held by the FOP. The entire sums 
received /500 plus 200 zlotys/ were spent in full.

7. E s t a b l i s h m e n t o f   t h e   C o u n c i l   t o   A [i d]   J [e w s]: The Council 
to Aid J[ews] was established on 4 December. The leadership of  the Prov[i-
sional] Committee  d i d   n o t  become part of the Council, except for 
a polit[ical] representative of the FOP, who took on the task of acting in the 
capacity of a provisional liaison with the GD.

8. R e a s o n s   f o r   d i s s o l v i n g   t h e   P r o [ v i s i o n a l] C o m m i t t e e : Most 
[impo]rtantly, the lack of adequate financial means, which has resulted 
in an unclear situation for the organisations and persons being members 
of the Prov[isional] Com[mittee]. Additionally, the propaganda among the 
J[ewish] c[ommunity], undertaken by entities close to offic[ial] elements 
(GD [Executive Division], Ref. for J[ewish] affairs within the Bureau 
of Information and Propaganda [BIP]), which was disproportionate to 
the means provided. Deciding that cooperation with the representation 
of J[ewish] political org[anisations] was impossible (including political 
issues in work of purely charitable character).

9. R e q u e s t s: Persons being members of the Prov[isional] Com[mittee] [ i n ] 
s i s t on receiving regular, monthly allowances from the GD [in the am]
ount of 250 zlotys for the subsistence of persons under permanent care. 
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If no allowances are rec[eived], the consequences may be tragic. In most 
cases, direct delivery [...] to the [Co]uncil to A[id] J[ews] is impossible due 
to personal [...] [...] secret links.

 On behalf of the Konrad Żegota Prov[isional] Com[mittee]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 1.

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 941–942.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 359–361.

2
December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the Front 
for the Rebirth of Poland to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, „Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), on 
the establishment of the Council to Aid Jews.

Mr. Trojanowski

Under the powers vested in me by the Council to A[id] J[ews], I inform as follows:

On 4 December 1942, the Council to A[id] J[ews] was established, com-
prising representatives of the following organisations: WRN, Str[onnictwo] 
Dem[okratyczne] (the Alliance of Democrats), POD, Sprawa, the Bund, 
a repres[entatative] of other J[ewish] org[anisations], and FOP.

At the first full meeting of the Council, it was resolved to:

1. acknowledge the Council’s competences with respect to accepting funds 
and disposing of them for the purposes of domestic and foreign propaganda,

2. appoint a Polish-J[ewish] exec[utive] committee,

3. operate through the exec[utive] committees of particular organisations.

On behalf of the Council to A[id] J[ews], I request the GD to:

1. appoint a permanent GD representative in the Council, with official powers 
in the areas of control and propaganda,

2. set a fixed budget,     
[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

3. notify L[ondon] of the existence of the Council,

4. establish a corresponding institution in L[ondon],
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5. always officially  d e t e r m i n e the purpose of any sums sent from L[ondon] 
to J[ewish] org[anisations] in the country.

Jan /FOP/.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 2.

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 2, 1969, pp. 942–943.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 361–362.

3
27 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the 
Front for the Rebirth of Poland to the Director of the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, „Trojanowski” (Witold Rut-
kowski), on the establishment of the Council to Aid Jews.

Mr. Trojanowski

Dear Director,

I enclose two versions of the requested telegram to Lon[don], if the 
Government Pleni[potentiary] issues an appointment decree in my name, 
appointing me a GD representative to the Council, I propose the second 
version, which renders most appropriately the links between the Council and 
the social component.

Please be so kind as to hasten the decision on the appointment of a perma-
nent GD component to the Council.

As for your gratifying proposal concerning my cooperation with the GD also 
in another area /as passed to me by Andrzej/ – I declare my full readiness for 
service, with the reservation that as the political leader of FOP, I can accept 
such a share of work for which I can take full responsibility, both personal and 
related to my work on the front. This means that I am unable to take on a role 
that could not be officially revealed both within the GD structure and to social 
and political components. As I sincerely wish to prove useful in any of the GD 
divisions, I heartily ask you to kindly understand my position, which cannot be 
different due to the nature of my principles and my duties.

   With all due and deep respect, Jan.

27 December 1942.  

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]
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I. GD hereby notifies the Polish Government of the establishment of the Coun-
cil to Aid Jews, composed of representatives of the following organisations: 
WRN, All. of Democrats (Stronnictwo Demokratyczne), POD, Sprawa, the Bund, 
a representative of the Jewish population, and FOP, acting as a temporary 
liaison agent with the GD. The Council requests the Polish Government to es-
tablish a corresponding unit in exile, to initiate a fund-raising campaign to help 
Jews in the country, to deliver those funds to the Council, and to determine the 
purpose of the sums provided directly to Jewish organisations in the country. 
The Council asks for financial aid, as prompt as possible, that will enable the 
correct operation of the executive mechanism.

[ II.] As a result of a social initiative of /FOP, POD/, the Council to Aid Jews has been 
established [to help Jews] in the country, composed of representatives of the 
following organisations: FOP, […] D., Stron. Demokr., WRN, Sprawa, the Bund, 
a representative of the [...]ish population. As the official GD representative 
to the Council to Aid Jews [...] the Polish Government to enable the Council 
to operate by: establishing a correspon[...] [...]it in exile, initiating a fund-raising 
campaign to [...] Jews in the country, delivering those funds to the Council, and 
to alw[...] [...]ermine the purpose of any sums provided directly to [Je]wish 
organisa[tions] in the country. On behalf of the Council, I ask you to provide, 
as promptly as possible, the [finan]cial aid necessary for the correct operation 
of  the Cou[ncil]’s executive mechanism […] [J]an /FOP/

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 3.

4
28 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Andrzej” (...) to the Director of the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” 
(Witold Rutkowski), informing about a letter from “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from 
the Front for the Rebirth of Poland (FOP) of 27 December 1942 (see No. 3)

I am sending Jan’s (FOP) reply.
The reply contains:

1. a note for London on the Jew. Council, as requested by you,
2. a precise statement on Jan’s attitude towards the cooperation that you pro-

posed to him through myself.
Yours sincerely,

                                                                                                                      Andrzej
28.XII.42

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Original, manuscript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 4.
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5
29 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of the Temporary Presidium of the Council 
to Aid Jews, composed of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), 
“Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Plenipotentiary of the Government Delega-
tion for Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on the objectives and tasks of the Council and 
on its composition. 

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland. 

In accordance with the Council’s request, the undersigned Provisional 
Presidium of the Council submits the following letter to the Government 
Plenipotentiary:

The letter contains the Council’s decisions resulting from debates concerning 
its form and the Council’s conclusions as requests which, as the Council be-
lieves, must necessarily be granted to enable it to fulfil its objectives and tasks.

The Council’s structure, the scope of its activity, etc. are as follows:

I. The Council to Aid J[ews] is established to provide organised help to Jews 
as victims of the occupant’s atrocious extermination campaign. 

II. The name of the Council is: The Council to Aid J[ews] attached to the Govern-
ment Plenipotentiary in Poland.

III. Council composition. The Council is composed of a representative of the 
Authoritative Component and representatives of social elements. 

On behalf of the latter, representatives of WRN, FOP, All. of Dem., and Spra-
wa participate in the Council. Members of the peasant movement also de-
clared their participation, but as yet they have sent no delegate. 

Apart from groups originating from the Polish society, a representation of the 
Jewish population participates in the Council, comprising 2 individuals – one 
Bund delegate and one delegate of other Jew[ish] organisations /ŻKN [Ży-
dowski Komitet Narodowy – the Jewish National Committee] and others/.

Other Polish organisations that wish to cooperate to reach the Council’s ob-
jectives and to perform its tasks may also join the Council.

IV. Scope of activity of the Council: The objective of the Council is to provide 
help to Jews as victims of the occupant’s extermination campaign, to save 
them from death, legalise them, provide them with accommodation and ma-
terial allowances, as well as, where appropriate, to find them gainful work 
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as the basic means of subsistence, and to manage and distribute funds, in 
short, to pursue activities by means of which help may be offered directly 
or indirectly. Furthermore – to set forth the general rules and guidelines for 
handling the matters indicated above, to communicate with the Authori-
tative Component and local Councils, and to provide them with relevant 
instructions. Finally, to oversee funds and the execution of aid campaigns. 

V. The Council’s help shall be offered to the Jewish population within the 
meaning of the occupant’s racist regulations. 

VI. The Council has a dual nature: central and local.

On the one hand – in relation to local Councils, yet to be established – the 
Council is a central body, on the other hand – it is a local organisation in 
relation to the Warsaw territory and its vicinity.

VII. Local Councils shall be established at different locations throughout the 
country, as necessary. They shall be established based on instructions from 
the Government Plenipotentiary, directed to Regional Delegations with 
the participation of the Council itself and the organisations represented 
in the Council and having their organisational cells at the specific location 
throughout the country. 

The composition and the scope of activity of those Councils shall be the same 
as of the Central Council, with the reservation that they shall pursue their ac-
tivity within the territory for which they are responsible and that they shall 
also provide the Central Council with reports from their activities, shall accept 
its instructions for performance, and shall submit their requests to it.

VIII. Funds. Due to the huge needs, the funding should be based on:
a/ budget funds, to be allocated by the Government in London, 
b/ another source – a supplementary one – should be raised funds !!1, 

collected in the country and abroad for this purpose.

The fund-raising campaign in Poland will also have a moral meaning, and it 
may also contribute significantly to the help campaign itself, in other areas 
– e.g. as far as the provision shelter to victims is concerned, etc.

IX. The Council’s Executive Office. In order to facilitate the Council’s activities, 
the Council establishes its Executive Office, working as the secretariat, per-
forming administrative tasks, etc.; the office shall be subordinated to the 
Council’s Presidium. The Council has already started its activities, and as 
the Office’s operations expand – other offices will be added.

The Council believes that also the organisations represented therein should 
send their representatives to work in the field, as soon as possible, so that 

1 The underline and the two exclamation marks were added in blue ink.
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they can cooperate on establishing local Councils and on initiating aid cam-
paigns without delay.2

X. The Council shall be incorporated in the nearest future, when the Government 
Plenipotentiary has appointed his permanent representative to the Council 
and when other representatives of the organisations already represented 
in the Council have appeared. To make sure that the initiation of its opera-
tions is not delayed, the Council has already elected its Provisional Presidium, 
composed of the undersigned, which shall act in this capacity until the for-
mal constitution of the Council.

The Council shall meet once a month or, in emergencies, as convened by 
the Presidium. The Presidium shall perform the tasks it has been entrusted 
with by the Council and shall handle urgent Council matters in the periods 
between its meetings. The Presidium shall submit a report on its activities 
at the first next Council meeting and shall obtain the Council’s approval.

In order to control the finances and the aid operations themselves, the 
Council shall establish the Controlling Committee, which shall submit re-
ports on its activities to the Council, from time to time. 

XI. The Council has adopted the following resolutions: To request the G[overn-
ment] Plenipotentiary to issue: 

1/ an appeal to the people. The appeal is to be addressed to all citizens of Po-
land, irrespective of their religion and nationality, and should contain, 
among other things:
a/ a notification that in order to provide help to victims of the unprece-

dented campaign of biological extermination of the Jewish population, 
the Council to Aid Jews attached to the Government Plenipotentiary has 
been established, and

b/ an appeal to society to support the objectives and tasks of the Council and 
to offer help to victims by providing them with accommodation, shelter, 
material aid and moral support, gainful work, etc., as well as an appeal to 
raise funds for the Council and to fight any criminals blackmailing victims.

2/ a special pronouncement on counteracting blackmailing, a pronouncement 
in which the Government Plenipotentiary extends his order /concerning 
severe criminal prosecution of all those who collaborate with the occupant 
to the detriment of the Polish State and its citizens/, as well as all those who 
commit acts of extortion against Jews or participate in such acts in any way.

 It is essential to counteract this phenomenon due to its widespread charac-
ter and due to the fact that fighting it will contribute to increased effective-

2 This paragraph was included on a small piece of paper enclosed with the document.
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ness of the aid operations, and finally due to the need to contain the moral 
disorganisation within the society.

3/ instructions for Regional Delegations as to the establishment of local Coun-
cils and the initiation of immediate aid operations due to the need to pro-
vide immediate help in various places in the country where the extermina-
tion campaign is under way.

4/ to request the Government Plenipotentiary:
a/ to request the Government in London to allocate greater amounts from 

the State budget to fund the Council’s aid operations and
b/ to initiate, via the Government in London, the establishment of a general 

Aid Committee abroad, in order to collect special funds for the purposes 
of the Council’s aid operations.

The prompt granting of the requests adopted by the Council is in the in-
terest of, or in fact determines, the proper and prompt fulfilment of the 
Council’s tasks.
Thus, the Council asks that they be granted. 

On behalf of the Council to Aid Jews attached to the Government Plenipotentiary 

Warsaw, 29 December 1942
      Temporary Presidium
                 Mikołaj – Chairman
                                                                                                         Borowski – Secretary
                                                                                                         Marek – Treasurer
ref. Ż. 6.2.43

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, p. 6–6a.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 84–86. [copy]

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 943–945.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 361–366.

6
12 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Protect Jews attached to the 
Polish Government Plenipotentiary in Poland, signed by “Trojan” (Julian Gro-
belny), “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to the Polish 
Government Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on the Memorandum to the 
Polish Government in London.
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To the Chief Government Delegate 
in Poland

The Council to Protect Jews, submitting to the Chief Delegate a letter 
addressed to the Polish Government in London, asks that it be sent to the 
Government3 by courier, and due to the extremely urgent nature of the issue, 
that it also be communicated [...] by radiogram.

At the same time, due to:
– the motives presented in the letter to the Polish Government,
– the fact that in the last days, 30 Jewish families from the Lublin region 

were handed over to the Council to be taken care of and are already in 
Warsaw, and 300 more such persons remain in the Lublin region,

– the need to perform more extensive and costly legalisation- and accom-
modation-related efforts concerning those in hiding,

the Council has decided to request the Chief Delegate to kindly allocate an ad-
ditional subsidy in the amount of 150,000 zlotys – an amount that is essential 
to meet those urgent and pressing needs. If this ad-hoc aid is not received, the 
Council’s efforts will come to a standstill, especially that the fund-raising cam-
paign among the Polish and Jewish populations – [...] due to the nature of the 
problem – is only in the organisation stages.

As the organisational status of the Council is sufficient for full stabilisation, 
the Council takes the liberty to request the Chief Government Delegate to de-
finitively appoint a permanent representative of the Government Delegation 
to the Council, in the person of Jan from FOP, who, by fulfilling these duties 
provisionally, and formerly as a member of the Committee to Protect Jews, has 
earned the absolute trust of the Council’s members and has displayed the 
ability to cooperate with the Council, so important to perform this function.

The Council to Protect Jews operating with the support 
of the Polish Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

Warsaw, 12 January 1943                        

Trojan     Mikołaj
                  Borowski
ref. Ż 6.2.43

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 7.
 

3 On the margin – a v mark in pencil.
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7
End of January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the Polish 
Government Plenipotentiary in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on liquidation opera-
tions in the Warsaw Ghetto.

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

To the Government Plenipotentiary 
in situ.

We take the liberty to enclose authentic information on a new German 
liquidation operation in the Warsaw Ghetto that took place in the second half 
of January of this year, and on the active resistance mounted by the Jewish 
community.

The operation was undoubtedly a signal that the Germans were embark-
ing on the final liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto, on the murderous annihi-
lation of the scarce remains of the Jewish population in Warsaw. Over a few 
days, they transported 5–6 thousand people to the death camp in Treblinka. 
Among the deported, there were most of the gmina personnel that remained 
alive, four hundred people from the supply unit, about three hundred doctors 
and employees of the health department, and many prominent social activists 
and intellectuals.

For the time being, the “displacement” operation has ceased, probably due 
to the armed resistance put up by the ghetto residents. However, the fate of the 
remaining population of the ghetto has already been determined. A total liqui-
dation of the Warsaw Ghetto is to be expected in the nearest future.

Taking advantage of the temporary suspension of the operation, mass es-
capes from the ghetto have start[…] to take place, the wave of people for whom 
getting out […] is the only way to survive is growing every day. At the moment, it 
is an urgent task to ta[ke] [...] [c]are of them. Providing them with […], with docu-
ments, financial means, clothing – this must be […] [or]ganised on a large scale.

In the Warsaw Ghetto, there are still man[…] eq[...]y valuable figures from 
the worlds of society, culture, […], and art – that need to be saved as soon 
as possible. There are still several thousand children there who escaped the 
previous massacre, particularly cruel and merciless for children; those few 
children that are still alive need to be taken out of the ghetto and saved.

These tasks are so enormous and require such large resources that we 
have no choice but to turn to the Government Plenipotentiary with a desper-
ate appeal to allocate a special amount for these purposes, equalling at least 
500,000 zlotys.
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Please treat our appeal as a matter of the utmost urgency. Each day may 
bring the total annihilation of the ghetto in […], who fight for their lives and 
their […] with weapons in their hands.

[…] 1943      
 The Council to Aid Jews
 supported by the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

[ref. Ż.] […]2.43

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 8. 
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January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny), “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), 
to the Polish Government in London concerning financial aid, delivered via “Jan” 
(Witold Bieńkowski).

Enclosure No. 1

The pogrom of the Jewish population, committed by the occupant, is an un-
precedented historical event. About 2,000,000 people have been murdered. 
Others, who are still in ghettos and labour camps or are hiding in forests and 
districts outside ghettos, are living in constant fear of death and are suffer-
ing from hunger and cold. To save those survivors from death is absolutely 
necessary, and this requires considerable funds. The scale of the financial 
means required can be illustrated by the fact that in order to maintain only 
10,000 children remaining in the Warsaw ghetto, with the unbelievably small 
amount of 500 zlotys for each child, at least 5,000,000 zlotys is required each 
month. And we are talking here about help for several hundred thousand 
people throughout the entire country. Thus, in view of the enormous needs, 
the monthly subsidy in the amount of 50,000 zlotys, allocated to the Council 
by the Delegation, should be regarded only as symbolic only. For this reason, 
the Council to Aid Jews, established by the Government Delegate, requests 
the Government of the Republic of Poland to allocate an adequate amount for 
the purposes of the aid operations.

As the matter is extremely urgent, the Council requests the Polish Govern-
ment to immediately reach a decision and to immediately deliver the sums for 
the Council to the Government Delegate.

Warsaw, January 1943                         Trojan
                           Mikołaj
       Borowski
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The Council requests an express 
radiogram to be sent to London

Jan (FOP)

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 10. 
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16 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the President of the Council to Aid Jews, 
“Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), to the Government Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkie-
wicz, with information on the constitution of the Council.

To the Chief Government Delegate 
in Poland

At the meeting of the Council to Aid Jews held on 12 January 1943, 
the Council was constituted with the following make-up: 

 
Chairman :  Trojan /WRN/

 Deputy Chairmen: Różycki /SL/
    Mikołaj /the Bund/ 
 Secretary :  Borowski /ŻKN/

Treasurer and second member of the secretariat: SD and “Sprawa”. 

Warsaw, 16 January 1943                 Trojan

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Ref. Ż.  6.2.43

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 5. 

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 945–946.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 366-367.

10
31 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, requesting the provision of arms to the 
Jewish community
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[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Chief Government Delegate in Poland 
in situ

The Council to Aid Jews attached to the Government Plenipotentiary in Po-
land, having heard a report on the 4-day liquidation operation in the Warsaw 
Ghetto in the second half of January 1943 and on the corresponding wide-
spread resistance on the part of the Jewish community,

1. Welcomes, with deep respect, the acts of widespread, active resistance 
of the Jewish community against the occupant’s extermination operation, 
considering that resistance to be of immense importance, positive for the 
Jewish community itself and the Polish community and foreign countries 
on the one hand, and negative for the occupant, on the other hand.

2. Taking into account the events described above and the fact that the lack 
of arms during the liquidation operation in the summer of 1942 was one 
of the most commonly invoked reasons for the absence of widespread, 
active resistance of the Jewish community and that their insufficient quan-
tity during the last liquidation operation was the reason why the resistance 
counter-attacked on a much smaller scale than it would have been possible 
if there had been more, the Council deems it necessary to equip the Jewish 
community with sufficient quantities of weapons.

3. Hence, the Council, deeming this to be a form of aid, finds it appropriate to 
urgently request the Military Component to provide sufficient quantities 
of these tools of resistance, essential to the protection of the Jewish com-
munity, thus supporting the fully justified requests of the Jewish combat 
organisation to this effect.

4. The Council also makes an appeal to the organisations represented therein 
to offer assistance to the Jewish combat organisation, by providing it with 
weapons and thus expressing [...]res[…]t on account of the resistance 
operations, and in this way showing [th]eir solidarity with it.

5. The Council requests the organisations represen[...] therei[…] [...] to include 
in their papers information relating to […] [...] due to the immense propa-
ganda significance for the idea of […] [...] in [...] the Jew Polish community 
and lifting the fighting [...]ods of the Jewish combat organisation.

Warsaw, 31 January 1943

Ref. Ż. 6.2.43

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 9.
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11
1 February 1943, Warsaw. Draft proposals for resolving current organisational 
issues of the Jewish community, sent by the Director of the Jewish Office of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the Front for 
the Rebirth of Poland, to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski).

Mr. Trojanowski

DRAFT PROPOSALS FOR RESOLVING CURRENT ORGANISATIONAL 
ISSUES OF THE JEW[ISH] COM[MUNITY]

Being sufficiently familiar with the current situation of the Jewish com-
munity and keeping regular contact with representatives of all Jewish organi-
sations in the country /the Bund and associated Jewish organisations in the 
Jewish National Committee/ – I hereby present to the Government Delega-
tion a scheme for stabilising the relationships between the organised Jewish 
community and the official components in the country.

Based on direct cooperation with the former Provisional Committee to Aid 
Jews and with the Council to Aid Jews that is active currently, being familiar 
with the situation of Jews in the country and the aid efforts expended by repre-
sentatives of the organised Jewish community, with the participation of certain 
Polish social and political components – I ascertain as follows:

1. The scope of interests of representatives of the organised Jewish communi-
ty as the only social and political components of the Jewish minority in the 
country goes far beyond taking care of Jews.

2. This scope of interests includes, naturally, inter alia the following:
a/ the issue of prestige /official recognition of the Jewish representation 

as a representative of the organised portion of Polish citizens/
b/ the issue of organising active resistance in ghettos
c/ planning issues /[conc]erning e.g. post-Jewish property/
d/ current issues /e.g. [get]ting from the RGO (Rada Główna Opiekuńcza – 

Central Care Council) – the Cracow Headquarters – the clothing and food 
of American origin that are stored there, intended for Jews in Poland/

3. The above issues, although they do not fall within the competences of the 
[Coun]cil to Aid Jew[s] as a charitable social component, are introduc[...] 
[…] as there is no […] area to pass them on.

4. Representatives of the organised Jewish community are looking for links 
with official components, for matters of interest, by way of personal con-
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tacts, and for interorganisational links that may lead, in effect, to an im-
proper positioning of the Council to Aid Jews within the organised commu-
nity life /e.g. the possibility of linking the Council with several departments 
and the Executive Division/.

The easiness of establishing interorganisational links and having effective 
personal contacts adds attractiveness to the Jewish question, both due to the 
tragic situation of the Jewish community and due to London’s strong response 
to these issues.

In light of the above statements, to facilitate a resolution to this unclear 
situation, I propose:

1. To establish a Division /or an office/ for Jewish affairs in the General 
Administration Department.

2. To define the scope of competence of the Division /or office/ with respect 
to the following:
a/ representation issues /the only way for establishing links with repre-

sentatives of the organised Jew. comm./
b/ information issues /both for the Government and the GD and from the 

GD for the J. comm./
c/ charity issues /in connection with GD budget sums/

The establishment of a Division /or an office/ for Jewish affairs may con-
tribute to the proper handling of the issue in terms of the duties of National 
Government Components towards the Jewish minority in the country and may 
prevent the formation of a Jewish discretionary components active in the 
charitable-social area.

1 February 1943                 Jan /FOP/

[Seal of the Central Archives of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/1, b. 11.

12
6 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “J. Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny), “A. Borowski” (Adolf Berman), “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and 
“Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek), to the Polish Government in London concerning fi-
nancial aid, delivered via the Director of the Jewish Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold 
Bieńkowski).
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To the Government Plenipotentiary 
in Poland.

Again, we are bringing up an extremely urgent and pressing issue con-
cerning the combating of blackmail.4. This is because blackmailing is spreading 
on a terrifying scale – both in size and form. Not a day passes without many 
acts of blackmail being committed, without someone getting robbed of all 
their property. There is hardly a family, a person that has not suffered from 
this hideous crime. Frequently – very frequently, the same families or persons 
fall victim of two, three and multiple acts of blackmail.

Some cases end in death – either suicide or murder by the authorities who 
capture the victims as a result of blackmailing.

These commonplace crimes shatter and prevent any aid operations by the 
Council, and on the other hand, they signal the spreading depravity.

Hence, for both these reasons, combat against blackmail, carried out in 
a systematic, organised, and unconditionally consistent manner, is becoming 
a vital necessity – both from a social point of view and from the point of view 
of state interests.

To execute a blackmailer and to make it publicly known through posters would 
be not only an act of justice for crimes against the victim, society, and the state, 
but also an act of social and state self-defence, deterring criminal imitators and, 
finally, an act clearing the moral atmosphere. This is why we constantly go back 
to this pressing issue, this is why we are bringing it up today, again. Finally, this 
is why today – in connection with this issue – we are putting in urgent requests 
requiring immediate implementation. These include the following:

1. The need to simplify, and most importantly speed up the procedure for es-
tablishing the facts of an act of blackmail and for carrying out the relevant 
sentences;

2. The need to immediately put up posters announcing the executed sentences;

3. If such sentences are not issued or have not been executed yet – to put up 
posters for at least some fictitious sentences;

The fact that the Council has decided to submit the last of the requests pre-
sented above shows that it attaches great importance to the issue of publish-
ing such death sentences. If no such sentence has been passed and executed so 
far, if the social advantages listed above, resulting from such executions, have 
not followed – such advantages may at least originate from announcing a num-
ber of fictitious death sentences, and from informing the public about such 

4 The underlines in this document were made in red pencil and in black ink with which the 
document is signed.
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sentences through posters. And this requires does not require any major effort 
or much time, so it can be implemented quickly.

While stressing all of the above requests, we place a particular emphasis on 
the last request, as it is the easiest to carry out implement quickly.

Irrespective of the above, we ask for information on the number of open pro-
ceedings concerning blackmail, on how many have been closed and with what 
result and, finally, on how many sentences in such cases have been carried out.

The Council to Aid J[ews] attached to the Government Delegate in Poland

Warsaw, 6 April 1943.                                                                                 J. Trojan 
A. Borowski 

                                                                                                                             Mikołaj
                                                                                                                             Różycki

[On the reverse:]
K.W.C. [Kierownictwo Walki Cywilnej – Directorate of Civil Resistance]
Confirmation 
of acts of blackmail
1) Jew.
2) Pol. …Oświęcim

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, b. 300.
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7 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “J. Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Government Delegate 
for Poland, presenting the planned budget of the Council for March and April 
1943 and its implementation. Letter addressed to “Grabowiecki” (Stanisław 
Pawłowski)

Grab[owiecki]

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland.   To be returned

The subsidies that have been granted so far to aid Żegota, disproportionately 
small in relation to the actual needs, have prompted the Council to present 
to the Government Plenipotentiary the planned expenses for March and April 
of this year, illustrating the situation of the Council in terms of its ability to fulfil 
at least some of the duties the performance of which it has been entrusted 
with. The figures, compared to the subsidies received, are as follows:
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March 1933

Planned expenditure: administration   50.001
   legalisation   200.00
   accommodation, “hotels” 250.00
   subsidies for the provinces 500.00
   aid for the ghetto  2,500.00
   allowances   2,500.00
     In total  6,000.00

Subsidy received for March    2,500.00
Deficit       3,500.00

April 1933

Planned expenditure: administration   60.00
   legalisation   300.00
   accommodation, “hotels” 1,000.00
   subsidies for the provinces 500.00
   aid for the ghetto  3,500.00 
   aid for Cath[olic] families 100.00
   allowances   4,750.00
     In total  10,210.00

Subsidy received for April    2,500.00
Deficit       7,710.00

Thus, the total deficit [for] March and April is  11,250.00

Thus, out of necessity, the Council is forced to leave huge numbers of per-
sons who need protection outside its operation, let alone the operation for 
bringing aid to the ghetto and organising accommodation, “hotels”, and similar 
shelters for those who escaped from the ghetto or who are flowing in from the 
provinces, who, due to the lack of safe accommodation, are falling directly into 
the hands of gangs of blackmailers which are growing every day. The Council 
is also forced to abandon many other, equally important operations, such as 
aid for the provinces, where hunger and poverty are rampant, aid for Catholic 
families, the first victims of their charitable activity in this area, etc. It is clear 
that even if the full demand for cash is met, this continues to be only symbol-
ic help, which stems from the huge scale of tasks, growing every day. It must 
be stated that the planned budget for April, although large, does not reflect 
the actual needs. It only reflects the expanding operations and the expand-
ing reach of the Council’s activities, which will continue to grow as a result 
of natural developments, and so will the Council’s needs. In this situation, in 
a meeting held on the 6th of this month, the Council decided to present the issue 
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to the Government Plenipotentiary, and to request the amounts budgeted for 
March and April to be provided before the end of this month, and to request 
that the sums for May be planned in at least equal amounts, if the Council is to 
fulfil its tasks, if it is to be a social component actually fulfilling its duties to-
wards the most tormented victims of Nazi terror. The provision of the amounts 
necessary to meet the planned expenses before the end of this month is an 
urgent issue of primary importance.

A copy of the above shall be provided to representatives in the PKP [Poli-
tyczny Komitet Porozumiewawczy – Political Consultative Committee] for in-
formation purposes.

Marek        J. Trojan
/–/ Marek, Prostokąt     /–/ J. Trojan, WRN

Warsaw, 7 April 1933

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 301.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 371–373.

14
21 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the 
liquidation operation in the Warsaw Ghetto, along with enclosures.

Mr. Grabo[wiecki]

Żeg[ota] Off[ice] T./IV.  Spec. 21/4/1943.
  

Ghetto liquidation operation

The ghetto liquidation operation, launched on the night of the 18th/19th 
of this month, was preceded by a serious conflict between the management 
of the Többens plant and the Jewish community. The conflict was an external 
expression of the long-lasting differences in views on the methods of liquidating 
the Warsaw ghetto between German military and political authorities. The 
army wanted to use the Jewish labour force, the political components wanted to 
liquidate the ghetto quickly. A compromise was reached under which 10,000 
qualified Jewish workers were to be lodged in barracks in Powązki, the rest 
were to be liquidated.
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The Többens operation was aimed at selecting groups of qualified workers. 
His appeals to the Jewish community were met with a boycott of the ordinances 
issued.

Having failed to win the “favour” of the Jewish community, German au-
thorities started exerting pressure on the Jewish gmina.

The gmina convened a meeting to which representatives of the ŻKN (Jewish 
National Committee) were invited. Schiper, a historian, acted as an intermediary. 

The gmina sought to reach an agreement with ŻKN and at the same time 
tried to influence the Jewish Combat Organisation.

Unofficial representatives of ŻKN did not agree to any cooperation with the 
gmina and firmly declared the absence of any liaison between the Jewish com-
munity and the gmina. Schiper’s arguments, referring to the historic existence 
of two national representations: one fighting against the oppressor, the other 
cooperating with the oppressor, were no[t] taken into account by ŻKN.

At a subsequent meeting of the Jewish Coordination Commission with the 
Command of the Jew[ish] Combat Org[anisation], it was resolved that attempts 
to forcefully accommodate Jews in barracks should be counteracted with arms.

After a two-day “relief” period /17–18 April/, on the night of 18th/19th, at 
2 a.m., the Germans launched a displacement operation. An alarm issued by 
the Jew[ish] Combat Org[anisation] was the signal to fight.

According to accounts of eye witnesses from the ghetto:

19 April. On the ghetto walls, alongside death sentences for informers acting 
against Jews, there appeared appeals reading more or less as follows /quoted 
from memory/:

“Jews! Now is the time to act and to retaliate against the occupant. Every per-
son capable of carrying arms should join the combatants! The elderly and 
women should help by offering money! Have your weapons ready!

As of today, I abolish the Friday system. Everyone is to report to musters.

      /signed/:

                Captain Józef Łącki
      Commandant of ZWŻ”

In Nalewki Street by Muranowski Square, there are tables with huge site 
plans, diagrams and field telephones on them. A number of high-ranked SS 
officers are holding debat[es], protected by tanks and armoured vehicles 
standing nearby. Many members of the Waffen-SS, the police, and the Ger-
man gendarmerie /about 3 battalions/ are concentrated in the streets. Tanks 
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and armoured vehicles are driving around. Since morning, there has been 
very intense shooting from firearms and machine guns in the vicinity of Na-
lewki Street, as well as diverse explosions and detonations. Besides Germans, 
Ukrainians and /not determined/ Latvians or Lithuanians are participat-
ing in the operation. All Germans within the ghetto are equipped with hand 
grenades /stuck in bootlegs and behind belts/, two revolvers and a carbine; 
very many carry light machine guns. Before noon, major fires were reported, 
e.g. in Gęsia Street, Nalewki Street /house No. 37/, Miła street and Zamen-
hoffa Street. The Germans are taking house after house by assault. A house 
to be taken is usually shot at from HMGs and LMGs /starting from the 20th, 
also field artillery/, and the defendants’ morale is tormented with attacks from 
tanks and armoured vehicles. Then, the house is usually attacked, in many 
cases, as has been irrefutably determined – by the Jewish militia, armed with 
axes for hacking away at gates and barricades. If, after this initial attack, the 
appeal to surrender has no effect – Ukrainians and Latvians /Lithuanians?/ 
make their attack, all openings in the house are sprayed with hand grenades 
and shot at from LMGs and automatic guns from, at close range. After this 
preparation, the SS steps in, murdering any survivors and carrying out the 
final “clean-up” operation.

A striking thing is that the Germans present a generally fearful attitude and 
are not eager to go inside a house, even if there is no sign of life from a building 
that’s been under fire for a long time. Jews are watching the situation from 
the inside, through lower parts of windows, in many houses painted white, 
with only a small area left clear. They respond to German attacks by throwing 
powerful hand grenades /the explosions leave craters with an area of 2 sq. m. 
in the road pavement/, by shooting with LMGs /in some cases also HMGs/, 
short and long firearms.

In the provisional Jewish hospital at Franciszkańska Street, Germans shot 
all patients with revolvers. According to an eye witness, all bodies were left 
in the beds with wounds in their heads. Several hours after the murder, the 
building was damaged and partially destroyed by explosions from Jewish 
grenades.

On 20 April at 6 a.m., the German authorities gave the Jewish gmina an ulti-
matum – that the Jews must cease their resistance by 3 p.m. at the latest. At the 
same time, representatives of the gmina at the Befehlstelle, which had been 
moved from Nalewki Street to the square at the intersection of Dzika, Dzielna, 
and Gęsia Streets, were arrested.

The Germans gave an order to empty the houses between Żelazna, Leszno 
and Karmelicka Streets and ordered Jews in that area to move to Franciszkańs-
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ka Street. Some residents whose morale had been broken, but mainly women 
and children, obeyed the order.

In the early morning, an SS unit walking along Leszno Street was suddenly 
attacked with hand grenades. The offensive attitude of many Jews generally 
has a disheartening effect on the Germans.

As the ultimatum was ignored, after a few hours’ break, at about 3 p.m., the 
combat operation was resumed by Germans with an increased momentum. 

A major attack by the field artillery set up, inter alia, in Franciszkańska 
Street was reported, for instance. In the afternoon, Bonifraterska Street on the 
Polish side was closed to trams and pedestrians. Big fires were reported e.g. 
in Zamenhoffa, Nalewki and Gęsia Streets.

A Jewish attack temporarily pushed the Germans back from the previously 
assumed positions in Zamenhoffa Street, and the Jews secured the entire street.

The Germans backed the operation up with an additional Wehrmacht bat-
talion and with artillery reinforcements. About 300 members of the SS left the 
ghetto by trams from Narutowicza Square at about 5 p.m.

The Germans mounted a fierce attack, inter alia on the house at 39 Nalewki 
Street, which managed to keep defending throughout the morning.

The Jewish losses caused by the two days of the SA operation are very se-
vere, but difficult to estimate. German losses can be deduced from the major 
activity of ambulances and trucks carrying the wounded. Additionally, around 
noon, passengers were taken from rows of tram cars in Chłodna Street, and the 
wounded were transported to hospitals /inter alia the Soc. Secur. hospital/.

In the afternoon of the 20th, big fires were still observed.

The combat activity is generally less intense at night, and Jews armed with 
revolvers move about the ghetto with more freedom, liquidating informers, 
militia officers, in several cases surprising Germans with sudden forays. /E.g. 
on the night of 19th/20th in Bonifraterska Street, opposite Sapieżyńska Street, 
grenades were thrown from the Jewish side, killing a gendarme and a Blue 
Policeman and damaging the wall and the corner of the John of God hospital/.

21 April. The ghetto has been teeming with activity since the morning. Stray 
bullets are flying on the Polish side, inter alia in Bonifraterska Street. There 
is still no tram service and Żoliborz cannot be accessed directly. Numerous 
shots and detonations in the area of Kurakowski Square. Smoke from fires can 
be seen in the inner parts of the ghetto.

Enclosed – communications of the Jew[ish] Nat[ional] Com[mittee] 
and a situation report from the Bund.
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Enclosure No. 1  Contents of ŻKN communications.

Communication No 1.                                  19 April 1943.

Today, on Monday, 19th of April, a new murderous German operation has 
been launched in the Warsaw ghetto. Already at 4 a.m., fierce shooting from 
hand and machine guns and grenade explosions could be heard near the ghet-
to walls. Armoured vehicles and tanks entered the ghetto. The operation is car-
ried out by the German gendarmerie under the supervision of the SS. The Pol-
ish police was withdrawn from the ghetto and ordered to guard the ghetto 
walls from the outside. The ghetto gives the impression of a fortress under 
siege. The ghetto walls are guarded by many gendarmes wearing combat gear, 
with guns pointed at the walls, and by Polish police officers.

The operation covers the area of the so-called central ghetto.

The Jewish combat organisation, bringing together all active members 
of the Jewish community, has mounted active resistance in many houses. There 
is regular fighting between Jewish combatants and Germans.

At noon, a line of Ger[man] Red Cr[oss] cars left the ghetto with dead 
and wounded gendarmes and SS-men. The Jewish resistance is much fiercer 
and stronger than in January of this year.

In some houses, fires broke out as a result of shooting on both sides. There 
are clouds of smoke over the ghetto. 

The German operation is aimed at the definitive annihilation and liquida-
tion of the Warsaw ghetto serving as the centre of resistance of the fighting 
Jewish community.

While we are airing this broadcast – the fighting is going on with all fierceness.

Communication No. 2.                    20 April 1943.

The fight of the Jewish Combat Org[anisation] against the Germans in the 
Warsaw ghetto is fully underway. In the afternoon of Monday 19th April, there 
was regular fighting between the Jewish combatants and the SS and the 
gendarmerie. The cannonade lasted well into the night. The ceaseless rum-
ble of explosions and grenades and the hammering of machine guns could 
be heard in nearly the whole city. Each house in the ghetto has turned into 
a fortress, besieged by the Germans and taken only by force. There are piles 
of dead bodies in the streets of the ghetto.

In the morning of Tuesday 20th April, the Germans issued an ultimatum 
to the Jew[ish] Combat Org[anisation] through the Presidium of the Jewish 
Council /Gmina/, demanding that the arms be laid down by 10 a.m. 
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Latvian units entered the ghetto as reinforcements. The combatants wel-
comed them with grenades. The ghetto walls are guarded by many SS-men and 
gendarmes, carrying grenades, in full combat gear. The fighting is continuing.

Communication No. 3.                               Tuesday, 20 April 1943.

The Jewish Combat Org[anisation] leading the fight of the Warsaw ghetto 
rejected the German ultimatum to lay down arms on Tuesday by 10 a.m.

After several hours of relative peace, the combat operation was resumed. 
The Germans ordered many military units to continue the fight, supported 
by artillery, tanks and armoured units. On Tuesday afternoon and evening, 
there was a ceaseless cannonade. The streets bordering the ghetto, in par-
ticular the vicinity of Bonifraterska, Franciszkańska, and Świętojerska Streets, 
were sealed off by the army and the SS. The Germans set up field cannons 
and placed heavy machine guns on rooftops. At about 5-6, a hurricane-like 
bombardment of the ghetto was launched from that side. Explosions could 
be heard from tens of kilometres away. Numerous fires are breaking out and 
nobody is putting them out. There are clouds of smoke over the ghetto.

The tram and pedestrian traffic through the streets bordering the ghetto was 
blocked in the afternoon, the tram connection between Warsaw and Żoliborz 
and Marymont has been broken. The whole of Warsaw is impressed by the 
heroic defence of the Warsaw Ghetto. The siege of the ghetto and the fight put 
up by the Jewish combatants is almost the only topic of conversation for the 
million of the city’s residents. The informed social circles are welcoming this 
fight with enthusiasm.

Jewish combatants have hung 2 banners over a house at 2 Muranowska 
Street: a white-and-amaranth one and a white-and-blue one. On another house, 
a banner with a combat slogan was displayed. Near the end of Sapieżyńska 
Street, combatants climbed the ghetto wall and threw some grenades: several 
SS-men, gendarmes, and Blue Policemen were torn to pieces on the spot.

On Tuesday afternoon, the Germans intensified the siege of the ghet-
to, they cut the electricity, water and gas supply to all streets of the ghet-
to. In order to track down shelters and hiding places in the ghetto /“Jewish 
bunkers”/, the Germans introduced packs of police dogs to the operation. 
We already know the results of the Jewish combat on the 1st day of the oper-
ation /Monday/: over 100 Germans were killed or wounded. Several dozen 
Germans had their arms taken away. Several tanks were burnt with petrol 
grenades.
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Enclosure No. 2.

Situation report from the Bund.                                      20 April 1943.

1. On the night of 18th/19th of April 1943, in the early morning, units of the 
SS, Sonderdienst and gendarmerie came in. A German order for the Jews 
to appear at the Umschlagplatz was not obeyed and served as the signal 
to engage in armed combat.

 The ŻOB [Jewish Combat Organization] promptly manned designated 
points, planting themselves especially firmly in corner tenement houses. 
So far, the Germans have been storming houses and non-factory flats.

 The ghetto community has been obeying ŻOB orders and actively cooperating 
in resisting the enemy with absolute determination and courage of death.

2. The operation was started on the 19th of April in the morning, mainly in the 
northern part of the ghetto, especially in Nalewki Street. There, the com-
batants set fire to several factories working for the Germans, including a mat-
tress factory. Then, they prevented the fire brigade from putting those fires 
out. On the 19th of April, in the afternoon, the “German offensive” moved 
towards the south of the ghetto. From the very beginning of the operation, 
the Germans, armed “to the teeth”, found themselves under a shower of re-
volver bullets, bottles and cans with explosives, and hand grenades, thrown 
from windows, gates, and roofs.

 The losses on the Jewish side are, of course, very severe. At the moment, 
they cannot be determined.

 But the losses on the German side are also estimated at 60–70 dead and 
nearly 100 wounded, taken on a dozen trucks to city hospitals, especially 
the Social Secur. Hospital.

3. The Blue Police hardly participates in the ghetto operation. It guards 
gateways around the ghetto walls, but even here the main offensive role 
is also played by Germans, who are often firing at the windows of ghetto 
houses from outside the ghetto. The combatants, vigilant in their posi-
tions, are aiming guns and throwing hand grenades at patrolling Germans, 
bravely and with perfect composure. They have killed several Germans in 
Muranowska and Franciszkańska Streets and one Blue Policeman at Boni-
fraterska Street, and they have wounded a number of Germans.

 Reportedly, today, i.e. on 20th April, at some points adjoining the ghetto 
walls, there were also some combatants with machine g[uns], most likely 
taken from Germans.

4. Today, i.e. on 20th of April, at noon, a message was received that 2 of the 5 
tanks participating in an attack against the Jews on 19th of April had been 
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burnt. On the 20th, in the afternoon, planes started circling over the area 
covered by the operation. There are also tanks, ready for action, at several 
locations around the ghetto.

 On the 20th of this month, field guns were set up near Krasińskich Square, 
from which the brave German knights started bombarding the “fortress” 
of the Warsaw ghetto.

5. The sounds of the German might clashing with the tormented Jews, and 
the shocking view of the heroes, bravely holding on to their redoubts, sur-
rounded by Germans on all sides and yet firing at them relentlessly, com-
pels deep admiration and the desire to come to their help.

 There are banners hanging here and there, among them – a Polish banner, 
and another one with the slogan: “We shall fight till the end”, and they raise 
the temperature of compassion and solidarity on the part of Warsaw resi-
dents, especially the working class.

6. In the morning of the 20th of this month, the Germans led the first groups 
of “captives” – several hundred women and children, weary, exhausted, 
with deathly fear in their eyes. On the afternoon of the 20th, several com-
panies of Ukrainians, Latvians, and Mongolian-Russian Nazi janissaries en-
tered the ghetto. We have just received reports that the called-in murderers 
have commenced a mass massacre of the ghetto. Heavy bombardment is 
going on.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 303–306.

15
23 April 1943, Warsaw. Special report of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland on the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw ghetto, along with enclosures.

Ref. Żeg. T/V Spec. 23 April 1943             Pan Grabowiecki

II Special report on the liquidation operation 
in the Warsaw ghetto

On the night of 21st/22nd of April, the fighting within the ghetto became less 
intense, and on 22nd of April, the ghetto was peaceful, except for a fire raging 
over houses in the quarter delineated by Świętojerska, Bonifraterska, Fran-
ciszkańska, and Nalewki Streets. According to German accounts, the resistance 
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in the ghetto has been crushed. There are 96 killed and 420 wounded on the 
German side, on the Jewish side – 18,000 killed. German sources inform that 
1,500 combatants participated actively in the fighting, on the German side – 
5,000 members of Waffen SS, gendarmerie and Wehrmacht. On the Jewish 
side, apart from the 1,500 combatants who fought finely and ambitiously, as 
the Germans state, the rest of the Jewish community, about 40,000, adopted 
a definitely passive attitude. The proof is to be found in the example of the Töb-
bens shops, where in a group of houses having a natural defensive location /as 
they are surrounded by an empty space/, there were about 15,000 Jews, and 
among them – a unit of combatants equipped with weapons, and where no re-
sistance was mounted. According to the same accounts, Jewish combatants had 
impressive weapons. The weapons were of German origin: revolvers, LMGs, 
and HMGs /e.g. at the main point of resistance, at the intersection of Francisz-
kańska and Nalewki Streets, the HMGs were positioned on concrete mounts/. 
On 22nd of April, having destroyed all nests of resistance, the Germans ordered 
the remaining Jews to assemble at a designated place. The order was mostly 
obeyed /also by the Többens shops/, with the exception of brush-makers, who 
put up resistance, quickly crushed. The Jews who assembled on the designated 
spot are gradually loaded into wagons and transported to Treblinka.

Apart from the above accounts, drawn up based on information of German 
origin, which seems highly probable and is supported by the meaningful si-
lence of 22nd of April – there are other versions and suppositions, built based 
on observations and “local inspections” and based on the comments of Jews on 
this and that side of the ghetto walls.

A wall built on the night of 21st/22nd of April along Franciszkańska Street /in 
the middle of the road/ hints at a special German method consisting in divid-
ing the ghetto into sections that can be liquidated more easily. For this reason, 
it is possible that after nests of resistance have been liquidated, some combat-
ants are now within the northern section of the ghetto (…) section not covered 
by any fire and so far left in peace as other sections are now being cleared 
up. If this supposition is correct, the resistance may be resumed. However, it 
seems impossible to organise sufficiently strong nests of resistance. It should 
be assumed that the liquidation operation will continue for a longer time, with 
much less military action in comparison with what has been happening so far. 
Apart from that part, in percentage terms – a huge share of the Jewish com-
munity that decided to obey the order to go to Treblinka’s steam chambe[rs], 
there are Jews in the cellars of probably every house in the ghetto, waiting to 
be rescued. Thus, the liquidation operation may entail, with (…) means of aid, 
a longer list of victims fallen within the Warsaw ghetto.

As a general conclusion on the current situation, it should be assumed that 
a pacification phase has opened, in which, doubtless, blood is still going to be 
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spilled, and more than once. The night of 22nd/23rd prove[s] that resistance 
has stiffened in particular new points of resistance. It should be expected that 
the combatants, whose numbers have been depleted by relatively little, will 
still act as an element of strong resistance until conditions arise that are most 
favourable to the saving of the combatants.

The attitude of the Polish population /especially in the districts adjoining 
the ghetto/ is uniform. The atmosphere is definitely hostile towards the Ger-
mans, with sympathy and admiration for the Jewish resistance. The unbelieva-
ble German atrocities, such as setting fire to houses and not letting out women 
and children, escalate this atmosphere to such a degree that rad[io] reports on 
the massacre near Smoleńsk, so far eagerly listened to, are currently attributed 
by the gullible residents of the suburbs – to the Germans. The resistance of the 
handful of Jewish combatants, lasting for three days, is drawing particular ad-
miration. An opinion is forming that with this fierce act of resistance, the Jews 
have entirely saved the honour of their nation, fighting for freedom in the same 
way as others.

Enclosure No. 1.

Communications and situation reports of the Jew[ish] Coordination
Com[mittee] /Jew[ish] National Com[mittee] and the Bund/
 

Communication No. 4.                                        Wednesday, 21 April 1943

There was ceaseless shooting throughout the night from Tuesday to 
Wednesday. The German artillery fired at the ghetto from several directions. 
Numerous fires broke out. On Wednesday, on the third day of the combat 
operation, the fighting raged with all fierceness. Numerous tanks entered the 
ghetto. Jewish combatants threw petrol bombs at them. The fierce artillery 
fire lasted until noon. The ghetto continued its heroic defence. During the first 
two days of fighting, the Jewish combatants carried out a number of offen-
sive operations. A foray of a unit of combatants to Zamenhoffa Street liquidat-
ed a group of SS-men, after a short fight, the Germans retreated, leaving their 
killed and wounded behind. The combatants threw some grenades at an SS 
unit walking along Leszno Street. There was fierce fighting in Miła and Niska 
Streets. The Germans launched an assault on a few houses in Nalewki Street; 
the assault lasted for several hours, the houses caught fire. Women actively 
participate in the operations of the Jew[ish] Combat Org[anisation], showing 
tremendous courage. On Tuesday, a woman in a helmet appeared in the win-
dow of a house bordering the ghetto wall and she fired a series of shots from 
a revolver in the direction of the SS-men surrounding the wall. On Wednesday 
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afternoon, a huge fire broke out in several houses in Świętojerska Street. As no-
body attempted to put it out, it quickly spread to the nearby houses. A huge 
column of smoke rose over Warsaw, visible from many kilometres away. The 
flames, shooting from the burning group of houses, get through to Krasińskich 
Square, where thousands of people from outside the wall watch a depiction 
of the raging Nazi barbarism. The tram connections between Warsaw and 
Żoliborz and Marymont districts are still out of service, and the connections 
running through Leszno Street have been discontinued as well. On Wednesday, 
at 9 p.m., the following telegram was received from the ŻOB Commandant over 
the telephone: “The Combatants are fighting splendidly. Combat divisions are 
in perfect spirits. Our human losses are relatively small. We are short of am-
munition (...). We will keep fighting to the last breath”.

Communication No. 5.                                          Thursday, 22 April 1943.

Thursday was marked by huge fires that covered the following streets: 
Świętojerska, Franciszkańska, Wałowa, and Nalewki, in the afternoon – also 
Zamenhoffa Street. The fires were caused by blast and incendiary shells of the 
German artillery. Throughout the day, there were clouds of smoke hanging 
above the entire ghetto, growing by the hour. The fires gutting the houses bor-
dering the walls in Franciszkańska and Świętojerska Streets raged with unpar-
alleled fierceness. The streets of the ghetto are filled with dense, acrid smoke. 
It is evident that the Germans have applied the atrocious tactic of setting the 
ghetto on fire. Seeing that they cannot break the resistance of the Jewish com-
batants by armed fighting, they decided to destroy them with fire. Thousands 
of women and children are burning alive inside the houses. Terrible screams 
and calls for help can be heard from the burning houses. People engulfed in 
flames, live torches, appeared in the windows of many houses. The fires did 
not break the spirits of the Jew[ish] combatants, who continue to put up 
heroic resistance against the Germans. The Germans, trying to prevent Jews 
from escaping or contacting the combatants through sewers, ordered the city 
authorities to plug sewer outlets – some outlets are being guarded by gen-
darmes – and the Germans have fired at some sewers several times. According 
to preliminary estimates, the German losses during the first three days of the 
combat are: about 200 killed, over 400 wounded.

Situation report of 21 April.
1. Units of the German infantry and their foreign satellites, having suffered 

defeat in direct combat during the storming of the ghetto houses, left 
it completely for the night. The number of helpless old people, women and 
children murdered by the occupant is huge, however, losses among the 
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combatants are not much greater than those among Germans. Sewer outlets 
are being guarded by armed German posts. The siege is led by the Wehrmacht.

2. Starting from early morning, anti-tank or possibly anti-aircraft guns started 
to be set up around the ghetto walls, and in the afternoon – also heavy how-
itzers. Surrounded by guns, the ghetto was subjected to fierce bombarding 
/intensifying especially in the afternoon and in the evening/. This immense 
pressure exerted by the German power did not dampen the spirits of the 
fighting Jews. So far, the attitude, discipline, and organisation of the defend-
ers have remained perfect. The shortage of ammunition explains the sparse 
firing.

3. The combatants continue to set fire to German factories and warehous-
es, including a large tannery in Świętojerska Street. There are also losses 
among gun operators, who are attacked by the combatants with rifles and 
machine guns, set up in some houses at the outskirts of the ghetto. So far, 
the Germans have been tolerating the assembling of Poles at a relatively 
short distance from the guns, as they assume, and rightly so, that this in-
clines the combatants to open fire carefully, and thus more sparsely and 
more rarely.

4. According to persistent rumours, the Germans are supposed to have evacu-
ated inmates from the Pawiak prison today, fearing that the combatants 
might attempt to capture it from outside.

5. It is said that some combatants were observed wearing Polish military uni-
forms /especially officers/.

Situation report of 22 April.

1. This morning, the ghetto, especially Świętojerska Street and partially Fran-
ciszkańska Street, was subjected to another hurricane bombardment from 
all types of guns. At the same time, the Germans set many houses on fire – 
probably by means of flame-throwers – and they did not allow any fire bri-
gades in to put the fires out. However, the enemy did send fire brigades to 
factory plants and German warehouses set on fire by the combatants, espe-
cially those located in large buildings. Besides, the fire service are keeping 
watch to make sure that the fires do not spread outside the ghetto. An effort 
in which, it is said, they are not always successful. The enemy interrupted 
water supply to some sections of the ghetto.

2. At about noon, German infantry units managed to reach some bombarded 
and burnt-out northern parts of the ghetto. Amid fierce direct fighting 
and a massacre of the defenceless, the Germans captured alive some small 
groups of combatants, exhausted from the long-lasting tensions of combat. 
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The view of small groups /men and women/ led through the crowd by Ger-
mans, armed to the teeth, was something diametrically different from the 
nearly everyday scenes of the gloomy and tragic days of August and Sep-
tember 1942, when only a handful of bandits led a crowd of Jews, disgrace-
fully and cynically deceived, to death.

3. Actual fighting is still going on in the area not covered by the shops. In the 
latter, life is said to be hardly different from the “norm” experienced so far. The 
German posts have only been reinforced slightly. In the areas in which fighting 
takes place, the actual authority is held by the ŻOB. Some groups that actively 
support the ŻOB have published leaflets appealing to the people to endure.

4. According to unconfirmed, unofficial data, the German losses include more 
than 200 killed, while the number of killed combatants is low. The number 
of victims among the defenceless people in the ghetto /especially women 
and children/ is huge. Today, a few Germans – SS-men – were killed outside 
the ghetto. It is said that 5 German soldiers keeping watch around the ghet-
to walls were disarmed yesterday.

 Just now, some certain, though fragmentary, data have been received di-
rectly from the ŻOB Command. They indicate that the combatants have lost 
two to three percent of their people, and that their mood and attitude are 
great. They ask for support and for further ammunition supplies.

 Due to the lengthy siege of the ghetto, the myth of the unconquerable power 
of Germany can be seen fading in the consciousness of the Polish socie-
ty, while admiration and respect for the outstanding bravery and heroism 
of the desperate combatants are growing.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 309–311.
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27 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw ghetto.

Mr. Grabowiecki

Reg. Żeg. T/VI. Spec. 27 April 1943.     

The ninth day of the Jewish-German war going on in Warsaw is of special 
significance to the prestige and propaganda of the occupant. This situation 
bears all features of a catastrophe, if we take into account the major influence 
“of the war to change the attitudes of Warsaw residents towards the power 
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of the paralysing methods of terror employed by the Germans to intimidate 
the Polish population.

Today, the loss 5of the most important trump card against the Polish popu-
lation – the trump card of fear caused by terror – as observed recently in the 
Brühl Palace – has actually been confirmed very clearly.

The resistance mounted by the ŻOB for nine days, in regular combat, first in 
the form of “trench” warfare and presently – guerrilla warfare, against the Ger-
man military forces, was bound to make an understandable impression on the 
Polish residents of Warsaw observing the “war”, and due to the emerging legend 
of the “Ghetto-fortress” spreading across the country, it will be a decisive factor in 
the willingness to pay back for terror with terror.

The above point of view renders the resistance of the Warsaw ghetto an 
event of nation-wide importance, at least in psychological and moral terms. 
The Germans are already becoming aware of the situation. This is evidenced 
by rumours that are being spread in a persistent manner /origin: Szucha 
Avenue/ that the ghetto resistance is led by German deserters. The German at-
titude is best characterised by these authentic words of a Gestapo officer from 
Szucha Avenue: “Only Germans are able to organise such resistance and lead 
it so effectively”. There are also open and quite commonly expressed concerns 
that the operation will spread outside the ghetto walls, which definitively com-
promise the possibility of crushing resistance in such or similar circumstances.

The information of German origin that we provided in the communication 
of 23 April 1943 and that described the situation in the ghetto as resolved, was 
merely a recognition of the fact that the “trench” warfare is transforming into 
long-lasting combat of a “pacification period”, paralysing the prestige of the 
German power. The displacement of the Jews who did not participate in the 
combat has freed the ŻOB of any inhibiting factors. The attitude of the ŻOB, full 
of determination, that of people “who have nothing to lose”, writes beautiful 
chapters of heroism in this last phase of the existence of the Warsaw ghetto.

The German pacification methods consist primarily in using aerial incen-
diary bombs that are destroying literally all buildings in the ghetto. The activi-
ty of the ŻOB is not weakening, and the small losses of the combatants promise 
long-lasting resistance. A letter of the ŻOB Commandant confirms this sup-
position. The combatants display an attitude of desperate courage. After the 
points of resistance have been destroyed, the defensive, but also the aggressive 
activity has taken the form of guerrilla warfare. The offensive attitude related 
to this combat system has been expressed by the capture of 26 Germans /in-
cluding 3 officers/. After the Germans rejected the proposal to exchange them 

5 The word was added in black ink.
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for Jewish combatants, all of them were killed by being thrown on the pave-
ment from the fourth floor.

In conclusion, if the nine days of combat are to be assessed synthetically, 
once again, it is important to stress the psychological and propaganda signifi-
cance of the events. It has been contributing significantly to the final overcoming 
of the fear instilled in the entire Polish population by any, even the most severe, 
systems of terror.

The combat in the Warsaw ghetto continues.

Situation report                                                          of 23 April 1943.

1. After the enemy had overpowered the central and peripheral parts of the 
northern ghetto, the fighting moved further to the north. The fires raging 
over that section, the rumbling of heavier and anti-aircraft guns, more 
intensive in the evening and particularly at night, the dense rattle of ma-
chine guns, and the frequent sounds of detonations, probably coming from 
mines used by the enemy to blow up “persistent” points, all indicate that 
the combatants are still perfectly willing to defend themselves in the ghet-
to. Többens has had the majority of equipment at his plants disassembled 
and sent to Poniatowa together with 22 thousand /from the overall num-
ber of 8 thousand/ Jewish workers. The resistance on the premises of the 
brush-making shop is continuing.

2. On 22 April 1943, one of the bravest ŻOB leaders died on the ghetto front 
– Michał /engineer Klepfisz/, a member of the “Bund”, former defender 
of Warsaw in September 1939, a tireless activist among young people.

3. An announcement of the ŻOB Command appeared in the city, ensuring the 
Polish nation about the steadfast decision to continue fighting the invader 
till the end.

4. The recent German operation to “displace” the ghetto in Białystok has also 
been met with armed resistance on the part of the Jewish population. Over 
100 Germans died in the heavy fights.

   Bund and ŻKN Coordination Commission.6

Situation report of 24 April 1943.

Today – on the 6th day of the fierce fighting – the ghetto still remains un-
conquered. The peripheral areas taken by the enemy are still being cleared 
up. However, even in those areas, or streets, the combatants engage in fierce 
guerrilla warfare against the enemy – at particular focal points of resistance, 

6 Added in black ink on particular reports.
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especially within blocks of buildings. The Germans blow up such houses by 
planting mines.

1. Consolidated ŻOB units, maintaining communication with one another, 
are concentrating in the remaining areas of the ghetto, still quite large. 
As yet, these areas, located nearer Okopowa Street and next to the Powąz-
ki cemetery, have not come under a general assault by the enemy. Apart 
from minor, ineffective clashes between German units and combatants, this 
part of the ghetto had been relatively peaceful until the evening. Only in 
the evening did planes drop a series of incendiary bombs that caused fires 
in different parts of the ghetto /especially in the vicinity of Muranowska, 
Gęsia, Nalewki, and Okopowa Streets/. The ghetto is on fire. The combatants 
are setting fire to German factories and warehouses, inter alia large uni-
form-making plants have burnt down. Detonations, the rattle of LMGs, and 
the rumble of guns, sparser during the day, become more frequent and live-
ly between 9 and 11 p.m.

B. C. C. and ŻKN.

Situation report of 25 April 1943.

1. This afternoon, planes dropped incendiary bombs, again. A dozen or so 
fires were reported. In the evening, the entire ghetto was bathed in the 
glow of fires. The Germans are still not letting the fire brigades in. The 
ominous silence reigning on this side is interrupted by shots from heavy 
howitzers and explosions of mines, planted by the Germans under the 
house they capture.

2. According to accounts of the residents of Powązki, a n area which is rela-
tively close to the north-western part of the ghetto, the sounds of frequent 
firing from rifles, revolvers and machine guns can be heard in that area, 
which means that the ŻOB must still be fighting fiercely against the invader 
there.

3. Rumours, so far unconfirmed, are circulating in the entire city about a de-
famatory note in a Berlin paper, stating that Poles, moved deeply by the 
Katyń massacre, attacked the ghetto and set it on fire. Today, leaflets 
of various bodies of the Polish Underground State have appeared, con-
demning the atrocious German bestiality committed before the eyes of en-
tire Warsaw and expressing admiration and reverence for the outstanding 
bravery and the unbroken spirit of the heroic combatants.

B. C. C. and ŻKN.

x       sending brotherly regards from the front positions, gutted by fires
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      Letter of the Jewish Combat Organisation Commandant
to his deputy outside the ghetto

Our experiences cannot be described in words. We are aware of only one 
thing: what has happened has surpassed even our wildest dreams. The Ger-
mans have fled the ghetto twice. One of our units held on to its positions for 
40 minutes, and another combat unit – for 6 hours! A mine that we planted on 
the premises of the brush-making shop went off. Some of our units attacked 
and scattered the Germans. We have lost very few people. This is a success as 
well. J. has fallen, he died a heroic death of a soldier operating a machine gun. 
I have a feeling that great things are happening, that what we have dared to do 
is of profound significance.

General situation: all shops inside and outside the ghetto have been shut 
down, except for “Werterfassung”, “Transavia”, and the Dering shop. The 
brush-making shop has been on fire for three days now. We have no contact 
with the combat groups among the brush-makers. Numerous fires have bro-
ken out in the ghetto. Entire blocks of buildings are burning. Yesterday, a hos-
pital burnt down. The Jewish police has been dissolved, except for a unit at 
“Werterfassung”. That scoundrel Szmerling has emerged again. The Germans 
released Lichtenbaum from the Umschlagsplatz. They did not get many peo-
ple from the central ghetto. The situation is different in the shops. Thousands 
were taken from there.

Starting from this evening, we are switching to guerrilla tactics. This night 
three combat units are going out into the field. They have two tasks: gathering in-
telligence and getting weapons. Remember that handguns are of no use to us. 
We rarely use them. We desperately need: grenades, rifles, machine guns, 
explosives.

It is impossible to describe the living conditions currently prevailing in the 
ghetto. Only a few will be able to survive it. All others will die, sooner or later. 
They are doomed. In nearly all shelters where thousands of people are hiding, 
no candle can be lit due to lack of air!

Through our receiver, we heard the beautiful broadcast of the “Świt” station 
on our combat. The fact that those outside the ghetto walls remember about us 
gives us an uplift in our fight.

Take care, my dear: perhaps we’ll meet again. The dream of my life has 
come true. Jewish self-defence in the Warsaw ghetto has become a fact. Jewish 
armed resistance and retaliation has become real. I witnessed the glorious, 
heroic fight of Jewish combatants.

      M.
Warsaw, – ghetto, 23 April 1943.
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Account of the liquidation operation
on the premises of the Többens shop

On Sunday 18th April, late in the evening, Többens called a meeting of work-
shop managers /Jews/ and announced that a “displacement” operation was 
“being launched” in the ghetto on the next day, however, the operation was 
not to cover his shop. Those working in his shop would be able to voluntarily 
go to the Poniatowa camp, together with their families. After this announce-
ment, Többens had those participating in the meeting closed in a room so that 
they would be unable to inform the ghetto about the planned operation. Next 
morning, an announcement signed by Többens appeared in the workshops 
and residential buildings, emphasising that the operation in the ghetto was 
retaliatory in nature, that it was a response to the “riotous” operation of the 
Jewish Combat Organisation and that it did not concern the peaceful work-
ers of his shop. The announcement called on the workers not to yield to the 
persuasion of rebellious individuals, to refrain from resistance. Monday was 
generally peaceful. On Tuesday, early in the morning, the entire area /Leszno 
Street/ was manned by the gendarmerie and šauliai, who started firing chaot-
ically at windows. On that day, Többens called a second meeting of managers 
and announced that everyone had to leave for Poniatowa the next morning. 
Due to an atmosphere of panic and as a result of a skilful propaganda cam-
paign, a considerable number of people volunteered to leave, about 2½ thou-
sand. Those who were to be displaced were to appear in front of their houses. 
They were allowed to take 15 kg of luggage. On Wednesday morning, a large 
number of SS-men, in full combat gear and with grenades at their belts, en-
tered the area. The displaced people were loaded into cars and sent directly 
to rail wagons at the “Umschagplatz”. They were probably taken to Treblinka. 
In the same area, there are about 5 thousand people who are hiding in shelters. 
However, they are in such low spirits that if Többens enabled them to leave 
“voluntarily”, another several thousand would willingly do so. People in shel-
ters are afraid that the water supply will be cut off. Someone kind offered ad-
vice by telephone on how to draw water even if the supply is cut off. However, 
this information did not calm the people. On Wednesday, a tight blockade was 
imposed by the SS, but it had hardly any effect. The Germans generally failed 
to reach the shelters. They only murdered a dozen or so people in their flats. 
Within the Többens area, no resistance was mounted as the attitude of a con-
siderable number of the people who assembled there had been influenced by 
false propaganda for quite a time. In that shop, delusions affected the workers’ 
attitude to a greater extent than elsewhere. It is possible that when the Ger-
mans start reaching the shelters, resistance will be mounted here, too. Active 
resistance was put up by workers of the neighbouring shop, K. G. Szulc. No-
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body volunteered to leave, nearly everyone has hidden in shelters. No details 
available.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 312–315.
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29 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department of Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw Ghetto, along with enclosures.

Ghetto

Ref. Żeg. T/VII Spec. 29 April 1943

The liquidation of the ghetto should be deemed completed. The recently 
heard detonations result from the “clearing up” of particular blocks of buildings 
/performed, systematically, at each and every house, without exceptions/, 
consisting in setting fire and then using mines to blow up cellars, regardless 
of whether they are empty or whether people are still inside.

However, resistance should be expected in some places. Such acts, however, 
will be sporadic.

We enclose an account of a man who managed to get out of that hell alive. 
Also: further communications from the Bund and ŻKN Coord. Com.

Grabowiecki, Esq.

EXPERIENCES OF ONE OF MANY                       19–24 April 1943

/Account of an activist of the Jew[ish] National Committee/

On the night from Sunday to Monday nobody slept. Sentries from combat 
groups kept guard. Civilians hid in shelters, either in cellars or on higher floors. 
Flats became empty. The first reports from observers went as follows: the 
ghetto walls are manned with German soldiers. The day had come, then. In 
the morning, the air filled with the rumble of fire from rifles, revolvers and 
machine guns, and with explosions of grenades, firecrackers and missiles. The 
fighting flared up. The area where I was staying /Heeresstandortverwaltung, 
Wałowa, Świętojerska, Bonifraterska, Franciszkańska Streets/ was not covered 
by the German operation on that day /i.e. Monday 19 April/. The defenders 
were ordered to provoke no incidents. The atmosphere was serious and we all 
felt the sense of responsibility. Everyone was aware that something important 
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was happening. At about noon, we received a letter from the commissioner for 
the relocation of enterprises from the Jewish district in Warsaw, W. C. Többens, 
in which he informed that the operation concerned only the central ghetto, 
where it would have the character of retaliation for failure to obey the orders 
of the authorities, and that our area would not be affected by any means. Then 
Többens called on workshop managers and workers to keep calm and to carry 
on with their normal work and duties. In the late afternoon, a Ger[man] manager, 
Heeresst. verw Dr. Laus, came and together with a German Werkschutz 
manager – a non-commissioned officer – they visited all military posts set up 
around our block and asked not to fire in the direction of our area.

There was still tension and anxiety. News coming from the centr[al] ghet-
to – a theatre of war – although scarce, cast bright light on the methods of 
Ger[man] criminals and on the nature of the operation. It became clear that 
as opposed to any previous operations, in which the peaceful, civilian ghet-
to population was forced to embark on a life or misery and most frequently 
found death, conducted by means of fear and terror, with only a slight military 
help – in this case, the Germans adopted a frontal tactic. Early in the morning, 
the Blue Police alarmed on the previous day was withdrawn as unsuitable for 
the new tasks at hand. It was replaced by heavy vehicles that entered the ghetto 
carrying hundreds of Waffen-SS soldiers armed from head to foot, as well as 
6 tanks, dozens of heavy machine guns, dozens of ammunition vehicles, and 
artillery. A group of desperate combatants started their fight defending their 
honour and human dignity of the Jews of the ghetto. The operation was com-
manded by the experienced arch-butchers of the SS, Hantke and Michelsen. 
With the ample help of the Umsiedlungsamt and “junaks” – Ukrainian pawns. 
On the first day, the Germans started a fire at the corner of 31–33 Nalewki 
Street, 2–4 Gęsia Street. The Polish fire brigade did not extinguish the fire. 
The Germans ran in[to] unexpectedly strong resistance. Only to their absolute 
superiority in terms of human and material resources and to the ample help 
of motorised units and air force do the Germans owe the fact that they were 
able to retreat from the fighting area for the night, even if only with consider-
able losses / about three hundred killed and wounded/. The defenders show 
an excellent attitude. From our observation points, there are many killed and 
wounded. On Monday evening and throughout the night from Monday to Tues-
day, there was a powerful cannonade from guns. On Tuesday morning, doc-
tor Laus came and immediately called a conference of workshop managers. 
He said that due to the events taking place in the ghetto, we needed to leave for 
Poniatowa the next day. The Germans have suffered quite meaningful losses 
/ ganz beträchtliche/. We all felt that we would have to pay appropriate com-
pensation for the German defeats, in blood and lives. Doctor Laus still ensured 
us that there would be no operations within our area.
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On Tuesday, we received further news from the central ghetto – the fight-
ing was continuing, the defenders were shooting from their improvised posts 
and they were shooting accurately. On many houses /on Monday, on the roofs 
of  the houses at 35–37 Nalewki Street, on Tuesday – in Franciszkańska Street/, 
fully functional machine guns were set up. There were many German ambu-
lances driving around.

In the evening, our block was alarmed by the news that nests had been set 
up along the walls, along Franciszkańska Street, and in the ruins of the house 
at 29 Franciszkańska Street. Nests with machine guns had been set up, with 
the barrels directed at our area. It was clear that we would not avoid the ca-
tastrophe, either. Civilians went down to shelters and the defenders took their 
positions. At about 6 p.[m.], a German unit rushed into our block. A mine 
planted by the defenders at the gate at 6 Wałowa Street went off. 15 Germans 
were torn to pieces and dozens got wounded. The German attack, lasting for 
half an hour, ended in their complete defeat. The number of German victims, 
killed and wounded, is estimated at one hundred. Throughout the night from 
Tuesday to Wednesday, our area was bombarded with cannon shells.

On Wednesday 21st April, an outright attack was launched on our block. 
From the early morning, the houses at 32 and 34 Świętojerska Street were 
attacked with guns, HMGs, and planes. The defenders thwarted the German 
plans. 7 defence groups – fearless young men and girls – kept the Germans 
in check. Only in the evening did the Germans manage to set the houses at 32 
and 34 Świętojerska Street on fire, using firecrackers and incendiary bombs 
dropped from the air. I was hiding in a cellar shelter /32 Świętojerska Street/ 
– at 11 p.[m.] we caught a strong smell of smoke – the shelter was filling with 
carbon dioxide. Electricity and water had already been cut off by the Germans 
– the candle was hardly burning. The cellar neighbouring our bunker was 
on fire. We got out through a big widening in the vent and we reached the back-
yard of the burning house. One woman stayed in the shelter forever. We were 
asphyxiated. I was staggering. At the last moment, at about midnight, I found 
a way to the attic of the house at 30 Świętojerska Street. Groups of young peo-
ple were walking fire victims to makeshift emergency outposts. Volunteers 
were extinguishing fire in the attic of that house.

I got soup, meat, and tea at the emergency outpost. I recovered some of my 
strength.

On that night, a group of defenders (40 men) broke through into the central 
ghetto. They were wearing German uniforms and helmets. They all had hand 
weapons. They killed several gendarmes at 20 and 21 Franciszkańska Street. 
They had accomplished their goal.
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On Thursday, 22nd April, I was in a shelter built under the third gate of the 
house at 28 Świętojerska Street. There were about 80 children in the shel-
ter. At 10 a.m., we detected smoke in the shelter. After we had left the shelter, 
we saw that the houses at 30 and 28 Świętojerska Street and 21 Franciszkańs-
ka Street were on fire. The people were on the brink of insanity. Some people 
started dancing, shouting, throwing themselves on the Germans surrounding 
the burning houses. They went mad. A sharp smell of burning human meat was 
hanging in the air. People were saying prayers for the dead. I got into the house 
at 23 Franciszkańska Street through a hole – that house was also on fire – I 
rushed on. I got into the house at 27 Franciszkańska Street through the roof. It 
was on fire. Half-naked, fire victims were sitting in the middle of the backyard. 
Bullets were flying around us all the time. I learned that in the morning, the de-
fenders attacked a German unit searching the house at 32 Świętojerska Street. 
Together with about 30 persons, I got to the ruins of the house at 39 Fran-
ciszkańska Street through a hole in the wall; there, we found a shelter. In the 
shelter, we met two men poisoned with smoke bombs that the Germans had 
thrown into their shelter the previous day. They were both lying and moaning 
continuously. At 5 p.m., our shelter was discovered by the Germans. Everyone 
left the bunker. I stayed there with four women. We hid in a small corridor. After 
everyone had left, the Germans threw a handful of grenades and a smoke bomb 
into our bunker. We started suffocating. With a superhuman effort, I managed to 
open a flap closed by the Germans. The smoke was slowly escaping. At 7 p. [m.], 
our bunker was searched again. I heard a German officer persuading Ukrain-
ians not to be afraid, to boldly lower into the shelter. 10 Ukrainians commanded 
by an officer captured us – 1 man, 2 women and 2 children: we were made to 
stand with our faces towards the wall. They were looking for arms, but they 
took literally everything – even a small mirror and a comb. War booty! I told 
the German that if he was to shoot me dead, he should do it as soon as possible 
and that he might as well do it by shooting me in the temple. He answered that 
they had something better in store for us. Umschlagplatz. With our hands up 
in the air, escorted by 3 Ukrainians, our group /5 souls/ went towards Stawki 
Street, to the Umschlagplatz. What did we see on our way there? The house at 
24/26 Franciszkańska Street was on fire. Each gate was guarded by Germans 
and Ukrainians. In Nalewki Street, at the corner of Gęsia Street, there were 
Waffen-SS members in full gear. The hospital at 6 Gęsia Street was on fire. The 
streets were covered with gun cartridges. We turn at the Zamenhoffa–Gęsia 
guard post. We are now within the central ghetto. A row of charred houses. 32, 
38 Zamenhoffa Street. A group of captured Jews /mostly women and children/ 
are kneeling at the corner of Kupiecka and Zamenhoffa Streets. We pass lifeless 
streets and lifeless houses. The sun is setting wonderfully. The sky is covered 
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with a cloud of smoke. The house at 21 /?/ Muranowska Street is burning. 
From time to time, a German car drives by through the streets. And then, again, 
a deadly silence falls. We went by the Zamenhoffa–Dzika guard post. We turned 
right to the Umschlagplatz. Another search. Hitting with gun stocks. They drive 
people inside the Umschlagplatz building /before the war – a very good prima-
ry school/. We are now in the kingdom of death. We are made to kneel. In the 
middle of the room – a makeshift latrine. A terrible stench. Children are crying. 
Those who were burnt are moaning. Outside, rifle shooting can be heard all 
the time. The room is filled with smoke. A Ukrainian is hitting random people 
with the gun stock. Then he demands 500 zlotys for a glass of water. At 9, some 
people were moved to another toilet on the ground floor. Every five minutes – 
an alarm and a search. The Germans are taking even 10 zlotys. I have lost my 
hat, coat, and jacket. During the night, the guards are shooting at the windows 
– many are wounded. We get no water. People pay 20 and more zlotys for a sip 
of water. I learn that the captured Jews have received no piece of bread and no 
drop of water since Monday. Then it’s probably Treblinka – to be turned into 
soap! People are lying breathless. And children, children???

On Friday 23rd, I get to the second floor. Same hell. Before the noon, a group 
from the Jewish Council appears at the entrance to the Umschlagplatz. Without 
ceremony, everyone was driven into the building, only the President of the Jew. 
Coun., eng. M. Lichtenbaum, the Deputy President, att. Wielikowski, the coun-
cillor A. Sztolcman, and eng. St. Szereszewski were left outside. After 10 minutes, 
some revolver shots could be heard and the bodies of the above-mentioned 
were lying on the Umschlagplatz dump. During the day, Werterfassung workers 
are taken away, about 3 thousand people. Merely 200 people were left and taken 
to the Többens area, to Prosta Street. We spend the day desperately looking 
for a way to escape. Unfortunately – all efforts go to waste. The Umschlagplatz 
looks like a fortified camp. Tens of soldiers with machine guns are manning all 
exits. On the night from Friday to Saturday, about 100 people tried to escape. 
It seems that nobody broke through the German cordon. There was shooting 
throughout the night. A friend of mine, Mr R., was hit in the heart. On Friday, 
the house at 3 Niska Street and a number of other houses at Niska Street were 
set on fire. The explosions make it impossible to sleep.

When will they send us away?

On Saturday, 24th April, a rumour went around that they would send us 
away on that day. In the meantime, people look for bread and water, but in vain. 
At about 10 a.m., we were informed that we would get bread and water. People 
came back to life. In a room containing 150 people, 3 to 5 1-kg loaves were 
thrown, as if for dogs. Water was provided in a similar proportion. At 11.30, 
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all captured people, about 3,500, were taken to the yard, where W.C. Többens 
made a selection with the help of SS beasts. I noticed that the SS-men were 
cruel not only towards Jews, but also towards Ukrainians whom they whipped 
on the heads.

The selection was performed completely chaotically, with only one principle 
– to divide families, to separate men from women. Groups were taken to wagons. 
I was loaded to a wagon which, according to Többens, was to go to Poniato-
wa. The women – to Trawniki. At 12, at noon, they closed our freight wagons. 
The manoeuvers at the Warszawa Gdańska station [Dworzec Gdański] started 
at 11.30 p.m. We had no water. The ghetto was burning in the distance. Finally, 
we set off. Just beyond the Otwock station, I jumped out of the wagon. Ignoring 
the severe pain in my leg, I started walking in the dark. At 5 a.m., I arrived in 
Karczew. I met Polish railwaymen. I told them about my experiences. They took 
great care of me. With their generous help, I got to Warsaw.

Enclosure No. 1.       

Communication No. 6.
of the Coord[ination] Com[mission] of the Jew[ish] Nat[ional]             
Com[mittee] and the Bund.  

Tuesday, 27 April 1943.

Over the last few days, starting from Friday, 23rd April, to Monday, 26th April, 
inclusive, the Jewish combatants followed the tactic of night guerrilla warfare. 
At night, a number of combat groups left their hiding places with three tasks: 
to liquidate Germans, to obtain weapons, and to gather intelligence on the cur-
rent situation. Due to the new tactic of the combatants, fights between them 
and Germans took place mainly by night. While there was relative peace during 
the day, at night, fierce shooting could be heard over long distances. Particu-
larly heavy fire, both from field artillery and from HMGs and LMGs, as well 
as grenade detonations, could be heard on the night from Friday to Saturday 
/23rd/24th of this month/ and from Saturday to Sunday /24th/25th/. The fights 
were long and difficult. Salvos lasted throughout the nights, nearly without 
stopping.

By day, fires were raging all the time. A huge glow over the ghetto has be-
come an everyday phenomenon. Clouds of smoke are continuously floating 
over Warsaw. The Germans are systematically implementing their plan to set 
the ghetto on fire on all sides and to burn all its defiant residents alive. So far, 
several dozen buildings have burnt down, including a hospital, buildings at the 
Umschlagsplatz, a number of factory buildings. On Monday, 26th April, a dozen 
or so houses were burning at the same time in these streets: Nowolipie, Kar-
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melicka, Leszno, Niska, Murawska. Bearing in mind that there are over 400 oc-
cupied houses /over 200 in the central ghetto and about 200 within the shop 
area/ in the ghetto, this method, seeking to burn the ghetto to the ground, will 
not give the Germans a quick “victory”, either. In many houses, there are still 
shelters that have not been reached by the Germans. Combat units in the hous-
es and larger shops are ready for further fighting and they won’t give up soon.

Despite the fact that a considerable number of people from the shop area 
have been taken away /including, as has been reported, 2 thousand people 
from the Többens area/, despite the fact that several thousand people have 
been murdered during the ghetto operation. In shelters and hiding places. 
They are facing the prospect of being burnt alive or murdered by the Germans 
in the nearest future.

All ghetto residents that are currently remaining within the ghetto will not 
surrender voluntarily. Under the command of the ŻOB, they will keep fighting 
to the last breath.

Situation report of 28 April 1943.7

1. For a few days, the fighting has had a highly guerrilla-like and fragmen-
tary character. Particular resistance groups, very often completely isolat-
ed from each other in the same street, are fighting against the Germans, 
attacking in concentric and wedge formations. Such individual resistance 
points often find it easier to contact the world outside the ghetto than each 
other. More coordinated operations are carried out by the combatants in 
the central parts of the north-eastern section of the ghetto, still hated by 
the enemy. Operations of the combatants, usually uncoordinated, although 
preordained to end tragically, continue to engage similarly large enemy 
forces, and the enemy keeps sending considerable numbers of soldiers to 
the specific areas. The size of the German army operating here is estimated 
at 6,000 soldiers.

2. Two facts are significantly contributing to the dismembering and crushing 
of the ghetto resistance by the Germans /apart from the enemy’s fire pow-
er, of course/. First of all, the quick depletion of the limited ammunition 
resources is taking its toll. In the brush-making shop, for instance, where 
the defence was organised well, where there was quite a lot of equipment 
/1 HMG, according to other accounts – 2 HMGs, each combatant armed 
with 2 revolvers and a haversack with ammunition, a mine planted in ad-
vance/, where the crew were in excellent spirits, the ŻOB kept up defence 
for a whole day. In the morning of 22nd of April, although the Germans 
brought a cannon, the ŻOB forced them to retreat by means of suppres-

7 Vide previous reports
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sive fire and by setting off a mine by the gate. However, the very next day, 
the resistance was broken and the combatants, having no ammunition, 
hid in “bunkers” – shelters, waiting for a better opportunity and for am-
munition, while the rest of the brush-makers were taken away. The other 
thing that is quickly disintegrating the ghetto resistance – are the fires. For 
several days now, the enemy has been using incendiary bombs, and especially 
flame-throwers, to set fire to a large number of houses, e.g. to systematically 
block the building blocks from which particularly intense defence is expected. 
The acrid smoke and fire drive residents out of the safest, it might seem, 
shelters, right towards the barrels of German rifles and guns. Even the few 
comfortable and modern shelters of wealthy people, very well concealed, 
with wells and ventilation systems, although more resistant to fire, are un-
suitable for a longer stay, especially due to the minimum air capacity. Very 
many people – mainly among the weakest – especially children – are dying 
and suffocating in flames. Many people, tormented by the fires, shooting, 
and sleeplessness for days, are in a state of utmost collapse. So far, the spirits 
of the defenders have remained unbroken.

3. A factor weakening the paralysing effect of the two activities described 
above is the “migration” of people from burning districts and houses to less 
dangerous areas under the cover of the night, as well as the outmanoeu-
vering the enemy and making night forays against Germans who usually 
retreat from the areas covered by the operations for the night.

 The relentless defence of the ŻOB under these truly apocalyptic conditions, 
which has been continuing for over 9 days now, raises the qualities of the 
defenders to levels rarely encountered in the history of soldierly virtues.

4. In the recent days, there have been significant changes in the treatment 
of people in the areas pacified by the invader. The ruthless murdering of all 
encountered Jews by the advancing Germans, observed in the first phase 
of the fighting, has yielded to a certain differentiation in the enemy’s atti-
tude towards victims. People holding arms are executed instantly. But other 
people, as long as they obey German orders /meldet euch frei ri[...]/, are 
driven onto the Umschlagplatz, from where wagons packed with victims 
leave in the direction of Lublin. At the Umschlagplatz, particularly great 
brutality towards the exhausted Jews is displayed by Ukrainians. Those 
escaping from wagons – amid gunfire – attract the sympathy of local resi-
dents, who kindly provide them with help.

5. On 27 April, vast fires broke out in Pokorna, Niska, and Stawki Streets. Near 
the Muranów fire station, a division of combatants made a foray on Ger-
mans. The Germans, in a loose formation, were observed shooting at the 
ghetto defenders.
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Enclosure No. 2       

Communication No. 7 of the ŻKN and Bund Coordination Commission

Thursday, 29 April 1943.

Based on accounts of eyewitnesses, we inform that on Friday, 23rd of this 
month, members of the Presidium of the Jew[ish] Council /Gmina/ were 
brought to the Umschlagplatz; they had been held hostage in the Befehlstelle 
jail at 103 Żelazna Street since the beginning of the liquidation operation 
/ since Monday 19th April/. Driven into the yard of the Umschlagplatz near the 
main building, after a short scuffle, they were shot by SS-men. Their bodies were 
thrown to the dump. This is how they died: the Gmina President, eng. Marek 
Lichtenbaum, Deputy Pres[ident]s, Dr Gustaw Wielikowski and eng. Alfred 
Sztolcman, and a councillor, eng. Stanisław. Szereszewski.

4 large consignments of the “displaced” have already been sent from the 
Umschlagplatz to Poniatowa and Trawniki. On Monday, 26th of this month, 
30 wagons full of victims left the Umschlagplatz. It has been established that all 
trains are travelling in the direction of Lublin and not to Małkinia /Treblinka/, 
as before. At the Umschlagplatz, the Germans are making their famous “selec-
tions”: children, mothers with children, and elderly people are not loaded into 
wagons. They are divided into groups and taken to the Gmina yard or to the 
cemetery and shot immediately. Wagons are mostly loaded with younger peo-
ple of working age. Are they taken to “labour” camps in Poniatowa and Trawni-
ki, those last staging posts before the place of massacre, or directly to death 
camps /Bełżec/ – so far, we have been unable to establish this. According to 
rough calculations, about 13–14 thousand people have been taken away so 
far, 2 to 3 thousand people were burnt alive, about 2 thousand were murdered 
by the Germans in flats, shelters or in the streets. Thus, they have “liquidated” 
a total of about 20 thousand Jews in the current operation. Just as many, about 
20 thousand people, are still alive and are hiding in shelters.

Over the last few days, the liquidation operation in the 2 largest shops, 
Többens’s and Sohultz’s, has intensified. The liquidation of the Többens shop 
has been proceeding without any resistance. As a result of an “amnesty” for 
those who did not volunteer to leave on the first date, the second call was 
answered by a considerable number of workers and their families. They are 
now being taken to the Umschlagplatz. Some better-connected workers were 
moved on Tuesday and Wednesday, 27th and 28th of this month, from the cen-
tral shop area in Leszno Street to the branch of the Többens shop in Prosta 
Street. A considerable number of workers did not report for leaving and are 
still hiding in shelters, offering stiff passive resistance.
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The liquidation operation in the huge Schulz et Co. shop looks quite dif-
ferent. There, combatants and workers mounted active, armed resistance. 
A fierce, bloody fight took place in which over 30 Germans fell, with 3 com-
batants killed and 5 wounded. On Wednesday, 28th of this month, strong SS and 
Wehrmacht formations entered the Schulz premises. The fighting is continuing. 
On Wednesday afternoon, the Germans set fire to a number of houses in dif-
ferent areas of the ghetto. Huge fires broke out. The ghetto was bathed in the 
glow of fire.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 316–322.

18
30 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Govern-
ment Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via Jan (Witold 
Bieńkowski) to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski). Letter regarding the 
issuance by the Polish Government of a manifesto concerning the uprising in 
the Warsaw ghetto.

for Friday Thurs[day]
Mr. Grab[owiecki]

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

The Council to A. J. believes that it is its honourable duty to address the 
Government Plenipotentiary with regard to a wholly exceptional issue and 
states as follows:

The final act of the Jewish tragedy is taking place within the Warsaw ghetto. 
The Polish nation, and with it the entire civilised world, is deeply agitated by 
the unprecedented barbarity and cruelty in which the degradation of the Ger-
man nation is finding its fullest expression.

The heroism of the handful of determined Jews, surrounded by the fire 
of burning houses, their faithfulness to the Polish state and the Polish nation, 
and their manifestation of their feelings towards them, expressed in the face 
of death in a very romantic form, by hanging a banner of the Republic of Po-
land on barricades, impose on the Polish nation and its Government the duty 
to adopt a proper position towards that remainder of Jews – Polish citizens, 
who are dying with honour.
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In a moment of such dread and responsibility, which are growing literally hour 
by hour, it is unthinkable that our capital might not speak with a voice of indig-
nation that would deeply move the hearts and consciences of the entire world.

There is a pressing need to issue an act that would rank as a historical 
document and that would express not only the formal position of the Polish 
Government on this terrible crime, but also, most importantly, the feelings 
of the Polish nation towards the Jewish martyrdom.

Such an address of a Representative of the Polish Government would be 
a signal for the Polish underground press to set a proper tone for the Polish 
opinion, partially misled by the enemy’s propaganda, and would thwart the 
rotten Nazi tricks, but would also create an atmosphere that would be fa-
vourable to the striving remainder of Jewish survivors and would break down 
the blackmailing practices prevalent among scum.

Based on these assumptions, the Council to Aid Jews decided at a meeting 
of 28th of this month8 to request the Polish Government Plenipotentiary to 
issue, in connection with this matter: 

1. a letter of protest addressed to the entire world, 

2. a manifesto to the Polish nation in accordance with the above assumptions.

The Council believes that the most proper form of publishing such a manifes-
to would be an official communication on posters exhibited on the walls and 
distributed across the country as soon as possible.

At the same time, this will be a farewell salute from the Polish nation to the 
heroic defenders of the ghetto, inevitably doomed to death.

         (–) Trojan 
       (–) Marek 

Warsaw, 30 April 91943.

Director Trojanowski, Esq.

I submit a resolution of the Żegota Council of 28th April. Respectfully, 
30 April 1943                              

Jan

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 302.

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z.  Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 946–947. The author published only a part 
of the document. He also informed that the original document was stored in the ZHP 
[Polish Scouting and Guiding Association] Archive under ref. No. 202/XV/ v. 1. 

8 Date added in pen by Witold Bieńkowski.
9 Date added in pen by Witold Bieńkowski.
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T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 373–374. The author 
published the document in a slightly shorter version in comparison with W. Bartosze-
wski’s version. She informed that the document was stored in the CA PZPR [Central 
Archives of the Polish United Workers’ Party] under ref. No. 202/XV/2.

19
17 May 1943, Cracow. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski). Concerning increasing the 
financial assistance for provincial councils, along with enclosures containing 
reports of the Cracow and Lviv branches of the Council.

Dir[ector] Trojanowski, Esq.      return

I increase a subsidy for Żeg[ota] from June – 5500 zlotys –  4th June, K.

I provide you with reports from Cracow and Lviv, describing the situation 
of Jews in those areas. The reports were drawn up the Council branches whose 
financial needs cannot be met by the Central Council.

Having become familiar with the needs of the Cracow and Lviv Councils, 
I ask politely for a special monthly budget addition for provincial Councils. 
At present /the Lublin Council is being established/ I  anticipate a minimum 
budget addition in the amount of 1,500 zlotys per month. I request your fa-
vourable consideration of this request.

       Respectfully,
       Jan

17 May 1943. 

Mr. Grabowiecki – asking to present this to the Government Delegate T2 

[enclosure No. 1]       return

To
Government Plenipotentiary in Poland
/: via Jan : /

Enclosing two copies of reports from Regional Żegota Protection Councils, 
from Cracow and Lviv, the Central Council, pointing out the need to save the 
lives of the remainder of Jews in those Regions where this is still practicable, 
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takes the liberty of asking the Government Plenipotentiary to kindly assign to 
those Regions additional subsidies in the amount of 250,000 zlotys per month 
and to provide them through Regional Delegations or through the Central 
Żegota Protection Council.

The amounts of financial aid received by the Central Council are insufficient 
to provide the assistance requested by the Regions as the current permanent 
expenses of the Central Council exceed by about 40% the monthly subsidy re-
ceived so far.

On this occasion, the Council explains that under the special allowance re-
ceived in April, it provided these two Regions with about 80,000 zlotys in cash 
and effective legalisation means.

Bearing in mind the important matters brought up in the requests of these 
Regions, the Central Council asks that this letter be considered favourably and 
as soon as possible.

Warsaw, 10 May 1933.                      /–/ Trojan
       /–/ Marek

[enclosure No. 2]

To                        return
Central Żegota Protection Council [Główna Rada Opieki Żegoty]
in Warsaw

Report from the activity of Żegota in Cracow.

On the initiative of the Rectangle [Prostokąt] and the WRN, in the first days 
of March of this year, the Cracow Committee for the Protection of Jews was es-
tablished with the following members: WRN [Freedom, Equality, Independence], 
SL [the People’s Party], and SD [the Alliance of Democrats].

The Żegota Protection Council (Rada Opieki Żegoty – ROŻ) was established 
at a tragic time, when the ghetto in Cracow was being definitively liquidated. 
The operation was launched on 15th March; up to 1,000 victims were murdered 
on the spot, about 6,000 were moved to bunkhouses in a suburb of Cracow, 
Płaszów, and the rest, about just as many, were taken away in 100 cars towards 
Oświęcim, with half of this consignment liquidated in forests near Skawina.

The ROŻ, just established and having at its disposal an allowance of only 
10 thousand zlotys, managed to conduct only a small number of individual 
rescue operations, leading escapees through sewers.

In April, the ROŻ received only 5,000 zlotys – this small amount prevented 
any real development of the activity, except for a preparatory operation that 
aimed to achieve the following objectives:
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a/ organising a supply of Aryan documents /some sets of documents, pro-
vided by the organis[ations] being members of the Council, have already 
been distributed/

b/ preparing the collection of bags with Americ[an] clothes, to be delivered 
to Councils across Poland,

c/ launching a press campaign aimed at counteracting the venom of the 
occupant’s propaganda in the area of antisemitism, condemning black-
mailing, and preparing the ground for WC [Walka Cywilna – Civil Re-
sistance] operations,

d/ rescuing Jewish children and placing them in the care of trusted persons,
e/ collecting materials concerning the occupant’s cruelties, transgressions 

of members of our society /especially the Blue Police/.
Moreover, two extremely pressing issues have arisen, namely: the issue 

of  accommodation, both temporary – which is all the more urgent due to the 
fact that at the moment the issueof escaping from the bunkhouses is not very 
difficult, but the Jews may be taken to Bochnia or the vicinity of Krosno – and 
permanent, and the issue of placing locals in the care of other centres. This 
is absolutely necessary as there are special hunters in Cracow, recruiting from 
local scum /at this point we ask that such individuals be liquidated by the WC 
[Walka Cywilna – Civil Resistance]/. Both these issues cannot go anywhere 
beyond planning without major allowances, and thus the ROŻ in Cracow out-
lines the situation as above, emphasising that the good will of certain social 
entities is not enough, that funds are also required to save what is left to save.

Thus, the ROŻ requests a permanent month[ly] allowance in the amount 
of min. 100,000 zlotys.

     For the Żegota Protection 

Council, Cracow

Cracow, 7 May 1943.    Stanisław

Notes – We would also like to draw the attention of the Central Council 
to the fact that an aid operation needs to be organised for approx. several thou-
sand J[ews] in the Dąbr[owa] Basin [Zagłębie Dąbrowskie], where a lot can still 
be saved. It is said that the liquidation operation is still in its earliest phase 
mainly thanks to the agility, money, and personal connections of the Jewish at-
torney Meryn. The local authorities are only setting up open ghettos and Jews 
are still able to move around the Basin quite freely /even by tram/. At present, 
the situation is getting more dangerous with every passing hour and the total 
liquidation may come as a bolt from out of the blue, as it happened recently 
in Chrzanów, where, ironically, the food rations were increased /close to the 
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German rations/ and several days later everyone was liquidated /displaced 
near Oświęcim/.

Moreover, there are still some labour camps for Jews, especially in the area 
of the Polish-Czech border.

[enclosure No. 3]

To        return
Central Żegota Protection Council 
in Warsaw

Report on the situation in Lviv.

During my last stay in Lviv, I met in person with the Regional Żegota Pro-
tection Council, whose members include representatives of the WRN and the 
All[iance] of Dem[ocrats], to be joined by representatives of the SL.–

The Council claims that the present living conditions of Jews in Lviv /rela-
tive freedom and tolerable treatment by Germans/ enable escaping from the 
labour units without a major risk. This process is currently taking place on 
a small scale, as there are no funds to organise temporary and permanent shel-
ters, to organise travel, supplies, etc. This prevents a larger-scale operation. 
The two subsidies received so far, in the amount of several thousand zlotys, 
cannot be seriously treated as aid. However, Lviv has received positive help 
from Warsaw in the form of a legalisation mechanism that has been providing 
valuable services.

The ROŻ in Lviv, wishing to live up to expectations and mark its establish-
ment with positive results, informs that without major allowances, it is unable 
to achieve anything and will miss the exceptionally favourable situation for 
rescuing numerous threatened persons. Lviv requests a subsidy in the amount 
of at least 100,000 zlotys per month.

Finally, I wish to inform that I have communicated issues concerning 
a potential active self-defence operation to the PZP.

Warsaw, 4 May 1943.                      
Marek

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 332–335.

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 947–948. The author published enclosure No. 2 
– report from the Council branch in Cracow.
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20
30 May 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wancki”, “Jan” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), to “Grabowiecki” (Stanisław Pawłowski) regarding a letter 
addressed to the Government Delegate in Poland by “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) from 
the Central Committee of Jewish Working Masses in Poland concerning financial 
aid received from London.

Grabowiecki, Esq.    Ar[chive]

My Office has received the following letter from the Bund:       

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

At the beginning of February of this year, Mr. Gr[abowiecki] informed 
me that Zyg[elb]aum had given us 5 and 10 t[housand]. I had only received 10. 
Despite numerous requests and a special letter regarding this matter, the issue 
has not been resolved yet. I sent several messages to Zyg[elbojm] asking him 
to explain this.

On 22nd April of this year, Mr. Gr[abowiecki] delivered to me a letter from 
Zyg[elbojm] of 6th March of this year and a message from April of this year. In 
the letter of 6th March, Zyg[elbojm] informed us that from September to De-
cember of the previous year a total amount of 45 thousand, of which a con-
siderable part was intended also for other groups.– In the previously men-
tioned message of April of this year, Zyg[elbojm] informs us that he sent us 
another 13 thousand in April, instructing us to pay 3 thousand from this sum 
to other groups.

This means that so far Z. has provided us, through the Del[egation], from 
last September to April of this year inclusive, with the total of 58 thousand. In 
a message sent by Zyg[elbojm] on 6th May of this year /in reply to my request 
for explanations/ and received here on 19th May, and delivered to me on 26th 
May, Zyg[elbojm] clearly informs me /to quote the message literally/: “… Since 
September, I have sent you 58. Have you received that, do you need more and 
how much…”

However, we have received from the Deleg[ation] 33 thousand in total, i.e.: last 
Oct[ober] – 5 t., last December – 5 t., in February – 10 t., and on 23rd April – 13 t.

Thus, we still have not received 25 t.

At the request of Mr. Gr., I submitted to him on 23rd April – at the time when 
I received from him the above-mentioned 13 t. – the above summary, which 
clearly indicated that another 25 t. was due to us. At the same time, I asked him 
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to immediately provide the outstanding sums. Mr. Gr[abowiecki] promised to 
investigate this issue and to pay the due amount right after Easter. However, 
no steps have been taken so far.

The amounts listed by Zyg[elbojm] in the letter of 6th March were sent – ac-
cording to that letter and the messages – every month. The fact that they were 
not paid has had major harmful consequences. Again, I urgently request that 
an order be issued without delay to immediately pay us that 25 t., outstanding 
for several months now.

Warsaw, 28 May 1943.   

For the C[entral] C[ommittee] of J[ewish] W[orking] M[asses] in P[oland]
       /–/ Mikołaj

I politely ask you to respond to the questions brought up above.
Please meet me to discuss issues concerning my office. Please select 

the time and place at your convenience, however, please take into account the 
rather slow operation of messengers. To arrange everything faster, I provide 
my box details: [cut out]

Ask for Basia, between 12 and 2 p.m. As Mikołaj complains about the slow 
functioning of radiogram communication, please provide the details of your 
box so that we do not need to use “Ład” services.

      Respectfully,
      Wencki /formerly Jan/
30 May 1943.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 339.

21
16 June 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Central Committee of Jewish Working 
Masses in Poland, signed by “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), to the Government Delegate 
in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning financial aid.

return    Ar[chive]

To the Government Plenipotentiary 
in Poland.

In connection with a conversation that I held a few weeks ago with 
Mr. Wencki, I believe that I should again bring up issues that I have already 
raised – also with Mr. Wencki – many times:
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1. The members of our group have never used and are not using the Council’s 
funds intended for those under our protection. The amounts paid by the 
Council on my hands are distributed only among persons not being mem-
bers of our group.

2. In strict compliance with the instructions received from our friend Zyg[el-
bojm], we have paid considerable amounts – several thousand – from the 
sums sent by Zyg[elbojm] to other Jewish political organisations.

3. We handed considerable amounts to the ŻOB Coordination Commission in 
Warsaw.

4. We have been using our funds also to help members of other groups and 
persons not belonging to any political organisations.

The obligation to submit financial reports applies only to those who pro-
vide money, however – if I am mentioning the above issues /falling – I wish to 
emphasise – within the exclusive competence of the authorities of our organ-
isation/ – I am doing this for the sake of moral public health, to stop various 
rumours that cause harmful confusion and have no foundation in reality. Thus, 
I politely ask – in accordance with the above statements 1.-4. and the informa-
tion held by the Delegation on the amounts sent and their intended purpose, 
as well as on our activity in the Council – to correct persistent mistaken views 
wherever necessary, and especially among official components.

And now – again – as for the sums sent by our friend Zyg[elbojm], but still 
not paid to us.

As the issue is very urgent, as the relevant receipts were undoubtedly sent 
to us from London every month /since Zyg[elbojm] notified us that he had 
sent the money and requested us to confirm its receipt/, we ask politely, again, 
to expedite the settlement of those outstanding amounts.

Irrespective, however, of the issue of those sums, sent from Lond[on] every 
month and yet not paid to us, I repeat my request that I have submitted many 
times, including, recently, to Mr. Wencki – namely:

At the beginning of February of this year, I was notified by Mr. Grab[owiecki] 
that two sums – 5 and 10 thousand dollars – had been delivered for us and 
that he would pay them to us. We have received only 10 thousand. Only several 
weeks later did Mr. Grab[owiecki] explain to me that he was unable to pay that 
5 t. dollars, as the payment was intended for Mr. Berez[owski]. I explained to 
Mr. Grab[owiecki] that this must have referred to our representative /Bere-
zowski/ whose name had been misspelt or possibly shortened. Mr. Grab. re-
plied that he could make the payment only after he had received an expla-
nation as to whether the payment order actually concerned our representa-
tive. That was the end of February. On 23rd April, Mr. Gr[abowiecki] handed 
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me messages and a letter from Zyg[elbojm] that clearly indicated that a to-
tal of 38 t. dollars was due to us, and after 13 thousand dollars were paid on 
the next day – the outstanding 25 t. dollars. Mr. Grab[owiecki] told me that 
the Delegation was obliged to execute payment orders coming from L[ondon] 
and that he would demand explanations concerning this issue. As for that 5 thou-
sand dollars – claimed Mr. Grab[owiecki] – that was to have been paid at the 
beginning of February, it would be handed to me right after Easter, as there 
was no doubt that that amount was due to us. Unfortunately, that amount – 
five thousand dollars /to have been paid to Berez[owski] at the beginning of 
February/ – that Mr. Grab[owiecki] promised to pay at the end of April has still 
not been paid, despite the fact that even the Gov[ernment] Del[egation] itself 
has no more doubts about it being due to us.

Thus, I ask politely and urgently that the five t. dollars be paid to us without 
delay – without waiting for the explanation, expected to arrive from L[ondon], 
concerning other amounts of 10 t. dollars, sent every month, still not paid 
by the Deleg[ation].

For the C[entral] C[ommittee] of J[ewish] W[orking] M[asses] in Poland

              Mikołaj

Warsaw, 16 June 1943.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 340.

22
30 June 1943, Warsaw. Weekly information of the Żegota Office at the De-
partment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, sent via 
the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski).

Ref. Żeg. / IX. 30 June 1943.   Romecki, Esq.  return
     

Weekly information

Warsaw:

The liquidation of the surviving remainder of ghetto residents, hiding in 
cellars, ruins of burnt houses, and other shelters – seems to have been 
completed. Units made up only of Latvians and Ukrainians searched the 
ruins thoroughly and some of the non-burnt cellars, and in a dozen or 
so cases they discovered concealed stairs. For instance, about 150 Jews 
were found in the bricked-up cellar of a burnt house at 71 Leszno Street, 
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and they were killed on the spot. Only in the first week of June, 5 larger 
shelters were discovered /from twenty to several dozen people in each/.

The moment the combat operation in the ghetto was over, the Jews 
hiding outside the ghetto started to be tracked and captured with in-
creased intensity. This operation is continuing to this day, with the same 
momentum. It is difficult to establish the exact number of captured 
people as: 1. some of those who get tracked down are liquidated on the 
spot, 2. those taken to the Pawiak jail are not subjected to a transitional 
period /before the execution/ and are generally not listed in any jail re-
cords. From among people arrested in the city, usually several dozen are 
executed every day because of their origin.

Cracow:

There are about 7,600 people in a camp located at a former Jewish cem-
etery. The huge majority of them are men of working age. However, 
there are also several dozen children and some very old people there. 
This fact can be explained by isolated and increasingly frequent cases 
in which orders of higher authorities are distorted. Very many of those 
staying in the camp are working outside the bunkhouses, usually in 
larger teams, fulfilling military orders, either in factories /e.g. “Kabel”/ 
or in private firms exploiting the Jewish labour force, such as Zentral für 
Handelslieferungen /ZFH/ and Julius Madrich, active especially within 
the Cracow district.

The conditions in the bunkhouses are terrible. The commandant, a sadist, 
does not allow any hygienic devices. The “guilty” are being executed all 
the time. The working conditions, in turn, are very different. Some em-
ployers even “take care” of their labour force, offering them the sub-
sistence of half-naked wretches. However, there are actual cases where 
a group is not let out into the city because they have no trousers or other 
basic clothing items.

Cracow region:

In the Cracow Poviat, there are 3 camps in which the total of about 
3,000 people are held. The conditions are noticeably better thanks to 
the more humane management, better hygienic facilities, and even 
better provisioning.

There are about 4,000 people in the camp in Bochnia and about 
5,000 people in Tarnów. Both those camps are to be moved to Cracow.

In Przemyśl, about 3,000 Jews are kept isolated in a camp, in Mielec 
– about 300, in Trzeb[i]nia near Jasło – about 150, in Stalowa Wola 
– about 700 /the camp is being liquidated/.
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Vilnius:

So far, 15,000 Vilnius Jews have been living peacefully in the ghetto and 
moving quite freely around the city. News about the Warsaw events and 
the closer, in terms of distance, fact that Jews brought from Belarus were 
shot in Ponary two months ago, in terrifying circumstances, have signifi-
cantly dampened the spirits and have caused concern about the ghetto’s 
near future.

Łuków:

After a week-long massacre, the ghetto in Łuków was finally liquidated 
in the first days of June. 1,000 people were taken to the Treblinka camp, 
a small number of Jews escaped, 2,000 were murdered on the spot.

Camps:

Majdanek:

In the first days of June, Jews to be liquidated in Majdanek were brought 
to Lublin. Day after day, groups of Jews, including women and children, 
were driven through the streets of the city completely naked. Half-dead 
bodies were trudging on, surrounded by guards and police dogs, begging 
for a drop of water. However, it is impossible to access them. Shortly 
after a consignment arrives, characteristic smoke can be observed over 
the camp crematorium.

Trawniki:

In the Trawniki camp, selections are performed every few days, and the 
selected ones are sent either to Sobibór or to a peat mine, 6 km away 
from the camp. The mine or its vicinity is a place of massacre for people 
deemed unable to work.

The camp and its vicinity are guarded by Ukrainians, the same ones who 
participated in the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto. There is a training 
camp for Ukrainians in Trawniki.

Poniatowa:

According to the reports that have been received so far, the life of the 
Jews kept in the camp in Poniatowa has been – so far – tolerable. The 
conditions in the camp are so distinctly different, in a positive way, from 
the conditions in other camps that they invite serious suspicions as to 
the future fate of the prisoners. Some people kept in the camp and 
working there in “higher positions” /engineers “vorarbeiters”, doctors/ 
are living in a housing estate located outside the wire, in quite cultural 
conditions, they have relatively good provisioning conditions and they 
are enjoying considerable freedom.
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The relations between the captives and the Ukrainian guards have been 
– so far – very good. For instance, during the Easter time, Jews played 
a football match with the Ukrainians.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 341–342.

23
30 June – 1 July 1943, Warsaw. Copies of reports from the Director of the Jew-
ish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for 
Poland, “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of In-
ternal Affairs of the Government Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski) 
and the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), concerning the so-called “Hotel Polski” affair.

Ar[chive]

COPIES 

Dir[ector] Trojanowski, Esq. 

I also wish to report on the issue of the “Jewish hotel” in Długa Street that 
I have probably worked out. ................

Best regards /–/ Wencki
30 June

Mr. Romecki “Ul” (“Beehive”) 

If the message of Dir. Guzik concerning Palestinian certificates has not been 
sent yet, I ask insistently and as an e m e r g e n c y that it be stopped altogether. 
The issue is v. i m p o r t a n t. ................ 

       Yours sincerely,

1.VII/-/                            Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 157.

24
5 July 1943, Warsaw. Strictly confidential report from the Director of the Jewish 
Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for 
Poland, “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), the 
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Director of the Security Department of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Stencel” (Tadeusz Miklaszewski), and the Director of the Security Cell of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Hübner” (Eugeniusz Gitterman), discussing 
the issue of the so-called “Hotel Polski” affair.

Copy
Ar[chive]

Ref. Żeg. Spec.  5 July 1943. Internal affairs  

Strictly confidential!!!

At the beginning of this year, name-bearing certificates concerning jour-
neys to Paraguay, Uruguay, and Argentina and addressed to Jews – “citizens” 
of those states – were sent to the Directorate of the German Police. The certifi-
cates, of which there were about 380, were not handed over to the addressees 
both due to the German extermination policy towards Jews and due to the 
liquidation or delegalisation of the addressees. 

However, the issue of the certificates saw the light over the last two months 
in the form of a larger-scale affair, whose vivid details lead to the conclusion 
that the affair clearly collides with Polish state interests. A lengthy investiga-
tion into the affair, encountering many major obstacles, has made it possible 
to cast light on its three aspects: 

1 - verifiable facts,

2 - links with interests of the Jewish population, 

3 - determination of the “price” for which German authorities agree to and help 
with the existence and further planned development of the action affair.

1. Verifiable facts

The business is run by six Jews – Gestapo members, directly subordinated to 
the command of the German Secret State Police, and a number /over 20 – the 
exact number has not been established/ of Jewish swindlers, officially oper-
ating for the price of intermediary services rendered to the police. On behalf 
of Jews, the operation of suggesting particularly valuable Jewish individu-
als that Jews wish to “save” is run by Dr. Guzik, the former financial director 
of a branch of the American-International Joint, a US citizen, staying at Hotel 
Polski at 29 Długa Street. Officially, the business is based on major financial 
benefits enjoyed by members of the German police /the price of documents 
that are officially “adapted” to personal certificates is 200–250 thousand zlo-
tys per person/.

At first, the “found” addressees of certificates were placed at Hotel Royal in 
Chmielna Street, at present, they are staying at Hotel Polski in Długa Street 
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/ at the moment there are 82 Jews at Hotel Polski who are “citizens” of Para-
guay, Uruguay, and Argentina/. The “foreigners”, usually in small groups /from 
5 to 20 people/, are then transported to the Pawiak jail, to cells for “foreign-
ers”, from where, after 2 or 3 weeks /first-rate tr[eat]ment and board/, they 
are transported by passenger trains to the internment camp for foreigners 
in Vit[t]el (Alsace). The camp is under the protection of the Geneva Red Cross. 
The interned “citizens” of S[outh] American countries [...] being at war with 
Germany have been given the promise /I do not know if [...] fulfilled/ that they 
will leave for their “home” countries.

2. Links with interests of the Jewish population. 

The operation has been appreciated by representatives of Jewish organ[...] 
[...]tives of the Bund and the ŻKN issued a very favourable opinion [...] [...] 
hard and asking in their own names /ŻKN/ to facilit[...] [...] radiogram [com]
munications with Constantinople via London concerning [...].  The position 
of representatives of Jewish organisations is [...] [...] opens up possibilities 
for rescuing a numbe[...] of members of the Jewish population. The fact that 
[...] does not contribute to the positive assessment of the operation. [...] limits 
of “high-mindedness” and “purity” [...] Gestapo members wish to [...] An im-
partial assessment makes one admit that [...] to save lives destroyed [...] [...]lso 
point out the huge discrepan[...] state [...]. 17. VII. 43 10

3. Assessment of the Germ[...]

The clear proof of the un[...] [...] points Jewi[...] for briber[...] the fact of the 
existence of [...] Moreover, the f[...] of which I am aware [...] for very small su[...] 

[...] by Germans of a favourable climate for the operation among delegalised 
and hiding Jews. It is certain that not only money plays a role here. With the 
help of Szaniec’s intelligence and based on my own investigation, I established 
that the “foreigners” who are taken away include Jewish Gestapo members, 
specially trained for propaganda purposes, whitewashing Germans in their 
liquidation operation against Jews and attributing responsibility to the Polish 
nation. Those Jews /there are also Aryans/ have appropriate forged “docu-
ments” and even photographs. At present, there are 82 temporary residents 
at Hotel Polski, and it is said that as many as 24 are persons with appropriate 
training. /I provide this list based on my own investigation, however, I do not 
take responsibility for its accuracy/.

4. Conclusions.

In the light of the above findings concerning this issue and due to the allega-
tions that Jewish organisations have their own /or “external”/ ways of com-

10 Added in blue pencil.
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municating with foreign countries /the certificates have been “running out” 
already for 6 weeks/, I ask the civil and military intelligence to investigate this 
issue in a dedicated, professional, military fashion, based on the scarce infor-
mation provided above.
If the facts are determined to correspond with my findings – please provide 
special instructions as to the presentation of the results to representatives 
of Jewish organisations in the country.
Until other instructions are issued, I will treat this report of mine as a strictly 
confidential document that may serve Polish interests if any Jewish operation 
illegal towards the Polish State becomes visible in the international arena or 
internally.
I ask politely that the letter be destroyed.

/–/ Wencki.

Drawn up in four copies:
1. Dir[ector] Trojanowski, 2. Dir[ector] Stencel, 3. Mr. Hübner, 4. Żegota Office 

files.

* As the delivered certificates are running out, Dir. Guzik has been trying to arrange 
for a new tranche of documents to be sent both from South America and Palestine, via 
Constantinople. Dir. Guzik is looking for both legal /Germ./ and illegal /Government 
Delegation, message via London/ ways to obtain blank certificates “facilitating” /making 
cheaper/ the operation aimed at saving prominent members of the Jewish population. 

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 159–160.

25
15–17 July 1943, Warsaw. Copies of reports from “Ludwik” (Władysław Bar-
toszewski) from the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland to “Borowski” (Adolf Berman) and “Mikołaj” 
(Leon Feiner) concerning the so-called “Hotel Polski Affair”.

COPY

To 
Borowski and Mikołaj 

confidentially

I inform you privately about the following fact, unsuitable, for essential rea-
sons, to be communicated in the Weekly Information. On 13th July /Tuesday/, 
a larger group of Jewish men, women, and children were brought to the Pawiak 
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jail from the hotel in Długa Street. Several hundred people, in total. Being taken 
to the Pawiak jail, to a special wing, is part of the normal procedure preceding 
the supposed journey abroad. During a careful inspection of documents, false 
documents were found with 7 women /including these names: Dywluk, Tar-
nowska, Futterman, Prywińska/ and with a non-established number of men. 
These persons were taken to ordinary prison cells. Their valuables and money 
were confiscated on the spot. Once again, I ask you to treat this message 
discreetly. 

Respectfully /–/ Ludwik 
15 July

Strictly confidential.

To Borowski and Mikołaj. 

As a supplement to the information from the Pawiak jail sent yesterday, I in-
form you that the issue of the Jews brought from the hotel in Długa Street to the 
Pawiak on 13th July seems v. suspicious. The total number of people brought to 
the Pawiak jail is, judging by the number of cars driving around and by the hotel’s 
numbers – several hundred people. However, only 85 people have been taken 
to the wing for the interned over two days. Others are kept in ordinary prison 
cells. It is possible that some of them have still not had their documents checked. 
However – taking into account the statements of Gestapo officers that large 
numbers of “false” documents have been identified – there is a strong possibil-
ity that very many, if not a majority of the people transported to the Pawiak on 
13th of July, are kept there just like other captured Jews, i.e. – awaiting execution. 
Under Mr. Wencki’s instructions, I inform you that there are quite many Jewish 
Gestapo members among the Jews-foreigners staying at the hotel in Długa Street 
and transported to the Pawiak jail. They are to be sent to S[outh] America to run 
a special propaganda campaign. Due to the above, verified, data, Mr. Wencki has 
instructed me to tell you that Dr. Guzik’s operation has the character of an un-
pleasant /and certainly detrimental to the Polish State/ affair. 

Yours sincerely /–/ Ludwik 

16.7. Żeg[ota] Off[ice] 17.7.

Strictly confidential

Borowski and Mikołaj, Esq.

I am sorry to inform you that my predictions as to the fate of the Jews 
brought from [...] to the Pawiak jail, described in the letter of 16th July, have 
sadly turned out to be correct. [...] about 2 p.m. all Polish prison guards were 
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removed from the Pawiak, all work [...] [...] was stopped, everyone was locked 
in the cells, and only Polish and German guards remained on the prison prem-
ises. However, it has been confirmed with all certainty that a [lar]ge number 
[...] and children/Jews brought from Długa Street/ were tak[en] to the yard of 
a burnt house of D[...] [...], subsequen[...] [...] a larger number of men, including, 
possibly, a small number freshly from [...] [...] [...], however, most of them must 
have been Jews. At 2.15 p.m., the liquidation started [...] [...] and lasted over 1.5 
hours, and this indicates [...] [...].

/–/ Ludwik 

I have just been informed that [...] children were kille[d]. The definite num-
ber of people staying in the wing for [...] Gestapo members and Ukrainians 
stole huge sums in cash and [...] accused of holding “false” foreign and [...]

Inf. St. Kw. 17 July 194311 

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 158.

26
17 July 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the De-
partment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Executive Office of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski).

7
Żeg[ota] Off[ice] 17 July 1943.

Mr. Romecki “Ul” (“Beehive”)

I am sending you a letter from Mikołaj, addressed to the Doctor, requesting 
a  loan from the GD funds. My opinion is generally positive, however, I leave 
this issue at your discretion. I also enclose a message to Szerer /3 messages 
that I gathered/, asking that you consider sending it. This is about funds that, 
if received, would considerably relieve the difficult current situation. The en-
closed message from the Żegota Council to the Government of the Republic 
of Poland requires special consideration. I am against sending it due to the 
suggestions contained in it, and the signatures of the WRN and SL members 
give the issue a political dimension. I leave the proper classification of the mes-
sage at the discretion of the political components of the Executive Division.

       Best regards,
       /–/ Wencki

11 Added in crayon.
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I enclose a copy of my letter to the Żegota Council.

Mes[sage] to Szerer – sent \
Mes[sage] to the Government – sent /    Loan – declined

[Enclosure No. 1]12

ar[chive]

copy           Żeg[ota] Off[ice] 17 July 1943.

To the Żegota Council 

in situ         Ż 10

In response to your letter of 12th July, I inform:

1. The entity competent to issue permits for hanging posters is the Under-
ground Resistance Command. Please send an appropriate letter to my of-
fice. I will pass it on to the competent authority.

2. I shall pass the Council’s request concerning the provision of a report on the 
activity of the Special Court to the competent entities. As for the possible 
reply, I would like to emphasise that this sort of request has never been 
submitted before and that I am unable to predict the response.

3. I passed the Council’s message to the Polish Government to the Executive 
Division in the GD, along with my personal negative assessment of that 
message.

This is because it seems to me that Polish citizens of Jewish nationality are 
not any special, privileged group for which international conversations 
might be held differently than for Polish citizens of Polish nationality. The 
issue of a potential exchange of Polish citizens for German citizens remain-
ing within territories of the Allies may be taken into account only in the case 
of a normal exchange procedure. In the case of Polish citizens, this is point-
less because the Polish homeland is being occupied, and Polish emigrants 
have no ethnographic or political position, as they take advantage of the hos-
pitality of befriended states.

   /–/ Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 201–202.

12 Only one of the three listed enclosures was found with Wencki’s letter.
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27
21 July 1943, Warsaw. Report from the Security Cell of the Security Depart-
ment of the Government Delegation for Poland, codename: “Stożek”, signed by 
“Hübner” (Eugeniusz Gitterman), the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of  Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” (Wi-
told Bieńkowski), and by the Director of the Security Department of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, “Stencel” (Tadeusz Miklaszewski), concerning the 
so-called “Hotel Polski Affair”.

 return

St[ożek] Spec[ial] Rep[ort]    Warsaw, 21 July 1943. 

The issue of Jews,
actual and supposed citizens of S[outh] Amer[ican] countries,  
leaving abroad

This issue, brought up by the Żegota Office in the letter of 5th of this month, 
is drawing particular attention in its present phase, which is accompanied 
by circumstances in striking contrast with the occupant’s attitude and policy 
towards Jews.

Due to the vast, newly collected material, we present the description in the 
form of a chronicle of subsequent events and verifiable facts.

1. At the end of 1942 and in January of 1943, consignments of Jews, authen-
tic South-Americans, left for the Vittel camp, a total of about 200 people. 
The next consignment was sent in May of this year; it was about 380 peo-
ple, also headed for Vittel. In all these cases, the Jews were placed at Hotel 
Royal. In the meantime, a large-scale operation of the Jewish Council and 
private persons was organised within the ghetto in order to obtain citizen-
ships of foreign states for Jews. The following were considered, mainly: 
Paraguay, Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Argentina.

2. As a result of these attempts, which lasted for several months, documents 
proving citizenship, so-called promises, started flowing in during the first 
months of this year, i.e. at a time when the ghetto had been largely liqui-
dated and thus the addresses, already dead or delegalised, were unable 
to collect their longed-for documents. About 380 such promises arrived, 
and each was issued for a number of people /families/.

3. The way it was, when the promises, as “undeliverable mail”, fell into the 
hands of the Gestapo, they attracted attention of the Jewish Gestapo mem-
bers, or mainly their leader, Leon Skosowski, and a certain Adam Żuraw-
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in / we will described these two figures later/, who concluded that the 
promises could be put to good use and initiated a bold operation. In consul-
tation with the directors of the Gestapo’s Jewish division /Brandt, Grischa, 
Orff/, Skosowski and Żurawin started organising transportation based on 
the above-mentioned promises, and they made a clever move by detaining 
22 people, authentic foreigners, from the May consignment, which they did 
just in case, to have “fry” for the further consignment operation. It has now 
turned out that their calculations were right. The organisation of a group 
of “foreigners” was not an easy thing at that time, as they could be found 
only among hiding Jews. Thus, in order to earn trust and underline the le-
gality of the operation – they turned for assistance to Dr. Guzik, the direc-
tor of the Polish Joint branch, who has been, in a way, an endorser of the 
operation. The basis of the enterprise are fees for promises, from several 
dozen to several hundred thousand zlotys per person – although it needs to 
be emphasised that the organisers distribute some promises free of charge, 
undoubtedly for the poor and their protégés, and to underline that this is 
not about making money. They collect the fees to “cover the costs” and 
they require wealthier Jews to pay more, to cover the expenses for those 
who are unable to pay.

4. At the same time, Żurawin went to Berlin and there, for 25 thousand dollars 
in cash, he obtained approval for the undertaking and an order to provide 
a special train for the transport.
Under such circumstances, and with perfect security provided by the 
Gestapo, the recruitment was very successful, as 2,000 people enrolled and 
were placed at Hotel Polski in Długa Street.

5. On the 5th of this month, the 1st consignment left as part of this operation, 
with 1,200 people. Stropp, Hahn, a number of Gestapo officers, and a gen-
darmerie escort were present at the train station. By the way, it should be 
added that Stropp, who was one of those who besieged and destroyed the 
ghetto, admonished the gendarmes for treating the Jews taking seats on 
the train too harshly. The consignment was sent not to Vittel, but near 
Hanover, to a former Oflag. 

 On the date of departure, Żurawin and Skosowski received a thank-you 
letter – we enclose a copy. [See below]

6. On the day following the departure, a letter signed by Ribbentrop arrived 
in Warsaw, in which he orders to organise the next consignment as soon 
as possible and emphasises that the Jewish question does not apply to Jews 
being foreigners, and guarantees absolute security. 

 As a result, another consignment was hastily organised, which took place 
on Tuesday, 11th of this month. 600 Jews left. According the hotel version, 
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the rush consignment stemmed from the need to promptly organise 
an exchange of Jews for German captives from Stalingrad.

7. The Jews who remained at the hotel, about 400, were unexpectedly moved 
to the Pawiak jail, where a room in Unit 5 had been prepared for them 
/ as reported by the Żegota Office/. In the Pawiak, documents were checked 
and the Jews were segregated, with only 94 people sent to the room for the 
interned and the rest locked in cells referred to as liquidation cells. Indeed, 
the Jews /314 people/ were liquidated as retaliation for a grenade explo-
sion in Ujazdowskie Avenue on 15th July13. 

The next and – as it is said – the last consignment is to leave on Friday, 
23rd of this month. 

This is it as for the course of the operation itself. Now we need to describe 
some persons involved and some significant circumstances.

1. The main actor and manager of the entire enterprise was Adam Żurawin. 
He is a talented and clever man of only 24–26 years of age, a Jew, although 
he is very good at hiding this fact, he is so unlike that he is believed to be an 
Aryan by the Gestapo. He owes his influence to his high-ranking contacts 
in the Wehrmacht. His right-hand man and the other person involved in 
this operation is Leon Skosowski, generally known as Lolek. At present, he 
heads a group of Jewish Gestapo members /4–5 people/. He is also very 
clever and resourceful. Both of them sent their families to Vittel in the con-
signment that left in May of this year.

2. The consignment that left on 5th of this month included Gestapo informers: 
the Włodawski spouses, Manówna, Marecki, and Romanowski. They left 
permanently, having been compromised in this area and thus hardly useful, 
and additionally threatened by Polish components. Their departure was 
a sort of a gesture on the part of the Gestapo, which saved their lives.

3. During the recruitment for the first consignment /on 5th of this month/, the 
organisers accepted, free of charge, a number of Communist combatants, in-
cluding 2 Aryans, which facts have been authoritatively confirmed. Skosowski 
and Żurawin, as well as Dr. Guzik, knew very well who those people were, 
as when they came to the hotel, they handed over their arms. There are 
grounds for suspecting that Guzik has some links with the PPR [the Polish 
Workers’ Party].

The above circumstances make the whole operation interesting and make 
it is necessary to investigate if the price on the part of the Germans was only 
money /big money, in this case/ or whether there are some other underlying 
reasons behind this operation. It seems, however, based on simple reasoning and 

13 Part of the sentence crossed out and words added in pen.
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fact analysis /the strict anti-bribery course taken recently within the Gestapo, 
the Ribbentropp letter/, that no operation of even the cleverest Jewish swindlers 
could be successful without some deeper causes. It is impossible to make con-
crete claims about these causes, however, we can list a number of very proba-
ble hypotheses which, if taken into account, may cast proper light on the whole 
issue and poten[tially] prevent some harmful consequences.

The hypotheses are as follows:

1. The desire to produce, at a low price /a minimum number of “the saved”/, 
evidence for propaganda purposes, concerning special treatment of for-
eigners, even those of Jewish origin /as suggested in Ribbentrop’s letter/,

2. An attempt to exchange Jews for captives from Stalingrad /the version pre-
vailing at Hotel Polski/,

3. The fulfilment of certain obligations or the implementation of an infor-
mation and exchange operation aimed at saving certain individuals linked 
to the PPR /the fact that Guzik and other PPR members have rescued Jews 
and a suspicion, still not adequately documented, of cooperation between 
the Gestapo and the NKVD/,

4. Attempts at sending a well-trained propaganda crew to foreign territories 
in order to create anti-Polish sentiment with respect to the liquidation 
of Jews in Poland /the departure of valuable Gestapo members from Po-
land – Włodawski with his wife, Marecki, Romanowski, and Manówna, and 
existing, although not confirmed, data concerning anti-Polish propaganda 
materials in the possession of the leaving Jewish Gestapo members/.

All the above hypotheses deserve to be presented, both due to the potential 
threats to Polish interests, if they are correct, and due to the easiness with 
which the Polish government can prevent their potential harmful effects.

     /–/ Wencki /–/ Hübner

Stencel

[Enclosure No. 1]

C o p y

To our saviours:

Mr. Adam Żurawin and Mr. Lolw Lolek Skosowski,

on the day of departure for the camp for interned citizens of foreign war-
ring states, we would like to express, on behalf of thousands of Jews, our eter-
nal gratitude and thanks:
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 for their effort and sacrifice,
 for their moral and material assistance,
 for keeping up the spirit in the Jewish faith.

This selfless and extremely bold deed will never be forgotten by us and 
by the next generations and will be passed down to our children. Your names 
have joined the ranks of our distinguished national heroes.

You have had the honour of living in the world’s most horrendous turmoil.

Warsaw, 4 July 1943.
     Several dozen signatures.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 344–347.

28
5 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director 
of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, to.
 
        30)   Ar[chive]   6

Dir[ector] Trojanowski, Esq.

In response to your letter concerning money for my “acquaintances”, 
I politely inform that I will try to have those sums earmarked for charitable 
purposes. At the same time, I claim that it is necessary to appoint a military 
commission /as I have personally advised/ that would gain an insight into and 
would exercise control over the sums expended on these purposes. This is in 
the general interest. I believe that the withholding of payments would cause 
too much of a stir and would make it impossible to understand the situation. 
I believe that my “acquaintances” would get money from anywhere and their 
operation would get out of our control.
       Best regards,

5 August 1943.                                 /–/ Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 200.

29
16 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” (Julian 
Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Government Delegate 
for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning allowances granted to the Żegota.
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[word smeared]
For Thurs[day]

Ar[chive]

To        
The Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

Each month, the subsidy that has been granted to the Żegota for sever-
al months now, in the unchanged amount of 4,000 zlotys for Warsaw and 
1,500 zlotys for the provinces, turns out to be insufficient to cover even some 
of its needs, which are growing every day.

The fact that Jewish organisations donate 1,000 zlotys a month from their own 
funds hardly changes anything, as the need for material assistance is growing 
rapidly and the rates of subsidies are reduced every month, not to mention the 
fact that a considerable number of registered persons have not been covered by 
the material assistance through lack of funds. Moreover, the funds that have so 
far been earmarked only for subsidies are now being used to cover additional ex-
penses involved in the organisation of field help units and a newly-created Żegota 
child care centre, which requires major investments. Both these additional ex-
penses have not been planned for in the Council’s budget.

The subsidies for the provinces have so far been used by Cracow, Lviv, Siedlce, 
Ostrowiec, etc. At present, after a new, major Council branch has been organised 
in Łódź and due to the fact that a similar branch is to be set up in Lublin, the 
amount that has been granted to the provinces is entirely insufficient and cannot 
be regarded even as symbolic help, if it is borne in mind that Cracow or Lviv need 
funds exceeding the entire monthly allowance that the Council receives.

Thus, the ROŻ, seeking to accomplish its tasks at least partially, requests the 
Government Plenipotentiary to increase the monthly subsidy as soon as next 
month, to 7,500 zlotys for Warsaw and 2,500 zlotys for the provinces, and to grant 
an additional allowance of 1,000 zlotys for this month, to cover the current needs.

If the above request of the Council cannot be granted through lack of funds 
available for this purpose, the ROŻ requests the Government Plenipotentiary 
to pass this issue to the Polish Government in London, asking to assign the 
Council a special budget in an amount adequate to the needs.

Warsaw, 16 August 1943.
For the Żegota Protection Council

             Trojan
      /–/ Trojan WRN
                            Marek
              /–/ Marek SPD

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 349.
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30
23 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Wencki” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning a message to the 
Minister of Labour and Social Welfare, Jan Stańczyk.

        Ar[chive]

Mr. Wencki

Berezowski’s message to Minister Stańczyk shall not be sent14, as right 
before I received it, I had sent a mes[sage] concerning those sums from 
Zygelbojm. No loan can be granted because of the lack of funds. However, 
I have ordered our financial cell to pay 10 thousand dollars, according to the 
message that I received.

23 August 1943

     /Romecki/

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 196.

31
24 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director 
of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, to “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the Execu-
tive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning the deportation 
of Jews from Będzin and Sosnowiec.

         5
Romecki, Esq.

I politely inform that I have come back from my leave /10th–25th of this 
month/. During my absence, your questions concerning the date of the depor-
tation of Jews from Będzin and the number of Jews in Poland were received.

14 I am referring to the message of 9th August 1943: Minister of Labour and Social Welfare, 
Jan Stańczyk, London. The local Delegation has not paid us about half of the sums notified 
by Artur due to the absence of a government instruction to do so. I have not received 
any money from Szerer, either, nor any news. I am very concerned. Due to the complete 
lack of cash, a great number of people may die. As a representative of the Bund and your 
friend, I urgently ask you to cause the competent person to send to the local Delegation 
an instruction to pay me those outstanding amounts immediately. In any case, I ask you 
to respond by radiogram. Thank you in advance. Regards, /–/ Berezowski. 9 August 1943. 
Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 195.
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Data on the deportation from Będzin and Sosnowiec were provided to you 
accurately by my deputy. As for the number of Jews in Poland, he based the data 
only on Jewish information. According to information of Polish social groups, 
verified and closest to reality, the number of Jews in Poland is as follows: Jews 
holding so-called “Aryan papers” – about 250 thousand, in labour camps and 
ghettos – about 150 thousand, in “Warthegau” and “Ostland” – about 200 thou-
sand, emigrants in nearby countries /Baltic States, Romania, Hungary, Slova-
kia, Russia/ – about 200 thousand, in total – about 800 thousand.

1.8.            /–/ Wencki.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 199.

32
6 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Tro-
jan” (Julian Grobelny) and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to the Government Dele-
gate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via “Grabowiecki” (Stanisław 
Pawłowski), concerning the legalisation cell cooperating with the Council.

for Thurs[day] 9/09

Żegota Protection Council

To the GD, to the hands of Mr. Grabowiecki.   8

A superbly organised document issuance office, the so-called “Interor-
ganisational Documentation Office”, has been operating in Warsaw, and it has 
been cooperating with the Council for 8 months, rendering invaluable services 
to the Council. The cell was recommended to the Council at some point by Mr. 
Grabowiecki and Mr. Różycki. The office employs about 10 people, organisa-
tionally disciplined and with a very idealistic attitude. The work is excellently 
organised, as Marek15 found out personally, for which purpose he was invited 
by that office. The value of the office’s property is about 750,000 zlotys. Fees 
are charged based on the office’s own expenses, so prices for the great vari-
ety of documents range from 35 to 80 zlotys. The office provides services to 
a number of organisations and official cells, irrespective of their political asso-
ciations /except for the aliens/, with the Council being its biggest client.

At present, the dir[ector] of that office requests through us the GD that the 
office be subordinated to the state authorities and thus provided with official 
protection; so far, although it has been an apolitical team involved in social 

15 Added in handwriting.
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activity, it has had a semi-private character, which is very unfair to this valua-
ble team of people and which affects its performance.

At a meeting on the 4th of this month, the Council decided to send this re-
quest to the GD and to support it as strongly as possible, based on the previous 
cooperation with this team.

More detailed information in this regard can be provided by Marek from 
SPD16, who directly cooperates with that Office.

Warsaw 6 September 1943 For the Żegota Protection Council.

                                 /–/ Trojan
         /–/ Borowski

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 203.

33
3–15 September 1943, Warsaw. Copies of letters concerning the position 
of secret Jewish organisations towards the JUS (Jüdische Unterstützungsstelle), 
sent by the Żegota Office to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), 
the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), the Director of the Security Department of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Stencel” (Tadeusz Miklaszewski), and the 
Director of the Security Cell of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Hübner” 
(Eugeniusz Gitterman).

Ar[chive]

COPIES

On assuming a position on the JUS.

At the meeting of 14th August of this year, the Coordination Commission 
of the Bund and the ŻKN decided unanimously:

1. to adopt a negative position towards the JUS and to establish no relations 
with it,

2. make public opinion, especially foreign opinion, aware of the nature and 
objectives of the JUS and the negative position of secr[et] Jewish compo-
nents towards this organisation,

3. warn any interested parties abroad against sending any donations for that 
institution, and

16 Added in handwriting.
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4. to request the Council to Aid J[ews] by the Government Plen[ipotentiary] in 
Poland to adopt the same position towards the JUS.

----------------- ooo -----------------
The above decision was taken based on essential considerations, on the 

need to fight against the occupant and to continue supporting the attitude 
adopted from the very beginning by secr[et] Jew[ish] components towards the 
Germans, as well as by the Polish Underground State, which was expressed 
most beautifully in the armed combat of the Warsaw ghetto and in other towns 
and cities of the Republic of Poland.

The occupant established the JUS for its own purposes, to:
1. demonstrate, to foreign countries, the falsehood of information on the mass 

liquidation carried out by the occupant and to prevent foreign opinion from 
being shaped based on this information,

2. demonstrate to foreign countries the occupant’s “humanity” in general and 
even towards Jews,

3. to foster the tragic illusions among the Jewish population and thus facilitate 
the liquidation of their remainder in camps,

4. finally, to appropriate things sent from abroad.
The secret elements of the Jew[ish] pop[ulation] are obliged to fight hard 

against this deception and to condemn those few elements of the Jew[ish] 
population that have followed a misguided policy towards the occupant.

But even real practical considerations justify the above resolution.
Items sent from abroad fail to reach their addressees – the Jewish popu-

lation, and anyway, Jews in the camps do not really need medicines but rather 
bread and humane working and living conditions. The occupant will take 
those things for themselves, obtaining medicines that they lack. This would 
make it easier for them to carry out some sanitary and military tasks. Thus, 
funds coming from [abr]oad go to waste, while funds sent by other – secret – 
ways could be of real help to those in need.

The Coordination Comm[ission] believes that the same considerations that 
caused it to adopt the above position should also persuade the Ż. P. Council to 
take the same position towards the JUS. The Council is a general institution, 
a cell of the Polish Underground State, whose attitude towards the occupant is 
definitively negative. We ou[...] not to [...]iate from this traditional – and common 
to all of us – course of fighting against the occupant at any point, even when it 
comes to helping the dying.

Thus, the Coord[ination] Com[mission] submits, via representatives of the 
Jew[ish] pop[ulation] in the Council, the following request.
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The Council resolves to:

1. accept the position of the Coord. Com. and establish no relations with the JUS,

2. notify the Government Delegation for Poland of this fact, with a copy of this 
resolution enclosed.

Żeg[ota] Off[ice] 15 September 1943.

Dir[ector] Trojanowski, Romecki, Stencel, Hübner

I submit a resolution of the Jew[ish] Coord[ination] Com[mission] and the 
Żegota Council on the JUS […] is an  authoritative assessment of the social 
component of any […].

To the GD /via the Żegota Office/

At the meeting of 4th of this month, the Żegota Council, agreeing entirely with 
the position of the Coord[ination] Comm[ission] towards (…) /JUS/ in Cracow, 
decid[…] JUS proposition addressed to the Council [...] month, to refuse the 
offer of cooperation […].

We send a copy of the resolution of the Coordination Commission [...]

Warsaw, 3 September 1943

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 164.

34
8 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Coordination Commission of the Jew-
ish National Committee and the Bund, signed by “Borowski” (Adolf Berman) and 
“Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), sent to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław 
Jankowski, via “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the 
Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

Warsaw, 8 September 1943   Ar[chive] 17/IX

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

Memorandum

Most recently, a representative of the Government Delegation informed 
representatives of the Jew[ish] National Committee and the Bund, when paying 
to them the amounts sent to these organisations by their political representa-
tions in London, that official components of the Government Delegation had 
stipulated that these sums should not be spent on purchasing weapons.
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As this reservation also applies to the Coordination Commission as the 
body coordinating the operations of active resistance, the Coordination Com-
mission believes that it is authorised and obliged to voice its opinion on this 
important issue.

The reservation implies that the Jewish population should not engage 
in armed combat against the occupant. Although this thesis sounds unbelieva-
ble, it is the only possible conclusion that can be drawn from this reservation.

When in the first phase of the “liquidation” operation, the enemy murdered 
multitudes of Jews without any organised resistance on their part, numerous 
accusations against the Jewish pop[ulation] were circulated, coming from 
various directions, including the official underground press. When, in a later 
phase of the operation, armed resistance was mounted, whose climax came in 
the form of the heroic defence of the Warsaw ghetto, organised by the ŻOB as 
the combat body of the Coordination Commission – the combat met with uni-
versal praise and admiration, also on the part of official components. The Com-
mandant of the Armed Forces of the Warsaw Reg[ion] sent a soldierly salute to 
the fighting ghetto. The Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief, Gen. Sikor-
ski, and the Govern[ment] Plenipotentiary in Poland, expressed their solidari-
ty with the fighting Jews.

Not only that combat, but also all other operations undertaken by the ŻOB, 
aimed at organising points of resistance and guerrilla and revolutionary groups 
in Poland, have been carried out with the knowledge of and in consultation with 
the KSZ [Komendant Sił Zbrojnych – Commander of the Armed Forces].

Further acts of Jewish resistance against the Germans followed in the foot-
steps of the fighting Warsaw ghetto, as fruit of the ŻOB’s activity: in Częstocho-
wa, in Będzin, and especially in Białystok, where heroic combat is being waged 
against the enemy. Also the heroic uprising of Jews in Treblinka, which de-
stroyed the infamous place of massacre along with the German and Ukrainian 
personnel and freed 2,000 prisoners – is a clear expression of the atmosphere 
of armed combat that has been created among the Jewish masses.

The coordination of this fight against the enemy is, alongside aid and rescue 
operations, a major element in the activity of the Coordination Com[mission]. This 
is why we support all ŻOB initiatives, this is why we need to devote major funds 
to the purchase of weapons. This activity is in full compliance with the intentions 
and clearly expressed will of London representatives of the political organisations 
being members of the Coordination Commission and of Jew[ish] organisations 
abroad, sending funds to Poland also for the purposes of armed resistance.

The reservation that the sums provided shall not be spent on defence must 
be the result of either a tragic misunderstanding or false information.
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We cannot be assigned with responsibility for the activity of wild Jew[ish] 
bands, just as the Government Delegation or the KSZ [Komendant Sił Zbro-
jnych – Commander of the Armed Forces] cannot be deemed responsible for 
the actions of spawning Polish gangs, wild or even ruffianly /e.g. in the Kielce 
or even in the Warsaw regions/. The spontaneous formation of Jewish bands, 
here and there, without any involvement on the part of the organisation – is es-
sentially a biological process and an understandable expression of the instinct 
of self-preservation, still blazing in some Jew[s].

The Coordination Commission of the ŻKN and the Bund declares firmly 
that under no circumstances shall it renounce its right to defend Jewish lives 
and the honour of the Jewish nation, or the duty to defend these highest values. 
Especially now, when the occupant, facing the collapse of its power and the 
unavoidably upcoming defeat, with helpless rage, is completing its devilish 
work of the total annihilation of Jews, we believe that it is our fundamental, 
human, civil, and national duty to intensify armed combat against the occu-
pant everywhere where there are still some scarce Jewish centres.

We want to believe that the reservation stemmed from a misunderstanding. 
However, if this is not the case, if this is an expression of actual intentions 
and a major change in the attitude of the Government Delegation or the KSZ 
[Komendant Sił Zbrojnych – Commander of the Armed Forces] towards the 
armed combat of Jews against the enemy – the Coordination Commission 
would be forced to lodge its strongest protest with the highest-ranking ele-
ments in Poland and abroad.

We are convinced that the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland, having 
regard to the crucial importance of this issue and deeming this misunder-
standing to have been cleared up, will order this reservation to be cancelled 
as soon as possible.

For the Coordination Commission

of the Jew[ish] National Committee  and         the Bund
  (Borowski)                          (Mikołaj)
  /–/ Borowski    /–/ Mikołaj

Sent to the Żegota Off[ice] on 13 September 1943.

                                                                        Original sent after a copy
was received on 16 September 1943.

                                                                        Wencki
                                                                        Dir[ector] of the Żeg[ota] Off[ice]
                                                                        16 September 43. 

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 353–354.
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35
9 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Żegota Council, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via and commented upon 
by “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

18/IX
The Żegota Council        
Warsaw, 9 September 1933.       
 

To
The Government Plenipotentiary in Poland
/via the G[overnment] D[elegation]’s Żegota Off[ice]/

Following the request sent in August of this year concerning an increase in 
the monthly subsidy, the Ż. P. Council sends the following report:

The Council’s activity pursued so far, covering growing numbers of indi-
viduals affected by the occupant’s terror, currently reaching:

various centres scattered across Poland,
territories annexed to the Reich,

concentration camps in the Reich, to Jews taken to such camps as Aryans, –
/The Council’s expenses have also increased due to the establishment of:
the territorial organisation office
the child care section
the medical care section, etc./

has been giving rise to an increasing demand for material means, growing 
every month.

These needs, urgent, often requiring immediate action, and growing every 
day, have been, in view of the fact that the Council has been granted subsidies 
in the same amount for several months, a factor that prevents the Council from 
fulfilling its cardinal duties, even towards the newly-registered persons who 
need help, let alone the field activity that was at some point reassigned by the 
Govern[ment] Del[egation] from the Reg[ional] Del[egation] to the Warsaw 
Council.

With this state of affairs, a large number of newly-registered people remain 
beyond the reach of the Council’s activity and are deprived of material assis-
tance, the organisations are suspending further operations aimed at reaching 
hiding Jews, and field branches, set up with considerable difficulty, are going 
to close down as they are unable to operate.
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The fact that Jewish organisations, i.e. the Bund and the ŻKN, have for sev-
eral months been providing the Council with subsidies of 1,000 zlotys, and 
recently 1,500 zlotys, as the needs are disproportionately greater than this 
additional aid.

For this reason, at the meeting of 9th of this month, the Ż. P. Council decided 
to request the Government Plenipotentiary once again to increase the subsidy, 
which should now amount to 10,000 zlotys, including the needs of the provinces, 
as the minimum amount necessary to cover the most pressing expenses in-
volved in the Council’s activity.

For the Żegota Protection Council:

     /–/ Trojan WRN (Trojan)
          /–/ Marek SPD  (Marek)

Żeg[ota] Off[ice] 17 September 1943.
I assert that the Council requests made above are justified and I ask that the 
requests be granted, if only this is possible.

   Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 355–355a.

36
8 October 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by the President, 
“J. Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), and the Secretary, “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to 
the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning finan-
cial support and the organisation of a meeting to discuss current affairs related 
to the activity of the Council. 

In accordance with its principles and objectives, the Council to Aid Jews has 
expanded and deepened its activity during the period of its existence.

The Council’s activity, originally consisting only in redistributing funds al-
located to the Council by the Delegation and then also covering legalisation 
issues, was expanded in the next months through the establishment of an 
housing division and a propaganda division, and recently: children’s, medical, 
and clothing divisions. However, the fundamental task of the Council is to 
distribute financial allowances among those in its care.

Over the last two months /August, September/, the Council was receiving 
from the Delegation, for Warsaw, 400 thousand zlotys per month, and from the 
funds of Jewish organisations – 250 thousand zlotys. 
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The sum remaining after covering legalisation and other expenses /e.g. 
propaganda expenses, office expenses, etc./ is distributed between approxi-
mately one thousand people, which gives an allowance of 250–500 zlotys per 
month per person; only is some rare cases the allowance equals from 500 to 
1,500 zlotys.

During its existence, the Council has extended its activity also in terms 
of territory, gradually covering, in addition to Warsaw, also the Cracow and 
Lviv Regions, as well as larger Jewish communities in Drobikowo, Trawniki, 
Ostrowiec, Będzin, and various other places – which means that the Council is 
no longer a local, Warsaw-based institution, but rather a central, nation-wide 
institution, managing Regional Councils on behalf of the Delegation.

The Delegation allocates 150 thousand zlotys per month for each provin-
cial branch. Moreover, according to information obtained by the Council from 
representatives of Jewish organisations, the organisations have spent several 
hundred thousand zlotys to help the provincial branches.

Reports from the Regional Councils indicate that there are many centres 
and communities, scattered across the country, that desperately need more 
food, clothing, documents, accommodation, etc., and where individuals and 
groups need to be rescued from camps. If we bear in mind that there are 
several hundred, several thousand, and even tens of thousands of Jews in the 
camps in Cracow, Kolomyia, Stryi, Stanisławów, Boryslav, Drohobych, and 
other places, robbed of everything, cold and starving, bending under the yoke 
of the hardest toil and physical and moral tortures, amid executions and un-
der continual threat of death, adequate assistance of all kinds is absolutely 
necessary.

If we add that there are still about 150 thousand Jews in Łódź and that de-
spite the local liquidations, there are still quite numerous communities in 
Vilnius and Białystok, seeking effective help, the multitude of tasks can be seen 
very clearly.

Of course, with the modest funds that the Council has at its disposal for the 
purpose of helping Jews, even if the direct assistance of Jewish organisations is 
taken into account, it is impossible to fulfil all kinds of tasks mentioned above, 
to complete the work organised by the Council, and most importantly, there is 
no way that the Council can answer the calls of the more and more new people 
who need help, and whose numbers are growing rapidly as the resources of 
those who have not needed help so far are running out. The individual allow-
ances, which are becoming illusory assistance in view of the increasing prices 
of  basic necessities, blackmailing, high rents, etc., cannot be increased, either. 
As it is, the allowances are becoming more of symbolic than real help.
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A large-scale aid operation corresponding to the essential needs of War-
saw and the provinces, as well as some ad hoc needs, requires that the budget 
of the Council to Aid Jews be considerably increased.

The issue is extremely urgent and pressing, as the occupant, in the face 
of the unavoidable, imminent catastrophe, is hastily completing its devilish 
work of total physical annihilation of the remainder of the Jewish population. 
If the adequate means are not obtained, all aid may turn out to be overdue 
and pointless. Thus, the Council to Aid Jews, which has taken upon itself the 
task of saving a nation suffering from persecution unprecedented in history, 
appeals to the Government Plenipotentiary to enable it to fulfil at least part 
of this multitude of tasks.

Hence, at its meeting of 27/9/43.17, the Council to Aid Jews decided to send 
this letter to the Government Plenipotentiary and to ask him to meet a delega-
tion of the Council’s Presidium in order to discuss directly all issues involved 
in helping Jews.

The Council to Aid Jews asks that the meeting be arranged as soon as possible.

On behalf of the Council to Aid Jews in Poland

Secretary of the Council   President of the Council

Borowski (ŻKN)    J. Trojan WRN

Warsaw, 8 October 1943

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 356–358.18

37
23 October 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Council to Aid Jews attached to the 
Government Plenipotentiary for Poland for the period from December 1942 
to October 1943.

sent to L. on 29/XI

R e p o r t       Żp/1.

on the activity of the Council to Aid Jews attached to the Government 
Plenipotentiary in Poland for the period from December 1942 to October 
1943 inclusive.

I. Appointment of the Council.
17 Date added in pen by the Council Secretary.
18 Page numbers 157, 158, and 159 added in crayon, centrally, on three pages of the document.
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II. The Council’s organisation and scope of activity.

III. The Council’s activity within Warsaw. 

IV. Legalisation aid.

V. Financial aid.

VI. Housing division.

VII. Anti-blackmailing operation.

VIII. Propaganda division. 

IX. Children’s division.

X. Medical division.

XI. Clothing division.

XII. Reserve fund.

XIII. The Council’s activity in the provinces:

1. Cracow Regional Council.
2. Lviv Regional Council.
3. Further activity in the provinces /Field division/.

XIV. Aid-related cooperation between the Council and Jew[ish] org[anisations].

XV. The Council’s contacts with the Delegation.

XVI. The Council’s contacts with the Government of the Republic of Poland 
in London.

XVII. The Council and the armed resistance of the Warsaw ghetto.

XVIII. The Council and the Jew[ish] Support Centre /I.U.S./

  Żp./2
 

I. Establishment of the Council.

After the first liquidation operation in the Warsaw ghetto in October of 1942, 
the Committee was set up, a committee of Polish organisations seeking to of-
fer material assistance to Jews as victims of the cruel German terror against 
the Jewish population. The Committee operated for a relatively short time. 
The funds that it was allocated by the Delegation were originally very small 
/50 thousand zlotys a month/. 

Its activity could not be very extensive, either. At the end of November and 
in December of 1942, the Committee was radically reorganised, its member-
ship was expanded and its activity intensified. After numerous discussions 
with representatives of Polish organisations and the Jewish population, the 
Council to Aid Jews by the Government Delegation was established. The Coun-
cil was composed of representatives of a number of Polish factions and or-
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ganisations and 2 representatives of the Jewish population: one representing the 
Jewish National Committee, bringing together Zionist, burghers’, and workers’ 
organisations, and one representing the Bund.-

II. The Council’s organisation and scope of activity.

The Council to Aid Jews was to be a central institution in relation to Regional 
Councils that were to be set up, as well as a local institution that was to oper-
ate just like all other Regional Councils – in Warsaw and the Warsaw region. 
The Council is comprised of a Delegation representative and representatives 
of the following organisations /one per each/: WRN /President/, Stronnictwo 
Ludowe /Deputy President/, Stronnictwo Demokratyczne /Treasurer/, Pols-
ka Organizacja Demokratyczna, and on behalf of the Jewish population: Bund 
/ Vice-President/ and ŻKN /Secretary/. Additionally, a representative of the 
Catholic Front for the Rebirth of Poland sat on the Council for an extensive pe-
riod of time. The Council set up an Audit Commission to control the Council’s 
finances. The Council is apolitical in nature. The objective of the Council is to 
help Jews /within the meaning of racist legal acts/ as victims of the German 
terror. That help was to include: financial aid /allowances/, help in finding 
accommodation, legalisation, help in finding gainful employment, etc.

III. The Council’s activity in Warsaw.

For the first few months, the Council operated only as a Warsaw institution, 
providing material assistance to Jews in the Ar[yan] district of Warsaw and the 
Warsaw ghetto, obviously on a very small scale due to the very small subsidies 
granted to the Council by the Delegation. – The Council has held 26 plenary 
meetings and the Council Presidium – 35 meet[ings]. The Audit Commission 
has held 15 meetings. The Council has its own office and has at its disposal 
some other premises where it holds its meetings and carries out its administra-
tion work.-

IV. Legalisation aid.

Jews are forbidden from staying in any areas outside ghettos or J[ewish] camps, 
under pain of death. Thus, they can stay in Aryan areas only if they are considered 
to be Aryans. Thus, one of the most important issues is the legalisation of Jews. 
In this regard, the Council has contacted a well-organised office that prepares 
the necessary documents, such as baptism certificates, marriage certificates, 
pers[onal] ID cards /Polish/, identification cards, and many others. The 
Council provides these documents to all J[ews] who ask for them /through the 
organisations/ and distributes them around free of charge, even though it pays 
the office 30–45 thousand zlotys a month.- The number of such documents 
delivered by the Council in the reporting period is several thousand.-
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V. Financial aid.       Żp.3.

Another important form of assistance should be material, cash assistance, as a 
large number of Jews are unable to earn money due to their non-Aryan appear-
ance or for fear of being blackmailed. This sort of assistance has also been pro-
vided by the Council to anyone who has asked for such help directly or indirectly, 
through the organisations represented in the Council. Originally, the only source 
of funds used by the Council were the subsidies granted to the Council by the 
Delegation, and for the last three months, another source have been donations 
from Jewish organisations, coming from their funds received from abroad. The 
Delegation allocated to the Council, in the following months: January 1943 – 
150 thousand, February 1943 – 300 thousand, March – 250 thousand, and in the 
following months, starting from April up to Oct[ober] inclusive – 400 thousand 
a month; additionally, in April, the Delegation granted the Council an extra, one-
off subsidy of 500 thousand zlotys /in connection with the liq[uidation] oper-
ation carried out in Warsaw, in the War[saw] ghet[to], in April and May 1943/, 
and from June to October inclusive – a month[ly] subsidy for the provinces, in 
the amount of 150 thousand zlotys. The total amount allocated to the Council by 
the Delegation for providing aid in Warsaw and the provinces over the 10-month 
reporting period was 4,750,000 zlotys.x) At first, the Council provided financial 
help to about 200–300 people; in the last months of the reporting period, this 
number increased to about 1,000 a month. At first, each of those in the Council’s 
care received about 500 zlotys a month. Then, as their number started growing 
as a result of their own resources running out, blackmailing, etc., while the al-
lowance from the Delegation remained the same, that individual help started 
decreasing and has recently been from 300 to 400 zlotys. This assistance – due 
to the devaluation of money and the resultant high prices of basic necessities – 
has been less than modest and has been more of symbolic than real help. An-
other source of the Council’s funds are donations from Jew[ish] organisations, 
which provided the Council with 400,000 zlotys over the last three months, i.e. 
when they received funds from abroad – apart from the amounts spent directly 
by these org[anisations] on similar purposes – see below.

x) The Delegation allocated the Council 750 thousand zlotys for November and Decem-
ber, and starting from 1st January 1944 – 1 million zlotys a month.19 

VI. Housing division.

The third important – or maybe the most important – sort of assistance was to 
have the form of assistance in finding accommodation. The survival of a person 
depended and still depends on whether they have a roof over their head.

19 Handwritten in pen.
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The problem of accommodation is the most difficult to resolve – due to the 
non-Aryan appearance of Jews, due to the fear of potential consequences in-
volved in sheltering Jews, due to blackmailing, which causes Jews to leave the 
places where they are staying, and due to the generally high prices of housing. 
Thus, the Council devoted a lot of time and relatively large funds to this prob-
lem, creating a special housing division, but unfortunately the help was only 
minimal. It turned out that it was impractical to purchase flats as in the case 
of blackmail, they became useless. Rental on a subtenancy basis was faced 
with obstacles that were insurmountable for the Council, as such accommo-
dation is extremely expensive and the Council lacks the necessary funds. Thus, 
the relatively modest special housing fund set aside by the Council was unable 
to fulfil its task on the scale envisaged by the Council.

VII. Anti-blackmailing operation. 

The dramatic growth of blackmail, which has affected considerable numbers 
of Jews staying in Aryan districts, has been a widespread epidemic, which could 
be referred to as social calamity. The victims are brutally robbed of everything 
in their possession, cash, valuables, clothes, undergarments, and other valua-
ble things. As a result, blackmail victims lose their home and become a burden 
for their relatives or friends, and when they are unable to help them, they have 
no choice but to ask the Council for material assistance. And thus the number 
of those who need the Council’s help is growing. Therefore, the Council has made 
numerous appeals to the Delegation, asking that blackmail be counteracted 
promptly and radically and demanding, among other things, that an official or-
der /to be announced on posters/ be issued by the Government Plenipotentiary 
that would threaten blackmailers and their accomplices with the death penalty. 
Semi-official announcements to this effect were published by the underground 
press of the Delegation and other entities. Moreover, the Council itself has been 
publishing leaflets condemning such crimes and calling upon the public to offer 
help to Jews as victims of the Nazi terror, and to fight against blackmailing. Lastly, 
the Council reported acts of blackmail to the Special Court.

VIII. Propaganda division.

The Council established the propaganda division in order to influence the pub-
lic by means of appropriate writing oriented towards helping Jews as victims 
of the Nazi extermination policy. The Council has published 4 editions of leaflets, 
including three addressed to the Polish population, a total of 25,000 leaflets, 
and one edition in the German language, 5,000 copies, addressed to the Ger-
mans and pretending to have been issued by Germ[an] organisations. The 
leaflets were distributed from door to door and attached to building walls in 
Warsaw and in provincial towns. They were also sent to offices, etc. Moreover, 
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the Council has recently started issuing information communications for the 
undergr[ound] press, informing about German acts of extermination against 
the Jew[ish] pop[ulation] and about acts of Jew[ish] resistance against the Ger-
mans. Two issues have been published. 

IX. Children’s division.       Żp. 4. 

Recently, the Council has set up a special division whose objective is to take 
care of orphaned children and other Jew[ish] children needing help and to 
place them with various institutions and private families. This activity, organ-
ised under professional management, is starting to develop successfully. The 
division has managed to place appropriately 20–30 children, and the future 
prospects are good. However, further development of this activity, of such 
enormous importance, depends on the allocation of larger funds, which, un-
fortunately, the Council is unable to provide. The monthly budget allocated by 
the Council to this division is about 30 thousand, so Jew[ish] organisations 
made a special donation for this purpose in October, in the amount of 50 thou-
sand zlotys, which was the minimum amount that had to be provided to satisfy 
the division’s current needs.

X. Medical division. 

Due to the threat of exposure in connection with illnesses of those in the 
Council’s care and other Jews, the Council decided to set up a medical division, 
which has already been organised and will start operating in the nearest fu-
ture. The medical assistance will be provided by trusted doctors, well-aware 
of the character of this work – in various parts of the city – some of them will 
even work on a non-profit basis. Besides this assistance, there are also plans 
to provide medicines.

XI. Clothing division.

Through lack of funds, of which a huge amount is required for this purpose, 
this extremely important form of assistance cannot be launched, despite the 
fact that it is essential due to the upcoming cold weather of autumn and winter.

XII. Reserve fund.

Very often, there is a sudden need to immediately provide help and food to 
Jews kept in prisons. However, after distributing its monthly financial aid, the 
Council is usually left with no funds. Thus, the Council decided to set up a spe-
cial reserve fund for such purposes. Unfortunately, this is not always possible 
through lack of finances, as the funds received are insufficient to cover the 
ever-growing needs.
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XIII. The Council’s activity in the provinces.

Even when the Council was forming and the scope of its activity was being de-
fined, starting from its first meetings, the Council noticed the need to expand 
its aid operations also to the provinces, to the entire Republic of Poland. As 
a result, in December 1942, the Council decided to request the Government 
Plenipotentiary to issue appropriate instructions for regional delegates in 
order to set up, beside particular delegations, a number of Regional Councils 
that would provide aid similar to that offered by the Warsaw Council, within 
their limited territories. The Delegation responded positively to that request, 
at the same time informing the Council that the condition for establishing 
Regional Councils and for the cooperation of Regional Delegations with such 
councils was – the prior organisation of the social component, as it happened 
in Warsaw. As a result, this activity encountered major obstacles, arising from 
local conditions. Thus, when the organisation of Regional Councils was not 
taking on any solid shape, the initiative was taken over by the Central Council, 
with a positive outcome.

1. Cracow Regional Council.
In April 1943, on the initiative of the Centr[al] Council, a Regional Council was 
successfully established in Cracow, with active representatives of the WRN, the 
People’s Party, and the Alliance of Democrats, and recently the Council was joined 
by a Jewish representative. At first, through lack of funds, the Cracow Council 
could only make very modest plans, as the funds allocated to the Cracow Council 
were, for well-known reasons, minimal, not exceeding a dozen or so thousand 
zlotys, and were used to help about 100 people staying in the Aryan district of 
Cracow. Moreover, the Cracow Council provided those people with legalisation 
aid, using materials delivered by the Central Council. Through its agents, the 
Cracow Council collected information necessary to help the ghettos and Jewish 
camps within the Cracow region. /Tarnów, Bochnia, Przemyśl, Stalowa Wola, 
Mielec, and Trzebnia near Jasło/. It passed the data to the Centr[al] Council, de-
manding a major increase in the subsidy, which, however, the Centr[al] Council 
was unable to grant. When the Delegation increased the subsidy for the Council in 
June of this year, and in particular granted a special subsidy for the provinces, the 
Centr[al] Council increased the subsidy for the Cracow Council to 50 thousand 
zlotys a month, which amount is, of course, absolutely insufficient, as in its report 
for May, the Cracow Council demanded a minimum amount of 320 thousand for 
June, and only for Cracow itself, without the provinces. At present, the Cracow 
Council provides a financial allowance to about 100 people. 

2. Lviv Regional Council.
The Lviv Regional Council was established a little later than the Cracow Coun-
cil. Just like the Cracow Council, the Lviv Council is also made up of representa-
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tives of the WRN, the Peop[le’s] Par[ty], and the All[iance] of Dem[ocrats]. The 
information on the character and activity of the Cracow Council, its problems 
and financial demands, apply also to the Lviv Council, except that the territo-
ry of the Council’s activity is much larger, with many more Jew[ish] camps, 
which stems from the fact that the Jewish population in those areas is much 
larger than in Western Lesser Poland and the bordering Silesia and the former 
Congress Poland. An information-gathering tour was organised to collect the 
necessary data and to establish contact with the ghettos, possibly also Jew[ish] 
camps, within the Lviv Region. The tour, made by an agent of the Lviv Council, 
provided certain information on Stryi, Kolomyia, Brody, Boryslav, Drohobych, 
and Przemyśl and on the possibility of offering individual help in some of these 
places.- However, the entirety of that work, if it is to bring any real – even if 
only for local groups – effects, depends on the provision of considerable funds, 
which the Centr[al] Council is unable to provide. Recently, the Lviv Council has 
been receiving from the Centr[al] Council 60,000 zlotys per month, which is 
used to provide financial allowances to several dozen people staying within 
the Aryan district. It needs to be pointed out that in September of this year, 
the allowance for Lviv did not – unfortunately – reach the Lviv Council, as the 
agent of the Lviv Council that collected the money from the Centr[al] Council 
was arrested on her way, along with a set of legalisation documents for Lviv.

3. Further activity in the provinces /Field division/. 

In order to offer assistance in other provinces /outside the territories of the 
Crac[ow] and Lviv Councils/, the Council has set up, over the last three months, 
a field division. Three persons travelled on behalf of this division, establishing – 
as yet very loose – contacts with Łódź, where about 150,000 Jews are working 
in the ghetto, of whom about 30,000 are citizens of Łódź, and the rest are Jews 
from West[ern] Europe. Additionally, contact has been established with the 
Jewish camps in Piotrków, Radom, Kielce, and others, consisting mainly in 
collecting information on the situation in the camps, on the living and working 
conditions, and in preparing aid operations.- The information obtained so far 
indicates that considerable funds are required to provide food, clothing, etc., 
as the living conditions in those camps are appalling, and most importantly, to 
save people by getting them out of those death centers. In order to explain with 
all accuracy the need to obtain considerable sums from the Delegation, sums 
that would be sufficient to satisfy the ever-growing needs in this area, as well 
as in other areas, such as increasing individual allowances in Warsaw, Cracow, 
and Lviv, allowances for the children’s home, etc., the Council sent a long letter 
to the Plenipotentiary last month, asking him to directly support its requests.

XIV. Cooperation between the Council and Jew[ish] organisations in the 
area of aid.          Zp. 6.
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The Council has been cooperating with Jew[ish] org[anisations] mainly be-
cause there are 8 representatives of the Jew[ish] com[munity] in the Council, 
one from the ŻKN and the other from the Bund, and of course, their active 
participation has contributed to the positive results of the Council’s opera-
tion. Through these representatives of the Jew[ish] com[munity], the Council 
has been obtaining information on the situation of Jews, relevant to its tasks. 
Moreover, the above-mentioned Jew[ish] org[anisations] – by means of their 
work in the field of aid – have significantly unburdened the Council, comple-
menting the entirety of aid operations carried out among the remainder of the 
Jew[ish] pop[ulation]. Finally, since these org[anisations] started receiving 
larger sums from abroad, from their foreign representations, they have been 
providing the Council with substantial sums, thus facilitating the Council’s op-
eration and filling its budget gaps, at least partially. Starting from August, 
Jew[ish] org[anisations] have been donating money to the Council every 
month – and over the last 3 months, they provided the Council with 400,000 
zlotys. Moreover, by providing material assistance in Warsaw /in Aryan dis-
tricts/ or by sending larger sums, a total of several hundred thousand zlotys 
a month, to the provinces /to the camps in Trawniki, Poniatowa, Piotrków, 
Ostrowiec, Kielce, Radom, Starachowice, Skarżysko-Kamienna/, the Jew[ish] 
org[anisations] have also been performing tasks that fall within the scope 
of the Council’s activity, both in material terms and by sending people out /re-
cently – to Białystok and Vilnius/ to collect information and establish contacts. 
When providing mat[erial] assistance, the Jew[ish] org[anisations] have not 
confined themselves to helping only those within their org[anisational] and 
ideological domains, but have also offered help to many other people outside 
their domains.

XV. The Council has been maintaining constant and regular contact with 
the Delegation, mainly through:

1. A representative of the Delegation, participating in the Council’s meetings 
– the Director of the Jewish Office of the Government Delegation. The same 
Delegation representative has been presenting the Council’s requests and 
appeals addressed to the Government Plenipotentiary and has been in-
forming the Council about the position taken by the Plenipotentiary on any 
issues falling within the scope of the Council’s tasks.

2. Moreover, the Council has been contacting the Plenipotentiary by sending 
letters and memorandums – mainly concerning financial issues, asking 
for the subsidy to be increased, indicating the growing needs and the need 
to immediately satisfy them, but also concerning the need to counteract 
blackmailing and to issue official pronouncements for this purpose, to be 
displayed publicly, and concerning the punishment of criminals – black-
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mailers, and finally, by providing the Delegate with reports from its activity, 
in particular with financial reports.

3. Finally, upon the Council’s request for a meeting between the Council’s 
Delegation and the Government Plenipotentiary concerning direct support 
for the Council’s requests, a conference was held at the end of last April, 
to which the Plenipotentiary invited the Council’s Deputy Chairman, with 
whom he discussed, with a positive outcome, the current issues brought up 
by the Council. 

XVI. The Council’s contacts with the Government of the Republic of Po-
land in London.

These were established on two occasions.

1. The Council requested the Polish Government to allocate larger govern-
ment sums to its aid initiatives due to the fact that a large-scale aid operation 
requires colossal sums and the amount allocated by the Delegation is ob-
viously insufficient. The Council sent, to the Government, via the Delega-
tion, a message and a letter concerning this issue.

2. Moreover, the Council sent a message to the Polish Government in London 
requesting that an international scheme be initiated under which the re-
mainder of the Jewish population could be saved from inevitable annihila-
tion, by means of exchange or otherwise. The Council had decided that all 
aid measures were only-half measures that would not last long and would 
not save people in the long term in view of the steadfast implementation 
by the German authorities of the plan for the total annihilation of the re-
maining Jews. 

XVII. The Council and the armed resistance of the Warsaw ghetto. 

When Warsaw was alerted in the second half of April of this year that the Warsaw 
ghetto had mounted heroic armed resistance, commanded by the ŻOB /Jewish 
Combat Organisation/ – the Council adopted a pronouncement on this issue, 
paying tribute to the heroism of the Warsaw ghetto and appealing to the Govern-
ment Plenipotentiary to ensure that relevant components support that heroic 
fight by providing sufficient weapons to the defenders of the ghetto. The pro-
nouncement was sent to the Government Plenipotentiary without delay. 

XVIII. The Council and the Jew[ish] Support Centre /I.U.S./   Żp 7.

Several months ago – after the Cracow ghetto had been liquidated – the central 
occupant authorities established the Jew[ish] Support Cen[tre] /IUS – Jüdische 
Unterstützungsstelle/, appointing the former President of the liquidated cen-
tr[al] Jew[ish] social self-help, Dr. W[eichert], as its head. Large amounts of 
valuable medicines, as well as provisions and money from foreign Jews, were 
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sent to the address of that centre from abroad, via the international Red Cross. 
The head of that centre wished to establish contact with representatives of the 
Jewish population, i.e. the Bund, the ŻKN, and the Council to Aid Jews. The 
representation of the Jewish population decided against that and proposed 
that the Council should also reject any offers of cooperation with the IUS, 
informing the Council that the representation of the ŻKN and the Bund had 
already communicated its negative position on this issue to foreign states and 
had called on them to stop sending any parcels to the IUS, stating that this 
was only a German propaganda initiative. The Council spoke against the IUS 
and sent that decision to the Government Plenipotentiary, enclosing the pro-
nouncement of the Jewish representation. 

The Council to Aid Jews 
by the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

Warsaw, 23 October 1943.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, pp. 365–370.20

38
28 October 1943, Warsaw. Minutes from the meeting of representatives of the 
Council to Aid Jews with “Dr. Klonowski” (Jan Stanisław Jankowski), Government 
Delegate in Poland, taken by the Director of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” (Witold 
Bieńkowski).

Dr. Klonowski      28 October 43.

     re AA

Minutes from the meeting with representatives of the Council to A. J.

Attended by:  Dr. Klonowski      AA
  Director Trojanowski     K
  Mr. Wencki
  Mr. Różycki /SL/ – Deputy President of the Council to A. J.
  Mr. Borowski /ŻKN/ – Secretary of the Council to A. J. 
  Mr. Romecki /in the final phase of the meeting/.

I. In response to Dr. Klonowski’s question concerning the attitude of the Jew[ish] 
Coord[ination] Commission to the Council to Aid Jews and drawing a line be-

20 Page numbers from 165 to 171 added in pencil, centrally.
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tween the areas of charity work of these two institutions, Mr. Borowski said 
that the J. C. C. and the Council to A. J. generally cooperated with each other 
and that the J.C.C had two objectives: to offer charitable help and to organise 
resistance in Jewish communities. Mr. Różycki noted the separate operation 
of the J.C.C in terms of the non-provision by the J.C.C to the Council of any 
detailed explanations concerning its charitable activity. “We only feel that 
the Coordination Commission is working in this direction.” Mr. Wencki said 
that the demarcation line between the activity of the J.C.C. and the Council 
to A. J. is quite clear as the J.C.C of the Jewish National Com[mittee] and 
the Bund mostly seeks to support members of Jew[ish] political org[ani-
sations] and uses the GD budget funds allocated to the Council to help the 
“unaffiliated”. Mr. Borowski explained that this state of affairs existed after 
the Jew[ish] organisations received the first sums from abroad, and cur-
rently the J.C.C is supporting the Council to A. J. /a total of 4,000 zlotys over 
the last months/. The GD expressed a wish that separate activity domains 
should be established for the J.C.C and the Council, in territorial or other 
terms. Mr. Borowski promised to bring this wish up at the next J.C.C meeting.

II. Dr. Klonowski asked another question, concerning the organisational struc-
ture of the Council to Aid Jews with respect to the links between the Central 
Council and the Regional Councils. The Council representatives explained 
that the Regional Councils were subordinated to the Central Council in 
terms of budget, whereas the issue of the organisational structure has not 
been considered as yet.

III. In the next phase of the meeting, Mr. Różycki presented the Council’s re-
quests. He expressed the view that Council members did not see any pos-
sibility of fulfilling their duties adequately in view of the expanding needs 
and the growing numbers of people in the Council’s care, with the rigid 
GD budget paid to the Council. Through lack of funds, it had been impos-
sible to implement the Council’s plans /the housing, medical, clothing 
divisions/ responding to the actual needs of the Jewish population. Addi-
tionally, Mr. Borowski supported Mr. Różycki’s request concerning press 
pronouncements, asking the Doctor to issue a special pronouncement right 
at that moment, when “it may be that Jewish camps are only weeks away 
from total liquidation”. Responding to Dr. Klonowski’s question as to the es-
timated number of surviving Jews, Mr. Borowski said that there were about 
250–300 thousand living Jews in Poland /Łódź – 150 thousand, Poniato-
wa – 14 thousand, Trawniki – 8 thousand/. Mr. Borowski was particularly 
concerned about the possibility of reaching out to Łódź and to 3 camps in 
Lublin /Koncentrationslager, the camp in Lipowa Street, and the Flugplatz 
camp/. Responding to the explanations of the Council representatives, 
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Dr. Klonowski took an absolutely favourable position on the issues brought 
up by the Council. As for the creation of an atmosphere favourable to aid 
Jews, the crucial factor was the resistance of Jews themselves. This evoked 
sympathy for those dying with weapons in their hands and made it easier 
to offer help to the survivors. Some important factors that have led to the 
insufficiency of financial means include the following: improvidence of the 
Jewish population at the right time, when it was possible to collect mon-
ey among wealthy Jews, and the absence of a proper response on the part 
of the international Jewish community. In its financial management, based 
on an indefinite inflow of funds, the GD needed to follow an extremely provi-
dent policy. However, after the actual needs of the Council had been estab-
lished, it was decided that the funds available were sufficient to increase 
the GD budget for the Council to 7,500 zlotys for November and December. 
From January, the subsidy would be 10,000 zlotys. Additionally, in order to 
satisfy the Council’s current needs, Dr. Klonowski provided the Council with 
23 thousand dollars that had recently been received from England for the 
purpose of helping Jews. Dr. Klonowski instructed Mr. Romecki, who had 
just arrived, to pay that amount to the Council via Mr. Wencki. Mr. Romecki 
informed Mr. Borowski about a received notification of 5 thousand pounds 
for the ŻKN and 1,000 dollars for “Antoni”.

 At this point, the meeting was concluded.
       /–/ Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 117

39
9 November 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Żegota Office at 
the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), addressed to the Director of the Executive Office 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), 
concerning the liquidation of Jewish camps.

PKP [Polityczny Komitet Porozumiewawczy – Political Consultative Committee]

Mr. Romecki

Nat[ional] Min[ority] Off[ice]       9 November 1943. 
      

Liquidation of Jewish camps.

Just as expected for some time, the mass liquidation of the remainder 
of Jewish camps has been launched.
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On Wednesday, 3rd November of this year, strong SS and gendarmerie units 
arrived at the Jewish labour camp in Trawniki. All men were ordered to dig 
anti-aircraft trenches. Two hours later, they were surrounded, HMGs were set 
up around them, and they were all shot dead. In the meantime, 50 vehicles 
arrived at the camp and all women and children were piled into them and 
taken to the same place, undressed and shot from the HMGs. It total, about 
8,000 people died.

The German deception had worked. Over the last few days, the atmosphere 
in the Trawniki camp was quite good and the Germans behaved properly. The 
commandant of the Trawniki camp is a Silesian, Barteczko, and besides him, 
Napierała and Nosek, formerly a blue policeman in Silesia.

On the day preceding the massacre, the German personnel had a a drink-
ing bout. During the slaughter, dance music played from megaphones, drown-
ing the shouting of the victims. It is said that 3 thousand Italian Jews were 
brought to the camp in place of the murdered. Of all prisoners of the camp, 
only some prisoners of war from the Polish army /Jews/, who were the camp 
personnel, have been kept alive. A similar slaughter took place in the Lublin 
camps on 5th November. All Lublin camps were massacred. It is known with 
certainty that a massacre took place in the camp in Lipowa Street /about 
2,000 people/.

Alarming news has come in from Poniatowa. That site has been massacred, 
too. Details will be provided.

       /–/ Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 360.

40
12 November 1943, Warsaw. Settlement of pass-on sums of the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, distributed by “Ul” 
[“Beehive”] – the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland – and 
provided to the Żegota in the period from September to October 1943.

Ar[chive]

PASS-ON SUMS OF “SIEĆ” [NET]

FOR THE PERIOD OF OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 33
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UL [BEEHIVE] – THE ŻEGOTA COMMITTEE

Received.       Passed on.
9.IX. Rec[eived] for the Ż[egota] C[ommittee].   IX   5,500.00 zlotys | 9.IX. Paid. Żeg[ota] C.   IX   2,500.00 zlotys
7.X. ’’ ’’ ’’        X ’’ 5,500.00 |’’     ’’     ’’     ’’     ’’                   /balance/ 3,000.00 
                                                                              |   8.X. ’’ ’’                            X ’’ 5,500.00
                                                                              |        11,000.00 zlotys |            zlotys.   11,000.00
                                                                                    =============|            ==============

Note:

The original receipts are kept at the “Sieć” [Net], at the “Izba’s” [Chamber] 
disposal.

Warsaw, 12th November. For conformity with the original:

        Jolanta Zakrzewska

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, 202/XV/2, p. 359.21
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2 January 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the Na-
tional Minority Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about 
the composition of the Regional Councils in Lviv and Cracow, drawn up by 
“Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński) and sent to the Director of the Executive Office 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), via 
“Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

To the GD National Minorities Office 
in situ     Copy

In response to the letter asking about the composition of the Żegota 
Regional Councils, the Council provides the following data:

Cracow Region:
Chairman  Stanisław WRN
Secretary   Żegociński  WRN
Treasurer  Michalska  SPD 
Members:  Władysław  SPD
       „     Mariańska  WRN /in care/
GD Representative   Socha     SZ

21 Page number 160 added in pencil, centrally.
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Lviv Region:
Cairman  Dionizy    SPD
Treasurer  Stanisław   WRN
Board Member Wiktor    SPD
  ‘’          Andrzej /non-affil[iated]/
Secretary  Justyna  WRN

For the Council:
                                                                                                                     /–/ Marek

Warsaw, 2 January 1944.

Nat[ional] Min[orities] Off[ice] 11 January 44.

Mr. Romecki “Ul” (“Beehive”)
I send the above for your information.

                 Wencki

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 136.

42
2–8 February 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki”, “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, to the Director of the Executive Office of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), concerning the enclosed 
letter of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) to the Government Delegate.

hand[led] 8/2/34 R[omecki]

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

Again, I politely ask for information on the sums in dollars that have been 
donated to us from abroad, on the persons or organisations that provided 
them and, finally, on the dates of the receipt of those funds and the messages 
or letters based on which the amounts have been delivered or notified.

This issue is very urgent and important to us due to the need to close our 
books and to have an audit carried out by our audit bodies in connection with 
reminders from our organisational instances in Lond[on], demanding that we 
confirm the sums received.

At the same time, I politely ask you to send a list of the amounts paid to us 
from 16 October 1943 to 23 December 1943, inc[luding] information on the 
applicable exchange rates.
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Finally, in accordance with a decision of the Council to Aid J[ews] made in 
connection with the incident concerning Mr. Borow., and in accordance with 
our request, at some point agreed to by the Government Del[egation], I politely 
ask you to send letters concerning our organisation, as well as any messages, 
in sealed and appropriately initialled envelopes. The objective is to make sure 
that information concerning our organisation, and in particular any financial 
matters, remains strictly confidential to everyone outside our organisation, 
which applies both to any sums provided to us and to the persons to whom 
they are passed.

Warsaw, 28 January 1943

For the Central Committee of the Jewish Working Masses’ 
Movement in Poland

                    Mikołaj /–/ Mikołaj
 

Mr. Romecki “Ul” (“Beehive”)

I send the above for your information, asking you politely to respond to the 
first part of the letter. I am unable to handle the issue myself as I have not re-
ceived from you the explanations requested by Mikołaj. I can send the required 
list of the sums paid from 16 October 1943 to 23 December 1943, as the data 
is in my possession. Please respond as soon as possible.

Wencki Kal[ski]

2 February 1944

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, b. 137.
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7 February 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Żegota Protection Council, signed by 
“Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), among others, to the Government Delegate in Poland, 
concerning the subsidy for the Żegota and asking for a meeting; delivered via and 
commented upon by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office 
at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

18 FEBRUARY 1944
      Request for an audience

To          Dr
The Government Plenipotentiary in Poland.

Referring to the letters and detailed information submitted to the Govern-
ment Delegation during the private audience, concerning the financial situ-
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ation of the remainder of the “Żegota” community, as well as the fact of the 
constant, massive increase in the number of persons desperately needing 
help, the ROŻ informs that over the last period, it managed to fulfil its duties 
only thanks to extraordinary allowances beyond the fixed state budget, i.e. the 
230 II amount, and the enhanced help from the Coordination Commission, 
amounting to 9,000 zlotys.

At present, after the extraordinary subsidies have been exhausted /II/, the 
Council’s funds have decreased by about 35%, while the number of those in the 
Council’s care has increased, both in Warsaw and in the provinces. Thus, the al-
lowances for February of this year have been reduced, both in terms of individ-
ual rates and in terms of the number of recipients. This is because the subsidies 
from the Government Delegation, currently amounting to 10,000 zlotys, plus 
4,000 zlotys from the C.C., currently correspond only to 70% of the current needs, 
and there are also 1,000 people who are waiting in vain to be put on the aid list. 
The Council’s operations cover about 3,500 people, including the provinces, and 
according to the C.C. representative, the C.C.’s operations cover nearly as many, 
and yet – as mentioned above – over 1,000 people are still waiting for help.

Impoverishment grows with every day of this lengthy war, even among the 
wealthier classes, which undoubtedly causes the inflow of new registrations, 
and on the other hand, it needs to be borne in mind that the amount paid as 
an allowance, ranging from 4 to 5 zlotys a month, is just enough to pay the 
rent. Under such conditions, taking into account the growing cost of living, we 
should also seek to increase the allowances by at least 100%.

The Council’s field activity, i.e.: in Cracow, Lviv, Radom, Kielce, Częstochowa, 
Skarżysko, etc., consumes major funds. Only the Cracow and Lviv Reg[ions] ab-
sorb over 3,000 zlotys a month, which, with such a relatively small budget, con-
stitutes a considerable expense. The development of the costly child care division 
and the provision of medical assistance would require separate subsidies.

Thus, the ROŻ decided to request the Government Plenipotentiary to: 

1. increase the monthly subsidy to 20,000 zlotys and 

2. grant an additional allowance for February, in the amount of 3,500 zlotys, 
to cover the current expenses.

As not all important arguments for increasing the aid funds have been 
presented in this letter, the ROŻ asks the Government Plenipotentiary to hold 
a meeting with the Council’s delegation, who will justify the above request 
more exhaustively.

For the  C o u n c i l  to  P. J.
/–/ T[rojan]

/–/ […]
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Dr. Klonowski, Esq. (attn. of Dir[ector] Muszyński).

I send the above emphasising that as the subsidy cannot be increased, it 
would be very advisable to meet the Council’s representatives. I would prefer to 
meet the Council Chairman and Berezowski [...] Council Head. To accept this [...] 
would be [illegible] [Kalski]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 140.

44
7 February 1944, Warsaw. Financial report of the Council to Aid Jews for 
the 4th quarter of 1943, approved by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of 
the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Dele-
gation for Poland.

         return

F i n a n c i a l   r e p o r t

for the 4th quarter of 1933, ROŻ.

A.  P r o c e e d s     

 X/33 Balance as of IX/33 .....               4.17
  Subsidies GD  .....             5,500
           „  C.C.  .....             1,030            6,534.17
              XI/33 Balance as of  X/33 .....               6.27
  Subsidy  GD .....             7,500
          „     C.C. .....             1,500
        Equiv. for  50/II .....             4,225
     Sale  55/II .....             4,587
        Borowski – return of coll[ected]
     pers[onal] allowances in the year 33      90                   17,908.27

             XII/33 Balance as of  XI/33 negative

  Subsidies  GD .....              7,500

    „      C.C. .....              3,000 

  Equiv. for 50/II  .....              4,910                      15,410

                                  I n  t o t a l      39,852.44 
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B.  E x p e n s e s

 1. Administration and premises                            297

 2. Legalisation          .....                1,345

 3. Children’s home         .....                2.380

 4. Field div[ision] and field-related .....             7,677.44

 5. Local allowances         .....                28,000.22

 6. Medical help division               100

 7. Losses          .....             115   
                  I n   t o t a l        39,914.66       39,914.66

 

 A.  T o t a l  p r o c e e d s                39,852.44

 B.  „ E x p e n s e s                                39,914.66

    D e b i t                  62.22 

 The debit will be covered from the funds for I/34.

E x p l a n a t i o n  f o r  t h e  e x p e n s e  i t e m s.

Re 1. This item includes the costs of the secretariat and communication, 
premises, business trips, etc.

Re 2. This item includes expenses related to the maintenance of the legalisa-
tion office and the costs of legalisation outside the office.

Re 3. Child care as a separate division provides for 99 children.

Re 4. The aid operation outside Warsaw covers the following towns and cities: 
Cracow, Lviv, Skarżysko, Piotrków, Kielce, etc.

Re 5. Allowances are distributed among Jews according to the system used 
so far, i.e. by means of an organisational network; the allowance rate is 
from 4 to 5 zlotys a month, and in November 1933, exceptionally, some 
allowances reached 7 zlotys.

Re 6. The medical division as a separate cell was established in the summer 
of 1933 and is represented by doctors from all specialty fields.

Re 7. This item incl[udes] […] [...]sonal audi[t] […] officially […]. 

The Audi[t] Committee […] whether the […] […] concerning […]
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A p p e n d i x  t o  t h e  q u a r t e r l y  r e p o r t.

S e t t l e m e n t  f r o m  230 /:II:/

I. P r o c e e d s.     II. E x p e n s e s

a)  cash      80.-   a)  own sale       55.-

b)  equivalent XI/33    50.-    b)  sent into the field      25.-

c) „ XII/33    50.-   c)  equivalent from GD   150.-

d)  „ I/34    50.-         
    230.-       230.-

 For the Ż. P. C o u n c i l

       /–/ M a r e k 
       Treasurer
Warsaw, 7 February 1934

Received 14 February 1944 Kalski 

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 138–139.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 410–411.
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7 March 1944, Warsaw. Report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director 
of  the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the De-
partment of Internal Affairs, concerning the lack of response to correspondence 
addressed to “Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek) from the Council to Aid Jews, along with 
copies of correspondence between “Kalski” and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), 
Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, from 
21 February 1944 to 4 March 1944.

       7 MAR[CH] 1944

Dir[ector] Muszyński

I send to you copies of my recent correspondence with Mr. Romecki. 
As I have received n o t  a  s i n g l e response to the issues raised – I politely ask 
for an intervention. The issues brought up in my correspondence are very im-
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portant to the situation of J. I need to give them an answer, but I have no data, 
and such could only be provided by Mr. Romecki. 

6 March 1944.      /…/ Kalski.

[Enclosure No. 1]
       7 MAR[CH] 1944

COPY
Kalski, Esq.

Only on Saturday did I learn that my letter that I had sent at the end of the 
last week had still not reached you /due to the illness of our colleague, Ms. Ka-
zia/. Hence, I wish to repeat our urgent request that you intervene with the 
appropriate components concerning the provision of our deposit of 15 thousand 
pounds as soon as possible. This is a matter of life and death for thousands 
of our customers in Warsaw and the provinces. With the scope of our activity 
constantly growing, we are simply drowning in needs. We already have a huge 
deficit for February and we have nothing to eliminate it with, and yet we need 
to, as this is about living people. All our links /and we have over 40 of them: 
about 20 Pol. and about 20 Jew./ are informing us about the growing needs. 
The primary cause is the increasing impoverishment of our customers. Ac-
cording to my estimates, our needs are already exceeding the needs of the 
Żegota company. Of course, I still maintain close contact with the Żegota com-
pany and I am interested in every detail of its operations, even though I am 
still unable to go back to work personally. – I am currently writing a draft on 
the establishment and growth of that company. /I have also set out to prepare 
a “Golden” paper of Poles who have rendered valuable services to that company 
/obviously, I am writing anonymously//. I believe the “Paper” to be important 
for many reasons, especially future-related ones. 

Kindest regards. /–/ Borowski
21 February 44

Mr. Romecki, “Wieża” (“Tower”)

I send to you a letter from Borowski, sent to me privately. I am unable to give 
him any answer concerning the sum of 15 thousand pounds, of which he was 
notified at some point. All money orders, both for the Bund and the ŻKN, have 
been paid in full.

I politely ask for the information if there have been any deliveries and 
if they can count on them in the nearest future.

/–/ Kalski
22 February 1944.
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Dear Mr. Kalski, 

I politely ask you to:
1. notify me if and when further sums will be paid to us, as based on a let-

ter that I received from L[ondon] last November, a considerable amount 
remains due, and the letter also mentions another amount that was to 
be provided to us soon. Moreover, I ask you to explain definitively the issue 
of the sum of 25 thousand dollars, agreed upon and yet not paid to us by the 
Del[egation] by the end of last August. 

2. provide me with a list of amounts / in for. curr./ sent to us, along with the 
respective dates of their sending and an indication of who provided them 
to us, from the end of last August to this day inclusive.

3. provide us with a list of amounts paid to us by the Del[egation] until today, 
with an indication of the exchange rate.

4. pay us further amounts, in response to the important arguments that 
we have advanced and that have been accepted.
The issue raised in point 1 is v. urgent, hence I ask you again, v. insistently, 

to handle it as promptly as possible.
The issues raised in points 2, 3, and 4 were also discussed by us personally 

and as a result of that conversation, you promised to expedite the handling of 
those issues. At this point, once again, I request you v. urgently to handle them 
definitively, as every day of delay causes us problems and unpleasantness.

Please be so kind as to treat any poten[tial] written explanations as strictly 
confidential and please deliver them in an appropriate manner that guaran-
tees discretion.
    With a hearty handshake /–/ Mikołaj
February 1944.

Mr. Romecki, “Wieża” (“Tower”)

I provide you with a letter from the Bund, as I have received no reply to the 
first letter. I need to handle this issue, so I politely ask you to kindly respond 
as soon as possible.
3 March 1944      /–/ Kalski

Mr. Hulski

I am sending a letter from Mikołaj from the Bund with a note from the person 
handling these issues, and I ask for a prompt response to the questions asked. 

       /–/ Romecki
4 March 1944
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[On the reverse:]

Mr. Romecki

I sent you the above letter on 3 March 1944, asking you for answers con-
cerning financial issues, as I do not have the data concerned. I am returning 
this and asking for a response.

     /–/ Kalski

6 March 1944.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 390–392.

46
8 March 1944, Warsaw. Report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the Department 
of Internal Affairs, concerning correspondence between “Lasocki” (Leon Feiner), 
President of the Bund, and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the Execu-
tive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland.

Dir[ector] Muszyński, Esq.   9 MAR[CH] 1944

I am sending to you a letter from the Bund President. Being unable to elicit 
any response from Mr. Romecki, I am taking the liberty of bothering you with 
these issues.     

I kindly ask you for a prompt reply.

       /–/ Kalski

8 March 1944.

COPY

Mr. Kalski

1. Thank you very much for your message of 3 March – I am expecting further 
details.

2. The Cracow Coun[cil] has signalled that it is possible to save 200 children 
not listed in the register from the Cracow camp, however, about 1 million 
zlotys is required for this purpose.
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3. Moreover, we have established contact with the camp in Skarżysko, where 
8 thousand J[ews] are kept who could be provided with the necessary help.

As our funds have already run out and considerable sums are required 
for the above purposes – and especially the purpose re 2/ – I urgently ask for 
an advance payment of 10 t[housand] dol[lars] that will be spent for the above 
purposes.

Such an opportunity to save 200 children must not be missed. That would 
fill us with bitter remorse.

Once again, I ask v. politely that this issue be handled as promptly as possi-
ble, which I have no doubt it will. Finally, I wish to inform that we have already 
exhausted all our funds for the last month and for this month, allocating 
them to various needs involved in the activity of the Council and the ŻKN, 
and if  we do not receive more funds this month – that will be a catastrophe, 
affecting not only our or[ganisational] centre, but also all areas dependent 
on the funds that we provide.

Periculum in mora22. Once again, I ask you very much and v[ery] urgently 
for help in obtaining larger sums, sums that could satisfy the rapidly, dramati-
cally growing needs in all areas, as soon as possible.

I hope that we will receive a prompt positive reply. I thank you in advance 
for your efforts.

     With a hearty handshake,

                                  /–/ Lasocki

      /form[erly] Mikołaj/

8 March 1944.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 204.
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10–17 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the 
Department of Internal Affairs, confirming the catastrophic financial situation 
of organisations providing aid to Jews, along with a copy of a message of the 
Government Delegate in Poland to the Prime Minister.
         

22 Periculum in mora – Danger in delay (Latin)
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ŻEG[OTA] OFF[ICE]      16 March 1944

17 MAR[CH] 1944

Dir[ector] Muszyński, “Rój” [“Swarm”]

I take the liberty of sending you two letters, from the Ż. P. Council and from 
the Bund.

/–/ Kalski
11 MAR[CH] 1944

Dir[ector] Muszyński, “Rój” [“Swarm”]

Jew[ish] organisations are alerting me more and more frequently and heavily 
about the catastrophic situation arising from the failure to provide them with 
funds. According to the presidents of those organisations, at present, in War-
saw, there are over 5 thousand people in their care who are deprived of any 
necessities. There are three times as many in the provinces. Of course, they are 
referring to registered people who receive regular assistance from Jew[ish] or-
ganisations and the Council to Aid J[ews]. The sums provided so far have been 
completely exhausted. I believe that the GD should alert London23, as failure 
to send any sums that must have been accumulated may severely affect also 
the political aspect of a given area. In the present situation, so far alleviated 
only with considerable effort, I believe that it is advisable and desirable that 
you kindly hold a meeting with representatives of the Jew[ish] Coord[ination] 
Com[mission]24 or representatives of the Council. The meeting should lighten 
the atmosphere for some time, until the expected funds have been received. 
I also ask for your consent and instruction to immediately send a message to 
London.25 I enclose the draft contents of the message.

/–/ Kalski 

10 March 1944.

Prime Minister, the Polish Government in London.

The situation of hiding Jews in Poland is tragic. Thousands need help. Their 
personal reserves have been completely exhausted. The received sums have 
been completely spent by the Bund and Zionists on charitable help. V[ery] 
large funds from American, English, and Palestinian Jews must be sent. Failure 
to provide funds involves a risk of political complications. So far, relations have 

23 Underlined in pencil.
24 Underlined in pencil.
25 Underlined in pencil.
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been very good in this area. The number of living Jews within the area of the 
General Government estimated at a quarter million.

  G[overnment] D[elegate]

[On the reverse:] 
Messages from Berezow[ski] from the Bund concerning 5 thousand dollars. 

This is about a message from the GD.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 141–143.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
p. 152 – the document bears a chancellery stamp with the date of 23rd March 1944.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 412–413.
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12 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed 
by “Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Govern-
ment Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning increasing the 
subsidy for the Żegota and asking for a meeting to be arranged.

[...] MAR[CH] 1944

To
The Government Plenipotentiary  
i n  P o l a n d

Less than a month ago, the Ż. P. Council submitted to the Government 
Plenipotentiary a request for increasing the monthly subsidy for the Żegota, with 
a detailed statement of reasons. The request resulted from the exceptionally diffi-
cult situation of the Council in the face of the magnitude of tasks and new needs, 
growing every day and significantly exceeding the Council’s financial capacity.

However, such dramatic changes have occurred in the Council’s operations 
since the above request was sent, changes aggravating this situation even 
more, that the Council is forced to raise this issue again and to ask for imme-
diate help.

The financial situation of the Żegota organisations, which have been gener-
ously financing the Council and a number of similar institutions, is – according 
to those organisations – catastrophic, and thus the ŻKN has withheld the nor-
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mal subsidy for the Council /2,000 zlotys/ already this month, and the Bund, 
whose current funds and reserves are running out, has stated that this is the 
last time it will provide funds either for the Council and for other similar pur-
poses, unless it receives some new donations.

Thus, the Council’s budget, recently ranging from 15,000 to 20,000 zlotys 
per month, is going to drop to 10,000 zlotys starting from 1st April of this year 
and, at the same time, the number of people in its care will be growing and new 
tasks will be arising. It needs to be mentioned that this February and March, 
the allowance rates were reduced twice by 20%, and still over 600 people, 
already checked and accepted, are waiting for help in vain.

Recently the Council has received a report from the Reg[ional] Council 
in Cracow on the need to provide immediate material assistance to about 
8,000 J[ews] kept in the labour camps in Skarżysko, where the technical 
aspects have already been organised. Other alarming news from that Region 
concerns the need to get 200 J[ewish] children, still not registered by the 
Germans in the K.L., out of the Płaszów camp, and this operation requires 
about 10,000 zlotys. The Cracow Region emphasises that this issue is so urgent 
and pressing that other Żegota operations should be abandoned and this opera-
tion should be carried out in the first instance, and the Central Council com-
pletely agrees.

The above-mentioned short report states that both the Council and the 
C[oordination] Com[mitte] no longer have such financial capabilities and they 
believe that the only way to successfully complete these urgent tasks is to in-
tervene with you.

Thus, describing the current state of affairs, the Ż. P. Council once again 
urgently requests the Government Plenipotentiary to use all resources at his 
disposal to satisfy these overriding needs.

Finally, the Ż. P. Council asks the Government Plenipotentiary to hold 
another special meeting with the Council’s delegation, who will pers[onally] 
present the Council’s tasks and [needs] in an exhaustive manner.

Warsaw, 12 March 1944.

   For the Ż.P. C o u n c i l: [/–/ Różycki /–/ Marek]26

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 143.

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 154 
– copy.

26 Signatures known from the copy. The fragment with the signatures is missing from the 
original document.
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49
21 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) from the Central 
Committee of the Jewish Working Masses Movement in Poland to the Govern-
ment Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning financial aid re-
ceived from London and asking for a meeting; letter delivered to the Government 
Delegate by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the 
Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, along 
with his comment.

1944

To

Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

I am writing to you in relation to the following issue:

The following message was delivered to us today:

“I am sending Szerer’s mes[sage] for Ber[ezowski]. I have provided 5,000 dol. 
for the Bund and this sum will be sent to Ber[ezowski]. Also send Ber[e-
zowski]’s handwritten receipts. Ber[ezowski’]s reports, receipts for previous 
sums expected. Unfortunately, no receipts. What about Janczyn and others. 
Who’s saved. What about the J[ewish] Committee. Send most important news 
by telegraph. Emanuel Szerer. Member of the National Council. – 3 February 
1944. – 57. Rec[eived] 13 March/58/.”

The above message indicates that our partners abroad did not receive from 
us, by 3 February of this year, any news, receipts for sums provided, and reports, 
as mentioned and requested in the above message.

I wish to point out that over the last few months, we have sent a number 
of messages to our foreign partners, and on 15 November of the last year, 
we sent an 18-page-long report, and those materials contained all information 
required from us. We were assured that the messages and reports had been 
sent and delivered.

Moreover, the above message suggests that before 3 February of this year, 
a Member of the National Council, Dr. Emanuel Szerer, sent us 5,000 dollars, 
which we have not received to this day.

Finally, in connection with the request for receipts for the sums provided to 
us, we need a list of all sums sent to us from abr[oad], with an indication of the 
dates on which they were sent and the persons or [insti]tutions that provided 
them, and we need to be provided with the respective mess[ages] informing 
about such sums having been sent, and finally, the sums paid […] [...] need to be 
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delivered so that we can […] receipts and have a financial […] [...] carried out by 
our local contr[ol] institutions.

For all the issues raised above, […] [...] enable us, and finally, communic[ate] 
[…] abroad, I kindly ask for a personal meeting with the Government Plenipo-
tentiary, and as soon as possible.

For the C[entral] C[ommittee] of J[ewish] W[orking] M[asses] in Pol[and]
 Lasocki

(Berezowski)
21 March 1944

Dr. Klon[owski], Esq.

The above letter constitutes the Bund’s appeal to the Highest Instance in 
Poland and stems from the Bund’s dissatisfaction with the functioning of the 
G[overnment] D[elegation].

I find this letter v[ery] serious and on behalf of the Żegota (G[overnment] 
D[elegatkion]), I explain:

1. The Bund’s report for London, addressed to Dr. Emanuel Szerer, was handed 
over to Mr. Romecki by the Żegota Office. As he claimed that he could take [...] 
report from Jew[ish] org[anisations] to be sent by courier.

2. I have asked Mr. Romecki for a list of transfers for the Bund many times, but 
I have received no definitive explanation as to the financial situation concerning 
sums intended to be passed to Jews.

3. In November, I provided Mr. Berezowski with a settlement of paid sums, along 
with the exchange rates, based on the sale sheets for the year [?].

I ask most politely that Mr. Romecki be instructed to [...] to my hands settle-
ments of the sums provided for […] in Poland. The settlements are needed due to 
[…] for […].

             Kalski

[…] Berezowski’s report for London […] [...] to Berezowski by the off[ice] […]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 167–167a.
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22 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the 
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Department of Internal Affairs, and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning doc-
umentation for funds paid to Jewish organisations.

23 MAR[CH] 19[44]

COPY 
Dir[ector] Muszyński, Esq.
Mr. Romecki, “Wieża” (“Tower”) 

As the Żegota’s “customers” are showing increasing concern and interest 
in the payment orders for them, I am anticipating some very unpleasant situa-
tions concerning financial matters, for now, and certainly for the future. I have 
learned that “Źródło” (“Source”) has nothing to cover the sums paid so far for 
Jew[ish] organisations. I am unable to provide “Źródło” with messages con-
cerning payment orders as I do not have them – and so I ask you to have 
copies of payment orders for all sums paid to Jews prepared and delivered 
to me. The copies are essential to me as I hold the entire GD archive concerning 
the Żegota. The absence of the documents referred above could turn out to be 
disastrous in the future, whereas the availability of those orders would doubtless 
contribute to a proper understanding of the situation in this regard. Please 
grant my request or at least, please reply. 

/–/ Kalski
22 March 1944

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 150.
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22 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the 
Department of Internal Affairs, on the situation of Jews.

23 MAR[CH] 1944

Halski to be returned to “Wieża” [“Tower”]

Dir[ector] Muszyński To be delivered directly to the addressee.

Again, I am sending to you information on the current situation of Jews, 
which has been catastrophic due to the complete lack of funds. I also send 
copies of letters from the Bund and the Council to A. J. to the Doctor /I sent 
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the originals earlier/. I send the original of a letter from the ŻKN to the Doc-
tor. Personally, I fervently support the request of the Jewish organisations and 
I believe that granting it at least partially should lighten the political mood. 
I would also like to remind you to arrange an audience with the Doctor for 
Council representatives. I believe that in the current state of affairs, this is 
more than desirable.

/–/ Kalski Kalski

22 March 1944.

5 enclosures. 

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 151.
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25 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch 
of materials for the Bund from Headquarters.

P. Kalski.

I send enclosed materials sent for the Bund from the Headquarters, to be 
delivered to the addressees:

1/ 2 letters for the Bund /marked XV–X/

2/ A brochure in Hebrew – 48 photo[graphic] prints

3/ Soviet Russia arrests H. Ehrlich and V. Alter – 7 photo[graphic] prints /mark 
XV – R/

4/ The Ghetto speaks – 1 December 1942 – 8 photo[graphic] prints /mark XV – S/

5/ The Ghetto speaks – 1 January 1943 – 8 photo[graphic] prints /mark XV –  T/

6/ The Ghetto speaks – 1 February 1943 – 10 photo[graphic] prints /mark XV – U/

7/ Reqkej of the opinions of the Allied States on the news concerning the 
anti-Jewish terror in Poland, with 2 enclosures /mark XV – AR, AJ/ (see 
where they are in the folder)

Please confirm receipt.

25 March 1944           /Romecki/

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 146.
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53
27 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Department of In-
formation of Section VI of the Chief Command of the Home Army, “Kuncewicz”, 
“Malicki” (Jerzy Makowiecki), to “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, and “Wencki” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning the intervention of “Górnicki” 
(Henryk Woliński), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Informa-
tion of Section VI of the Chief Command of the Home Army.

Mr. WENCKI Rój [Swarm]   Wieża [Tower]      rec[eived] 29/3  Ar[chive]

I submit a letter from Wacław, asking to deliver the encl[osed] messages: 
1. Loker Tabenkin-Jaari Tel-Aviv. 2. Zerubawel Erm Tel-Aviv. 3. Dr. Szwarcbord 
London. You can re-establish the contacts that have been broken-off via 
Wacław /Górnicki/.

              Kuncewicz 

Malicki 27 March 1944

To Mr. Kuncewicz 

I received the enclosed three messages from the ŻOB Commandant, Antek, 
and a ŻKN representative, Borowski, with the urgent request to send them 
without delay due to the catastrophic financial situation of both these organi-
sations, having 2.5 thousand people in their care. Through lack of funds, both 
these org[anisations] paid only 300 full allowances in March and more than 
2 thousand people have been left with no or hardly any allowance. This has led 
to numerous tragic situations, many hiding people have been forced to leave 
their rented shelters and there have been many cases of blackmail, ending up 
in the Kriminalpolizei through lack of funds. 

The heads of both these organisations, as well as their closest co-workers, have 
extremely limited freedom of movement due to the exposure in Mokotowska 
Street /agent Kazik Grochowski – threat to Antek and his environment/ and 
the blackmail against Borowski. In particular, they have had no contact with 
Mr. Wencki for several weeks. The only contact that they have at the moment 
is with me. 

1. Perceiving the financial situation of the ŻOB and the ŻKN as a major threat 
to the huge number of hiding Jews and their Polish environment, which is 
not of no importance to the general security.
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2. odium for the Polish public opinion in the abounding acts of blackmail.

3. the moral title of the ŻOB Commandant to request our help 

I ask you to have the enclosed three messages sent in the nearest future. 
It  would be right and very favourable to us if the institutions to which the 
messages are addressed sent the necessary funds as soon as possible. 

Górnicki 24th March 

Mr. Romecki.

I am sending a copy, asking to support the efforts […]
those messages. Kunc[ewicz] 27/03

[On the reverse:]
Rom[ecki]

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 147.
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28 March 1944, Warsaw. Report of “Łukowski” (Ferdynand Arczyński) on the 
Cracow conference of 20, 22–23 March 1944, at which the position of the JUS on 
the Coordination Commission and the Council to Protect Jews was to be adopted.

Ar[chive]

COPY

R E P O R T

on the conference held in Cracow on 20th, 22nd, and 23rd March concerning 
the position of the JUS on the C.C. and the ROŻ. In the presence of Dr. W[eichert], 
Dir[ector] S., members of the Cracow Council: Stanisław and Żegociński, and 
the undersigned as a member of the Warsaw ROŻ.

---------------

The position of the C.C. and the ROŻ on the JUS in a practical sense has 
currently entered the final phase and has matured to be settled definitively, 
as the position taken recently by Dr. W[eichert] leaves no doubt as to his ten-
dencies and plans for the future. In order to consider the whole issue in the 
assessment, it should be briefly presented in chronological order. Last summer, 
the C.C. decided to deem the JUS an instrument of Ger[man] propaganda and 
thus Dr. W[eichert] ordered the liquidation of that institution by leaving the 
post. At the same time, the C.C. requested foreign countries to stop sending 
any goods for the JUS as the gifts served Germans rather than Jews. The ROŻ 
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agreed with that decision by means of an appropriate resolution. I informed 
Dr W[eichert] about the contents of that resolution, mentioning that the ROŻ 
and the C.C. would help him implement that decision, both in financial and le-
galisation terms. Dr. W[eichert] acknowledged that decision and deemed that 
the C.C. decision was binding and that the C.C. itself was an authority which he 
would obey. However, he asked that the C.C. review its position due to the fact 
that the JUS offered tangible help to J[ews] in labour camps etc. He treated the 
plan of escape seriously, pointing out the need to remove dietary supplements 
and medicine provisions, having a considerable value, beforehand. A plan was 
devised in consultation with the RGO (Rada Główna Opiekuńca – Chief Care 
Council): the goods were to be gradually transferred to an RGO warehouse, 
and from there, to ROŻ warehouses, to be distributed among Jews. As more 
and more pressure was being exerted on the actual implementation of the 
entire plan, Dr. W[eichert] proposed, more and more often, plans for revising 
the C.C.’s position on the liquidation of the JUS, using, as it now turns out, various 
means to achieve that and creating various obstacles to the liquidation of h[i]
s plan post, only to postpone that moment. The final decision, which I commu-
nicated to him two months ago, to the effect that neither the C.C. nor the ROŻ 
would change their minds and that the plan to liquidate JUS warehouses had to 
be implemented immediately, had a dramatic effect on Dr. W[eichert]. He must 
have understood that his game would not lead anywhere and so, at the recent 
conferences, he adopted a diametrically different position. Most importantly, 
Dr. W[eichert] adopted a negative position on the C.C., claiming that the C.C. 
was not a representation of J[ews]. And neither was London. The proof was 
that he was still receiving gifts from abroad /Switzerland/, despite the C.C.’s 
radiogram, that there were questions about his person from abroad etc. As for 
the transfer of goods from warehouses, he objected to that, too, claiming that 
J[ews] in camps needed such help more than the wealthy ones, hiding outside 
camps. Also, he could provide some f[unds] to the Council, taking on the role 
of benefactor, in a way.

At present, the objectives of Dr. W[eichert] have become crystal clear. 
He was planning to associate Zi[…] with illegal social components to have an 
alibi for the future, to postpone the […] of liquidating the JUS, and as for the 
transfer of goods – to become a component helping the Ż. P. Council […] of con-
trol. Moreover, Dr. W[eichert] stated that at present there was no threat of fur-
ther liquidation of J[ews] […] claimed that Ger[man] authorities had issued 
an order to suspend any liquidation until further […]. He was convinced that 
his activity had only now become essential and […] and that [...] is practical 
and harmful. Then I established that Dr. W[eichert] had already managed to 
[…] some fruits of his plan, as he invited Stanisław, Pres[ident] of the C[ra-
cow] Council [...] contr[...] of the warehouse operation and to some extent, he 
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had reinforced cooperation with the Coun[cil] [...] [On] the day following those 
statements I convened a plenary session of the Cracow Ż. P. Council […] the GD 
and after the issue was described and the Council members and delegat[es] 
voiced […] the following provisional decisions:

1. The Cracow Council shall immediately refrain from any further cooper[…] 
[...] sending bread to the camp in […] legally via the JUS [...] Dr. W[eichert] 
for cooperation.

2. The Council shall cease all communication with Dr. W[eichert] concerning 
taki[ng] over […] the issue completely until further instructions arrive from 
Warsaw.

3. The Pres[ident] of the Cracow Council, Stanisław, shall deny Dr. W[eichertowi] 
[…] his JUS activity. /As it turned out, Stanisław […] carried out [...] dictated 
by Dr. W[eichert] by means of various tricks./

The Council adopted these decisions with the reservation that in the near-
est future […]. The following day I held an official conference with the partic[i-
pation] […] I informed Dr. W[eichert] about the above decision, but [...] […]
inal instructions. Dr. W[eichert] took that decision […] his, explained […] be-
ginning were correctly unders[…]. As for the purchase of bre[…] for the camp 
in Płaszów, […] refuse to coopera[…] however, to […] Dr. W[eichert] receiv[…] 
time to time […] of 10[…] goods […] [...] [...] [...] those w[...] [...] area, would be 
turned by Dr. W[eichert] into large-scale “cooperation”.

The reasons for which I issued such firm instructions for the Cracow ROŻ 
and replied Dr. W[eichert] in this manner do not need to be explained, and this 
is also justified by the applicable resolutions of the C.C. and the ROŻ. Of course, 
they are provisional in character and thus, without suggesting my position, 
I ask for prompt decisions. As in the initial phase of the “liquidation” of the JUS 
warehouse, taking advantage of the fact that Ewa was staying in Cracow, one 
small parcel with medicines and supplements was taken from the JUS ware-
house for Warsaw, and recently, on 17th of this month, in a similar way – another 
one, to be distributed by the ROŻ at its own discretion, I propose, of which I 
have already informed Dr. W[eicherti], that the Council donate from its month-
ly allowances, via Cracow, a sum for the purchase of flour by the JUS, for the 
Płaszów camp, and thus eliminate any appearances of any links with the JUS 
and of any help on their part. I agreed to collect, through Ewa, the parcel from 
17th of this month, as that took place a few days before that serious conversation.

In the final phase of the conference, Dr. W[eichert] stated that he recognised 
the ROŻ as a social components and he appealed to the ROŻ to raise above the 
JUS-C.C. “conflict” and allow the Crac[ow] Council to cooperate with the JUS, 
as this is about greater causes.
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As it is, I believe that any further communication with Dr. W[eichert] is un-
desirable, that all, and that even apparent contacts with Dr. W[eichert] should 
be broken off immediately as he holds to appearances and he wishes to give 
them the character of cooperation. The amounts sent to Płaszów through the 
Cracow Council and then through the JUS may still be sent that way, however, 
Dr. W[eichert] needs to realize that he is merely a “courtesy” box.

The above state of affairs, detachment of the Cracow Council from the JUS 
and Dr. W[eichert], is  obligatory in nature and shall apply until further deci-
sions are made. The GD representative agreed completely. Di[r] S. also agrees 
with this position, which is of special significance.

Finally, I wish to point out that the opinion of the Pres[ident] of the Crac[ow] 
Council on the activity of the JUS, based on information from Płaszów, from 
J[ews], is downright negative, first, due to its flagrant servility towards 
the Germans, second – due to its insignificance. According to this account, 
the opinions on Dr. W[eichert] in the Płaszów camp are negative, too. The 
bread and medicines that he provides are some sort of legend there. Cash 
is more needed there as some shops offering food have opened in the camp.

     /–/ Łukowski

Warsaw, 28 March 1944

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 162–163.
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30 March 1944, Warsaw. Note by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delega-
tion for Poland, to the Government Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, 
made after a meeting with “Halski” (Wincenty Bryja), Director of the Finance 
and Budget Section of the Government Delegation for Poland (“Source”).

Ar[chive]

Issues concerning J[ews], very important and urgent 
– I ask that they be handled.

1. During a conference with Mr. Halski, dir[ector] of the “Żródło” (“Source”) 
d[epartment], I learnt that 20 thousand II had been received from Budapest, 
with the addressees indicated by name. The addressees of group I include 
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Dr. Guzik, responsible for the affair involving taking Jews abroad with the 
cooperation of the G[estap]o. I enclose the relevant documentation /I/.27 

 The addressees of group II include Dr. Wajchert, president of the JUS, who 
has lost the trust of the Jew[ish] Coord[ination] Comm[ittee] and the Coun-
cil to A[id] J[ews]. I enclose the documents /II/. 

 In light of the above, I do not think that it is possible to pay the sums to the 
addressees as this would cause polit[ical] complications in the J[ewish] area. 

2. I have letters for Dr. Guzik and Dr. Wajchert. I do not know if they should 
be sent. I wish to discuss this issue with the President of the Jew[ish] 
Coord[ination] Com[mission].

3. It is possible to free 200 Jew[ish] children from the camp in Płaszów 
/ Kraków/ /this is technically feasible/ for the price of about 1 million zl. 
Due to the complete lack of money /both the Jewish organisations and the 
ROŻ/, Jewish organisations have been sending alerting letters to the Doctor. 
I believe that this issue should be handled very quickly, as this might be an 
incontestable polit[ical] trump card for Jews.

4. There are big orders for the payment of large sums for Jews /100 thousand 
II and 20 thousand II/. The orders ask that the Delegate should supervise 
the distribution. I propose that the sums be paid to the Council to P[rotect] 
J[ews]. 

5. In his communication with the president of the Bund, Mr. Romecki revealed 
the inflow of “fantastic” /as Berezowski described it/ money for Jews. He 
also informed him about a letter addressed to him /in fact, the letter is ad-
dressed to Wajchert and Guzik/. Moreover, Mr. Rom[ecki] has informed the 
Council that they will be offered an opportunity to meet with the Doctor, but 
only after the Doctor has become familiar with the entirety of the Jew[ish] 
issue, which he is doing now. This causes major complications for me as I 
am learning about the contacts of Mr. Romecki and about the contents of 
his conversations from Jews who keep asking for money that the “Source” 
does not have. Similarly, the Jews surprised me with Mr. Romecki’s state-
ment on the meeting with the Doctor. This significantly hampering operation 
and makes it impossible to pursue a peaceful “policy” in this area gently 
and effectively. I ask that Mr. Romecki should kindly consult me before 
contacting anyone as I am entirely familiar with this area.

30 March 1944      /–/ Kalski Kalski

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 156.

27 No enclosures accompanying this copy.
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56
End of March 1944, Warsaw. List of payments for the Żegota in the period 
from August 1942 to March 1944.

L i s t  o f  p a y m e n t s  f o r  t h e  Ż e g o t [a]

In the period from August 1932 to March 1934 inclusive.

Roman              Ludwik
Paid VIII, IX.   32. zł. 150,-  Message for  150- No. 126 of 12
 -   XI, XII          32. - 1,000,-   - -- 100- -- 15 of 28/
 -   I.                    33. - 1,500,-   - -- 130- -- 68 of 15
 -   II.                    -- - 3,000,-   - -- 100- -- 165 of 22
 -   III.               -- - 2,500,-   - -- 150- -- 195 of 20
 -   IV.               -- - 2,500,-   Total 630- 
 -    --               -- - 1,500,-   addition.
 -    30.IV.            -- - 5,000,-
 -   V.           -- - 4,000,-  */ Message for 600- of 21/VII. 33
 -   VI.           -- - 5,500,-    ?
 -   VII.           -- - 5,500,-
 -   VIII.           -- - 5,500,-
 -   IX.           -- - 5,500,-
 -   X.           -- - 5,500,-
 -   XI.           -- - 7,500,-
 -   XII.           -- - 7,500,-
 -   I.           34. - 10,000,-
 -   II.           -- - 10,000,-
 -   III.           -- - 10,000,-
 IN TOTAL zl 93,650,-
                                       ----------------

Message No. XVI for II/ 230-, Paid 9/11/1933. 80-
   -- 13/XI  -- 50-
   -- 9/XI  -- 50-
   -- 27/XI  -- 50-
                   230-

                                                              ------------
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Paweł

Message for 100 x 4  400- No. 921
 -                of 21/V 100- -- 96
 -  -- 50 x 4 200- -- XII
 -  --      10- -- -
 -  -- 90 x 4 360- -- 977
  ----------------------------- 
              In total 1,070-

*/ The message of 21 July 33 was paid initially by mistake

Halski

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 166.
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15 April 1944, Warsaw. Resolution of the Council to Aid Jews adopted in con-
nection with the first anniversary of the fighting in the Warsaw ghetto.

RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL TO A[ID] J[EWS]
ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIGHTING IN THE WARSAW GHETTO

In 1943

At a meeting of 12 April of this year, the Council to A[id] J[ews], represent-
ing 5 Polish and Jewish organisations, i.e. the WRN, Str[onnictwo] Ludowe, 
Str[onnictwo] Polskiej Demokracji, the Bund, and the ŻKN, decided, in connec-
tion with the first anniversary of the armed resistance of the Warsaw ghetto in 
April–May of 1943, to:

1. Pay tribute to fallen combatants of the Jewish population, who fought an 
uneven fight against the occupant in defence of life and human and national 
dignity – in retaliation for the mass murdering of the Jewish population in 
Poland, unprecedented in history.

2. The fight fought by the Warsaw ghetto against the powerful enemy, under 
command of the Jewish Combat Organisation, as well as subsequent heroic 
acts of armed combat in other towns and camps in Poland (Białystok, Vilnius, 
Lviv, Częstochowa, Borysław, Tarnów, Treblinka, Trawniki), can take a noble 
place beside the heroic defence of Warsaw, which earned undying fame, 
and many other sacrificial fights fought by the Polish Underground State for 
freedom and independence for Poland.
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3. The most appropriate way to celebrate the first anniversary of the fighting 
in the Warsaw ghetto, as well as to honour the memory of the combatants 
who died with weapons in their hands, and of the murdered millions of 
Polish Jews, is to provide comprehensive care to the remaining Jews and to 
enable them to survive the terrifying racist persecutions – as a continuing 
struggle for the common liberation.

The Council to Aid Jews

Document in the collections of M. Arczyński. 

Edition in: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969 (extract).
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18 April 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Sławiński” 
(Tadeusz Rek) and “Łukowski” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Coordination Com-
mission of the Jewish National Committee and the Bund, announcing the inten-
tion to request the state authorities to name Warsaw streets after the ghetto 
heroes.

Warsaw, 18 April 1944 r.

To the Coordination Commission in situ

On the first painful anniversary of the heroic struggle waged by the Jewish na-
tion and supported by the whole civilised world, we are honoured to address 
the Coordination Commission, as a representation of the entire Jewish popula-
tion, to pay tribute and respect to the memory of the heroes of the Jewish Combat 
Organisation, who fell in an uneven fight against the greatest criminal in the 
history of mankind – the Nazi oppressor.

We are also honoured to address you, on behalf of the Polish Democracy, to 
pay tribute to the memory of the millions of defenceless Jews who have been 
bestially murdered in Poland by the German barbarians.

On this occasion, we wish to emphasise that the cooperation between the 
Council to Aid Jews and the Coordination Commission, initiated as an expres-
sion of [feelings] arising from the most noble Christian and human motives 
and established at a moment most tragic for both nations, constitutes an ever-
lasting value that will serve as the cornerstone of the future mutual relations 
in the liberated Poland.
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At the same time, the Council to Aid Jews is honoured to notify you that 
in the nearest future, it is going to submit a formal request to the state authorities 
to name – even now, i.e. during the occupation – the streets of Warsaw that 
witnessed the glorious fights of the Jewish Combat Organisation after the leaders 
of that armed resistance and heroic struggle.

For the Council to A[id] J[ews]
(–) Sławiński

(–) Łukowski1

Document in the collections of M. Arczyński. 

Edition: M. Arczyński and W. Balcerak, Kryptonim „Żegota”  [Codename: “Żegota”], 1979. 
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5 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch of mate-
rials from Headquarters.

P. Kalski.

I send enclosed materials from XX sent from the Headquarters, to be de-
livered to the addressees.

1. Letter – marked XX-EK 1
2. Letter to the Jew[ish] Nat[ional] Com[mittee] – mark[ed] XX – EL1 –
3. Letter to the Bund – mark[ed] XX – EG /1-7/
4. Letter to the Jew[ish] Nat[ional] Com[mittee] of 17 February 1944
5. ’’     do to the Jew[ish] Nat[ional] Com[mittee] of 18 February 1944
6. For the Bund – mark[ed] XX EG /8-25/
7. Declaration of the Conference of Representatives of the Jewish Labour 

Movement of America – mark[ed] XX FA /1–2/
8. 24 photo[graphic] prints – for the Bund – mark[ed] XX EG /25 – 45/
9. A brochure in Hebrew – for the Bund – (see where they are in the folder)

   Please confirm the receipt.

2 May 1944           /Romecki/

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 169.
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5 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Marek” (Fer-
dynand Arczyński), to “Felicja” (Maurycy Herling-Grudziński), head of an inde-
pendent cell for the preparation of materials for the Audit Commission.

To Felicja

In the second half of May or at the beginning of June, the Audit Com[mis-
sion] of the Council to Aid Jews will start its works in order to audit the expenses 
incurred by P.T. in the last months, using the sums intended for aid.

Thus, I ask you to prepare the relevant reports. P.T. will be notified of the 
date and the location later.

In exceptional cases, the Council allows the submission of a report without 
making a personal appearance, however, the report must be produced accu-
rately, so that the Audit Commission does not need any assistance from the 
person submitting the report.

For the Council to A[id] J[ews] 

(Marek)

Photocopy of a document in the archives of the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw, 
ref. Materials of the Underground, items 114–120, v. 5. 

Edition: T. Prekerowa, Komórka „Felicji”. Nieznane archiwum działacza Rady Pomocy 
Żydom w Warszawie [The “Felicja” Cell. An Unknown Archive of an Activist in the Council 
to Aid Jews in Warsaw], Warsaw Annals XV, 1979, p. 521.
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22 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the General Department of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “510/W – A. Syski” (Franciszek Stemler), to 
the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), on letters concerning financial support for the 
Żegota.

 Ar[chive]

Mr. Romecki 500/P

I am sending 2 letters from the Żegota. At the same time I wish to explain 
that Mr. Halski, who received a copy of this letter from Mr. Kalski, replied to 
the Żegota, two days ago, with regard to the 1,200 twos. Mr. Halski informed 
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the Żegota that they will receive 600 twos in May and the rest will be paid 
to them in instalments, 150 twos a month.

encl. 2.

22nd May     510/W – A. Syski

To the Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

The Coordination Commission of the ŻKN and the Bund submits – in ac-
cordance with your request – the following plan for the distribution of the 
120 thousand dollars received from the “Joint” (100 t[housand] d[ollars]) and 
from the Jew[ish] Congress (20 t[housand] d[ollars]):

1. Subsidy for the Council to A[id] J[ews]   –  about   – 10 t[housand] d[ollars]

2. Aid for J[ews] in the provinces
 with particular emphasis on the following camps:
 (Płaszów-Kraków, Skarżysko, Pionki,
 Starachowice, (…), Budzyń, Kraśnik, 
 Piotrków, Częstochowa, Radom, Kielce,
 Stalowa Wola, Mielec, Pustków, and other)
 and for J[ews] scattered around Aryan
    districts and other provincial towns   –      ’’             –  40 t[housand] d[ollars]

3. Aid for J[ews] in Warsaw covered
 by the care operation
 of the Coord[ination] Com[mission] (outside the Council 
 to A[id] J[ews]) for about 6 th. people –          ’’        – 58 t[housand] d[ollars]

4. Subsidy for the ŻOB
a) for combat groups
 stationed in villages in the
 Warsaw and Częstoch[owa] Regions
b) for the purchase of arms for camps (for
 active defence), with the help of the Com[mand]
 of the Armed For[ces].                 ’’ […]

5. Aid for victims of the fight of the Polish Underground State 
 against the occupant, irrespective of their
 political affiliation – at the disposal of
 the Government Plenipotentiary     […]
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To
Government Plenipotentiary in Poland

We hereby urgently request the Government Plenipotentiary to kindly pay 
the sum of 120 t[housand] d[ollars], donated by the “Joint” and the Jew[ish] 
Congress, on a one-off basis, for the following reasons:

1) The aid provided hitherto to J[ews] in camps and in the provinces has not 
been satisfying the basic needs through lack of funds and for this reason 
has been disproportionately limited in comparison with the aid for J[ews] 
in Warsaw and other cities, and thus we would like to send major funds to 
the camps, especially that we have recently established many new contacts,

2) In Warsaw, the number of people in our care has increased dramatically,

3) For several months, the ŻKN did not receive any […] for its operation (…) 
and at present both the ŻKN and […] have no reserves, […],

4) As the receipt of sums from abr[oad] has been notified […] […] that sum 
larger amounts, which […] in the nearest future, it is not […] from the above 
sum any […].

We are convinced […] the above arguments […] request.

Warsaw, […]

Original, manuscript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, 
pp. 170–172.
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25 May 1944, Warsaw. Message of the Council to Aid Jews to the Council for Res-
cuing the Jewish Population in Poland, set up by the National Council in London.

No. 57

Orkan — I am sending the message below, Sobol.

To
The Council to Aid Jews
attached to the Polish Government
 in London

We welcome the establishment of the emigrants’ Council to Aid Jews, being 
the fruit of our appeal from half a year ago, very enthusiastically, as28 and the 
statement that our joint efforts will contribute more effectively to the work 

28 Added in pencil on the margin.
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saving of the dying remainder of the Jewish population. Now we are counting 
on prompter and greater aid, in particular financial aid, which so far is still far 
from able to satisfy the essential needs.

Both institutions of the Council to Aid Jews were established at a moment 
most tragic for both communities, and as they arise from the most noble 
human motives and mutual social and political aspirations, they will provide 
secure and solid foundations for the future peaceful and harmonious coexistence 
in the free and independent Republic of Poland.

On behalf of the Council to Aid Jews in Poland 
/ S ł a w i ń s k i / 
/ Ł u k o w s k i / 

              Łukowski
Warsaw, 25 May 1944.       

Gr.                      K

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 173; 
p. ... copy

Edition: Ten jest z ojczyzny mojej [This One Is from My Homeland], W. Bartoszewski, 
Z. Lewinówna (eds.), 2nd ed., 1969, pp. 969–970.

T. Prekerowa, Konspiracyjna Rada Pomocy Żydom w Warszawie 1942–1945 [The Secret 
Council to Aid Jews in Warsaw 1942–1945], Warsaw 1982, pp. 415–416.
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22 June 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch of mate-
rials from Headquarters.

P. Kalski.

I am sending, enclosed, materials sent from Headquarters, to be delivered 
to the addressees:

1. Letter to ŻKN, ŻOB and the Council to Aid Jews of 4 April 1944 / mark[ed] 
XXI – 124/

2. Letter to the Jew[ish] Nat[ional] Com[mittee] of 3 April 1944 / mark[ed] 
XXI – 124/

3. Letter to Cywia Icchak of 3 April 1944 / mark[ed] XXI – 124/
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4. Letter to the Bund/ mark[ed] XXI – 088/
5. 22 photo[graphic] prints mark[ed] XXI - 089 /from 16 to 40/(see where 

they are in the folder)

Further materials will be sent later.
Please confirm receipt.

22/6.       /–/ Romecki 500/P

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XV/2, p. 169.
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10 July 1944, Warsaw. Settlement of pass-on sums of the Department of Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, distributed by “Ul” [“Beehive”] 
– the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland – and provided to 
the Żegota in the period from May to June 1944.

PASS-ON SUMS OF 510/W for the period of May–June. 34

Received      500/P – Roman Żegota   Passed on

1.V     for 30,000.00 zl                                     2.V.     for 30,000.00 zl
                              for R.Ż. zl     6,000.00                                        for Ż.C.       6,000.00 zl
„     „     for V            „              10,000.00                    „     „     for V   „     10,000.00
9.VI.    for VI          „                  9,800.00         9.VI.                      for VI   „      8,800.00
15.  „ balance for VI      „        1,200.00   15.”  balance for VI       „       1,200.00
   „     „     „     from subsidy for                            „     „     „      from subsid for          
        R.Ż.       30,000.00 zl  „ 10,000.00         R.Ż.     30,000.00 zl „   10,000.00

                      36,000.00 zl    36,000.00 zl

Miscellaneous – R.I.P. Żegota in II.

Received       Passed on
16.V.      for the Coord. Coord. /P. i. L./  16.V.     for P. i L. Ż.     /Com. Com./
                  in kind         II 400.00               in kind           II 400.00
„     „     „                 Ludw. Ż.     „       50.00               „     „     „   Ludw. Ż.     „         50.00
30.V.  „   Coord. Com. /P. i. L./ „ 300.00   30.V. „ Coord. Com. /P. i. L./„ 300.00

                                         II 750.00                          II 750.00
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Miscellaneous – R.I.P. Żegota in zl.

Received       Passed on

17.V.  for the Coord. Com. /P. i. L./                 17.V.  for the Coord. Com. /P. i. L./equiv.

            equiv. II   200.00.       28,000.00 zl                        II   200.00.       28,000.00 zl

25.   „     „     „     „  80.00    „  11,040.00        25.    „    „    „       80.00   „   11,040.00

3.VI     „     „     „     88.90    „  12,606.60        3.VI        „    „       88.90   „   12,606.60

12.     „     „     „     „35.40    „    4,956.60        12.     „      „    „     35.40    „    4,956.60

16.     „     „     „     „25.70    „    4,065.15        6.        „      „    „     25.70    „    4,065.15

                                                    60,668.35 zl  60,668.35 zl

General note:

The original receipts are kept at 510/W, at the disposal of 710.

Warsaw, 10th July.        

For conformity with the original

Jolanta Zak[rzewska]

510/W

Original, typescript, AAN, Government Delegation for Poland, Ref. No. 202/XVII/2, p. 106.
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS:

1. December 1942, Warsaw. Witold Bieńkowski’s report from the activity of the 
Provisional Committee to Aid Jews in the period from 27 September 1942 to 4 De-
cember 1942, sent to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski).

2. December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the Front 
for the Rebirth of Poland to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, „Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), 
on the establishment of the Council to Aid Jews.

3. 27 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the Front 
for the Rebirth of Poland to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, „Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), 
on the establishment of the Council to Aid Jews.

4. 28 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of “Andrzej” (...) to the Director of the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” 
(Witold Rutkowski), informing about a letter from “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from 
the Front for the Rebirth of Poland (FOP) of 27 December 1942 (see No. 3)

5. 29 December 1942, Warsaw. Letter of the Temporary Presidium of the Coun-
cil to Aid Jews, composed of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), 
“Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Plenipotentiary of the Government Del-
egation for Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on the objectives and tasks of the Council 
and on its composition.

6. 12 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Protect Jews attached to the 
Polish Government Plenipotentiary in Poland, signed by “Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), 
“Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to the Polish Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on the Memorandum to the Polish Govern-
ment in London.

7. End of January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the Polish 
Government Plenipotentiary in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, on liquidation opera-
tions in the Warsaw Ghetto.

8. January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny), “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to the 
Polish Government in London concerning financial aid, delivered via “Jan” (Witold 
Bieńkowski).

9. 16 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the President of the Council to Aid Jews, 
“Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), to the Government Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, 
with information on the constitution of the Council.
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10. 31 January 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, requesting the provision of arms to the 
Jewish community.

11. 1 February 1943, Warsaw. Draft proposals for resolving current organisa-
tional issues of the Jewish community, sent by the Director of the Jewish Office 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski) from the 
Front for the Rebirth of Poland, to the Director of the Department of Internal Af-
fairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski).

12. 6 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “J. Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny), “A. Borowski” (Adolf Berman), “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), and 
“Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek), to the Polish Government in London concerning financial 
aid, delivered via the Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold Bieńkowski).

13. 7 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “J. Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Government Delegate 
for Poland, presenting the planned budget of the Council for March and April 1943 
and its implementation. Letter addressed to “Grabowiecki”  (Stanisław Pawłowski)

14. 21 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department of  Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw Ghetto, along with enclosures.

15. 23 April 1943, Warsaw. Special report of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland on the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw ghetto, along with enclosures.

16. 27 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department of Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw ghetto.

17. 29 April 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Żegota Office at the Department of Inter-
nal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland concerning the liquidation 
operation in the Warsaw Ghetto, along with enclosures.

18. 30 April 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” (Julian 
Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Government Delegate 
for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via Jan (Witold Bieńkowski) to 
the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation, 
“Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski). Letter regarding the issuance by the Polish 
Government of a manifesto concerning the uprising in the Warsaw ghetto.

19. 17 May 1943, Cracow. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Jan” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski). Concerning increasing the 
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financial assistance for provincial councils, along with enclosures containing re-
ports of the Cracow and Lviv branches of the Council.

20. 30 May 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki”, “Jan” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), to “Grabowiecki” (Stanisław Pawłowski) regarding a letter 
addressed to the Government Delegate in Poland by “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) from 
the Central Committee of Jewish Working Masses in Poland concerning financial 
aid received from London.

21. 16 June 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Central Committee of Jewish Working 
Masses in Poland, signed by “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), to the Government Delegate 
in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning financial aid.

22. 30 June 1943, Warsaw. Weekly information of the Żegota Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, sent via 
the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski).

23. 30 June – 1 July 1943, Warsaw. Copies of reports from the Director of the Jewish 
Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Po-
land, “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski) and the 
Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Rome-
cki” (Stefan Pawłowski), concerning the so-called “Hotel Polski” affair.

24. 5 July 1943, Warsaw. Strictly confidential report from the Director of the Jewish 
Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, 
“Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Department of  Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), the Director 
of the Security Department of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Stencel” 
(Tadeusz Miklaszewski), and the Director of the Security Cell of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Hübner” (Eugeniusz Gitterman), discussing the issue of the 
so-called “Hotel Polski” affair.

25. 15–17 July 1943, Warsaw. Copies of reports from “Ludwik” (Władysław Barto-
szewski) from the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland to “Borowski” (Adolf Berman) and “Mikołaj” 
(Leon Feiner) concerning the so-called “Hotel Polski Affair”.

26. 17 July 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Jewish Office at the Depart-
ment of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), to the Director of the Executive Office of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski).

27. 21 July 1943, Warsaw. Report from the Security Cell of the Security Department 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, codename: “Stożek”, signed by “Hübner” 
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(Eugeniusz Gitterman), the Director of the Jewish Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), and by the Director of the Security Department of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Stencel” (Tadeusz Miklaszewski), concerning the so-called 
“Hotel Polski Affair”.

28. 5 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, to.

29. 16 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Government 
Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning allowances granted 
to the Żegota.

30. 23 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Wencki” (Witold 
Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning a message to the Minister 
of Labour and Social Welfare, Jan Stańczyk.

31. 24 August 1943, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, to “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the Executive Office of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, concerning the deportation of Jews from 
Będzin and Sosnowiec.

32. 6 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Tro-
jan” (Julian Grobelny) and “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), to the Government Dele-
gate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via “Grabowiecki” (Stanisław 
Pawłowski), concerning the legalisation cell cooperating with the Council.

33. 3–15 September 1943, Warsaw. Copies of letters concerning the position 
of secret Jewish organisations towards the JUS (Jüdische Unterstützungsstelle), 
sent by the Żegota Office to the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Trojanowski” (Witold Rutkowski), the Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan 
Pawłowski), the Director of the Security Department of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, “Stencel” (Tadeusz Miklaszewski), and the Director of the Security Cell 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Hübner” (Eugeniusz Gitterman).

34. 8 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Coordination Commission of the Jewish 
National Committee and the Bund, signed by “Borowski” (Adolf Berman) and 
“Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner), sent to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław 
Jankowski, via “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the 
Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.
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35. 9 September 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Żegota Council, signed by “Trojan” 
(Julian Grobelny) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Polish Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, delivered via and commented upon 
by “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

36. 8 October 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by the Presi-
dent, “J. Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), and the Secretary, “Borowski” (Adolf Berman), 
to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning 
financial support and the organisation of a meeting to discuss current affairs 
related to the activity of the Council.

37. 23 October 1943, Warsaw. Report of the Council to Aid Jews attached to the 
Government Plenipotentiary for Poland for the period from December 1942 to 
October 1943.

38. 28 October 1943, Warsaw. Minutes from the meeting of representatives of the 
Council to Aid Jews with “Dr. Klonowski” (Jan Stanisław Jankowski), Government 
Delegate in Poland, taken by the Director of the Żegota Office at the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” (Witold 
Bieńkowski).

39. 9 November 1943, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Żegota Office at the 
Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, “Wencki” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), addressed to the Director of the Executive Office of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), concerning 
the liquidation of Jewish camps.

40. 12 November 1943, Warsaw. Settlement of pass-on sums of the Department 
of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, distributed by “Ul” 
[“Beehive”] – the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland – and 
provided to the Żegota in the period from September to October 1943.

41. 2 January 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a letter of the Council to Aid Jews to the National 
Minority Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the 
composition of the Regional Councils in Lviv and Cracow, drawn up by “Marek” 
(Ferdynand Arczyński) and sent to the Director of the Executive Office of the 
Government Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), via “Wencki” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

42. 2–8 February 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Wencki”, “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Żegota Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, to the Director of the Executive Office of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), concerning the enclosed 
letter of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) to the Government Delegate.
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43. 7 February 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Żegota Protection Council, signed by 
“Trojan” (Julian Grobelny), among others, to the Government Delegate in Poland, 
concerning the subsidy for the Żegota and asking for a meeting; delivered via and 
commented upon by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Żegota Office 
at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

44. 7 February 1944, Warsaw. Financial report of the Council to Aid Jews for the 4th 
quarter of 1943, approved by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Of-
fice at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland.

45. 7 March 1944, Warsaw. Report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the Department 
of Internal Affairs, concerning the lack of response to correspondence addressed 
to “Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek) from the Council to Aid Jews, along with copies 
of correspondence between “Kalski” and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, from 21 February 
1944 to 4 March 1944.

46. 8 March 1944, Warsaw. Report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director 
of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Dele-
gation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the Department 
of Internal Affairs, concerning correspondence between “Lasocki” (Leon Feiner), 
President of the Bund, and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the Executive 
Office of the Government Delegation for Poland.

47. 10–17 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the 
Department of Internal Affairs, confirming the catastrophic financial situation 
of organisations providing aid to Jews, along with a copy of a message of the 
Government Delegate in Poland to the Prime Minister.

48. 12 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by 
“Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek) and “Marek” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Government 
Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning increasing the subsidy for 
the Żegota and asking for a meeting to be arranged.

49. 21 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Mikołaj” (Leon Feiner) from the Central Com-
mittee of the Jewish Working Masses Movement in Poland to the Government Del-
egate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, concerning financial aid received from 
London and asking for a meeting; letter delivered to the Government Delegate by 
“Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of 
Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, along with his comment.

50. 22 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Di-
rector of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
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Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the De-
partment of Internal Affairs, and “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, concerning documenta-
tion for funds paid to Jewish organisations.

51. 22 March 1944, Warsaw. Copy of a report from “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Govern-
ment Delegation for Poland, to “Muszyński” (Leopold Rutkowski), Director of the 
Department of Internal Affairs, on the situation of Jews.

52. 25 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch 
of materials for the Bund from Headquarters.

53. 27 March 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the Department of Information 
of Section VI of the Chief Command of the Home Army, “Kuncewicz”, “Malicki” (Jerzy 
Makowiecki), to “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the Executive Office 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, and “Wencki” (Witold Bieńkowski), 
Director of the Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, concerning the intervention of “Górnicki” (Henryk Woliński), 
Director of the Jewish Office at  the Department of Information of Section VI 
of the Chief Command of the Home Army.

54. 28 March 1944, Warsaw. Report of “Łukowski” (Ferdynand Arczyński) on the 
Cracow conference of 20, 22–23 March 1944, at which the position of the JUS on 
the Coordination Commission and the Council to Protect Jews was to be adopted.

55. 30 March 1944, Warsaw. Note by “Kalski” (Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the 
Jewish Office at the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegation 
for Poland, to the Government Delegate in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, made 
after a meeting with “Halski” (Wincenty Bryja), Director of the Finance and Budget 
Section of the Government Delegation for Poland (“Source”).

56. End of March 1944, Warsaw. List of payments for the Żegota in the period from 
August 1942 to March 1944.

57. 15 April 1944, Warsaw. Resolution of the Council to Aid Jews adopted in con-
nection with the first anniversary of the fighting in the Warsaw ghetto.

58. 18 April 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Sławiński” 
(Tadeusz Rek) and “Łukowski” (Ferdynand Arczyński), to the Coordination Com-
mission of the Jewish National Committee and the Bund, announcing the intention 
to request the state authorities to name Warsaw streets after the ghetto heroes.

59. 5 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director of the 
Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” (Witold 
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Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch of ma-
terials from Headquarters.

60. 5 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Council to Aid Jews, signed by “Marek” 
(Ferdynand Arczyński), to “Felicja” (Maurycy Herling-Grudziński), head of an 
independent cell for the preparation of materials for the Audit Commission.

61. 22 May 1944, Warsaw. Letter of the Director of the General Department 
of the Government Delegation for Poland, “510/W – A. Syski” (Franciszek Stem-
ler), to the Director of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for 
Poland, “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), on letters concerning financial support 
for the Żegota.

62. 25 May 1944, Warsaw. Message of the Council to Aid Jews to the Council for 
Rescuing the Jewish Population in Poland, set up by the National Council in London.

63. 22 June 1944, Warsaw. Letter of “Romecki” (Stefan Pawłowski), Director 
of the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland, to “Kalski” 
(Witold Bieńkowski), Director of the Jewish Office of the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, informing about the dispatch 
of materials from Headquarters.

64. 10 July 1944, Warsaw. Settlement of pass-on sums of the Department of Internal 
Affairs of the Government Delegation for Poland, distributed by “Ul” [“Beehive”] – 
the Executive Office of the Government Delegation for Poland – and provided to the 
Żegota in the period from May to June 1944.
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177 IluSTRACJE

Grudzień 1942 r. Sprawozdanie z działalności Tymczasowego Komitetu Pomocy Żydom 
w okresie od 27 IX 1942 r. do 4 XII 1942 r. przesłane do Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw 
Wewnętrznych DR Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski. Nr 1.

December 1942. Report on the activities of the Provisional Committee to Aid Jews from 
27 September 1942 to 4 December 1942 sent to the Director of the Department of the Interior 
of the GD Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski. No. 1.
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Rada Pomocy Żydom „ŻEGoTa” PRzy PEłnomocniku Rządu RP na kRaj i... 178

Grudzień 1942 r. Pismo Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan z FOP do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Troja-
nowski Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR o powstaniu Rady Pomocy Żydom. Nr 2.

28.XII.1942 r. Pismo NN ps. Andrzej do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski Dyrektora Depar-
tamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR zapowiadające pismo od Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan z FOP  
z dnia 27.XII.1942 r. Nr 4.

December 1942. A letter from Witold Bienkowski dit Jan from FOP to Leopold Rutkowski dit 
Trojanowski, the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the GD about the establishing 
of the Council to Aid Jews. No. 2.
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Rada Pomocy Żydom „ŻEGoTa” PRzy PEłnomocniku Rządu RP na kRaj i... 178

Grudzień 1942 r. Pismo Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan z FOP do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Troja-
nowski Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR o powstaniu Rady Pomocy Żydom. Nr 2.

28.XII.1942 r. Pismo NN ps. Andrzej do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski Dyrektora Depar-
tamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR zapowiadające pismo od Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan z FOP  
z dnia 27.XII.1942 r. Nr 4.

28 Dec. 1942. A letter from unk. dit Andrzej to Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski, Director 
of the Department of Internal Affairs of the GD, announcing a letter from Witold Bienkowski 
dit Jan of FOP dated 27 Dec. 1942. No. 4.
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179 IluSTRACJE

27.XII.1942 r. Pismo Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan z FOP do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanow-
ski Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR o powstaniu Rady Pomocy Żydom. Nr 3.

27 Dec. 1942. Letter from Witold Bienkowski dit Jan from FOP to Leopold Rutkowski 
dit Trojanowski, the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the GD about 
the establishment of the Council to Aid Jews. No. 3.
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Rada Pomocy Żydom „ŻEGoTa” PRzy PEłnomocniku Rządu RP na kRaj i... 180

29.XII.1942 r. Pismo Tymczasowego Prezydium Rady Pomocy Żydom do Pełnomocnika 
Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Piekałkiewicza w sprawie celów, zadań i składu Rady. Nr 5 (awers).

29 Dec. 1942 A letter from the Provisional Executive Committee of the Council 
to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, concerning the aims, tasks 
and composition of the Council. No. 5 (obverse).
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181 IluSTRACJE

29.XII.1942 r. Pismo Tymczasowego Prezydium Rady Pomocy Żydom do Pełnomocnika Rzą-
du RP na Kraj Jana Piekałkiewicza w sprawie celów, zadań i składu Rady. Nr 5 (rewers).
29 Dec. 1942 A letter from the Provisional Executive Committee of the Council 
to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, concerning the aims, tasks 
and composition of the Council. No. 5 (reverse).
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12.I.1943 r. Pismo Rady Opieki nad Żydami podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Tro-
jan, Leona Feinera ps. Mikołaj i Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski do Delegata Rządu RP na 
Kraj Jana Piekałkiewicza w sprawie Memoriału do Rządu RP w Londynie. Nr 6.

RADA PomoCy ŻyDom „ŻEGoTA” PRzy PEłNomoCNIKu RząDu RP NA KRAJ I... 182

12 Jan. 1943. A letter from the Council for the Protection of Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit 
Trojan, Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj and Adolf Berman dit Borowski to the Government Delegate 
for Poland Jan Piekałkiewicz concerning the Memorandum to the Government of the Republic 
of Poland in London. No. 6.
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183

16.I.1943 r. Pismo prezesa Rady Pomocy Żydom Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan do Delegata Rządu RP 
na Kraj Jana Piekałkiewicza z informacją o ukonstytuowaniu się Rady. Nr 9.

IluSTRACJE

16 Jan. 1943. A letter from the President of the Council to Aid Jews Julian Grobelny dit Trojan, 
to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Piekałkiewicz, informing about the formation 
of the Council. No. 9.
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31.I.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Piekałkiewicza  
z petycją o zaopatrzenie ludności żydowskiej w broń. Nr 10.
31 Jan. 1943. A letter from the Council to Aid Jews to the Government Delegate for Poland, 
Jan Piekałkiewicz, with a petition to supply the Jewish population with weapons. No. 10.
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185

Koniec stycznia 1943 r., Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom do Pełnomocnika Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Piekał-
kiewicza w sprawie akcji likwidacyjnych w warszawskim Ghetcie. Nr 7.

IluSTRACJE

End of January 1943, Letter from the Council to Aid Jews to Jan Piekałkiewicz, Government 
Delegate for Poland, regarding the liquidation actions in the Warsaw Ghetto. No. 7.
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Rada Pomocy Żydom „ŻEGoTa” PRzy PEłnomocniku Rządu RP na kRaj i... 186

Styczeń 1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan, Leona 
Feinera ps. Mikołaj i Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski do Rządu RP w Londynie w sprawie pomocy fi-
nansowej. Nr 8.

January 1943. A letter from the Council to Aid Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan, 
Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj and Adolf Berman dit Borowski to the Polish Government in London 
concerning financial aid. No. 8.
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187 IluSTRACJE

1.02.1943 r. Projekt rozwiązania aktualnych zagadnień organizacyjnych społeczno-
ści żydowskiej przesłany przez Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan Kierownika Referatu 
Żydowskiego DR do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski Dyrektora Departa-
mentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR. Nr 11.

1 Feb. 1943. The proposal of solving current organizational issues of the Jewish community 
sent by Witold Bieńkowski dit Jan, the Head of the Jewish Department of the GD to Leopold 
Rutkowski dit Trojanowski, the Director of the Department of Internal Affairs of the GD. No. 11.
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6.04.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego  
ps. J. Trojan, Adolfa Bermana ps. A. Borowski, Leona Feinera ps. Mikołaj i Tadeusza 
Reka ps. Różycki do Rządu RP w Londynie w sprawie pomocy finansowej. Nr 12.

6.04.1943. A letter from the Council to Aid Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit J. Trojan, Adolf 
Berman dit A. Borowski, Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj and Tadeusz Rok dit Różycki to the Polish 
Government in London concerning financial aid. No. 12.
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7.04.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. J. Trojan i Fer-
dynanda Arczyńskiego ps. Marek do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj przed stawiające preliminarz 
budżetowy Rady na marzec i kwie cień 1943 oraz jego realizację. Nr 13.

IluSTRACJE

7.04.1943. Letter from the Council to Aid Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit J. Trojan 
and Ferdynand Arczyński dit Marek to the Government Delegate for Poland, presenting 
the budget estimates of the Council for March and April 1943 and its realization. No. 13.
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21.04.1943 r. Raport Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR dotyczący ak-
cji likwidacyjnej warszawskiego Ghetta. Nr 14.21.04.1943. Report of the Zegota Department of the Interior of the GD concerning 
the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto. No. 14.
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23.04.1943 r. Sprawozdanie specjalne Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrz-
nych DR z przebiegu likwidacji warszawskiego Ghetta wraz z załącznikami. Nr 15.

IluSTRACJE

23.04.1943. Special report of the Zegota Department of the Department of the Interior 
of the GD on the course of the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto, with appendices. No. 15.
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29.04.1943 r. Raport Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR dotyczący akcji likwi-
dacyjnej warszawskiego Ghetta. Nr 17.

29.04.1943. Report of the Zegota Department of the Interior of the GD concerning 
the liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto. No. 17.
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30.04.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan i Ferdynan-
da Arczyńskiego ps. Marek do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego dekretowane 
do Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski. Nr 18.30.04.1943. Letter from the Council to Aid Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan 

and Ferdynand Arczyński dit Marek to the Government Delegate for Poland Jan Stanisław 
Jankowski, marked for Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski. No. 18.
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17.05.1943 r. Pismo Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Wi-
tolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan do Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Leopolda Rut-
kowskiego ps. Trojanowski w sprawie zwiększenia pomocy finansowej dla rad prowincjonalnych, wraz  
z załącznikami zawierającymi sprawozdania filii Rady w Krakowie i Lwowie. Nr 19.

17 May 1943. A letter from the Head of the Jewish Department of the Department of the Interior 
of the GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Jan to the Director of the Department of the Interior of the GD 
Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski regarding the increase of financial aid for the provincial 
councils, with the attachments containing the reports of the Council branches in Krakow 
and Lvov. No. 19.
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17.05.1943 r. Pismo Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Wi-
tolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan do Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Leopolda Rut-
kowskiego ps. Trojanowski w sprawie zwiększenia pomocy finansowej dla rad prowincjonalnych, wraz  
z załącznikami zawierającymi sprawozdania filii Rady w Krakowie i Lwowie. Nr 19.

IluSTRACJE

17 May 1943. A letter from the Head of the Jewish Department of the Department of the Interior 
of the GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Jan to the Director of the Department of the Interior of the GD 
Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski regarding the increase of financial aid for the provincial 
councils, with the attachments containing the reports of the Council branches in Krakow 
and Lvov. No. 19.
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30.05.1943 r. Pismo Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Wi-
tolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Jan, Wencki do Stanisława Pawłowskiego ps. Grabowiecki w sprawie pisma 
skierowanego do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj przez Leona Feinera ps. Mikołaj w sprawie pomocy finan-
sowej otrzymywanej z Londynu. Nr 20.30 May 1943. A letter from Witold Bieńkowski dit Jan, Wencki, Head of the Jewish Department 

of the Department of the Interior, to Stanisław Pawłowski dit Grabowiecki, concerning 
the letter sent to the Government Delegate for Poland by Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj, regarding 
financial aid received from London. No. 20.
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5.07.1943 r. Ściśle tajne sprawozdanie Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu 
Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki do Dyrektora Departa-
mentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski, Dyrektora 
Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR na Kraj Tadeusza Miklaszewskiego ps. Stencel i Kierowni-
ka Komórki Bezpieczeństwa DR Eugeniusza Gittermana ps. Hübner omawiające sprawę 
tzw. Afery „Hotelu Polskiego”. Nr 24.

5 July 1943. Top secret report from the Head of the Jewish Department of the Internal Affairs 
GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki to the Director of the Internal Affairs GD Leopold Rutkowski 
dit Trojanowski, the Director of the Security Department of the GD for Poland Tadeusz 
Miklaszewski dit Stencel and the Head of the Security Cell of the GD Eugeniusz Gitterman dit 
Hübner discussing the matter of the so-called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 24.
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5.07.1943 r. Ściśle tajne sprawozdanie Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wew- 
nętrznych DR Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki do Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych 
DR Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Trojanowski, Dyrektora Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR na Kraj Tade-
usza Miklaszewskiego ps. Stencel i Kierownika Komórki Bezpieczeństwa DR Eugeniusza Gittermana 
ps. Hübner omawiające sprawę tzw. Afery „Hotelu Polskiego”. Nr 24.

5 July 1943. Top secret report from the Head of the Jewish Department of the Internal Affairs 
GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki to the Director of the Internal Affairs GD Leopold Rutkowski 
dit Trojanowski, the Director of the Security Department of the GD for Poland Tadeusz 
Miklaszewski dit Stencel and the Head of the Security Cell of the GD Eugeniusz Gitterman dit 
Hübner discussing the matter of the so-called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 24.
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15–17.07.1943 r. Odpisy meldunków Władysława Bartoszewskiego ps. Ludwik z Referatu Żegoty De-
partamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR do Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski i Leona Feinera ps. Mikołaj 
w sprawie tzw. Afery „Hotelu Polskiego”. Nr 25.

15–17 July 1943. Copies of reports by Władysław Bartoszewski dit Ludwik from the Żegota 
Department of the Interior to Adolf Berman dit Borowski and Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj 
on the so-called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 25.
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17.07.1943 r. Pismo Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR 
Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki do Kierownika Biura Prezydialnego DR Stefana Pawłowskiego  
ps. Romecki. Nr 26.
17 July 1943. Letter from the Head of the Jewish Department of the Internal Affairs GD Witold 
Bieńkowski dit Wencki to the Head of the Presidential Office GD Stefan Pawłowski dit Romecki. 
No. 26.
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21.07.1943 r. Raport Komórki Bezpieczeństwa Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR krypto-
nim „Stożek” podpisany przez Eugeniusza Gittermana ps. Hübner, Kierownika Refe-
ratu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Witolda Bieńkowskiego 
ps. Wencki oraz sygnowany przez Dyrektora Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR Tadeusza 
Miklaszewskiego ps. Stencel w sprawie tzw. Afery „Hotelu Polskiego”. Nr 27.

21 July 1943. Report of the Security Cell of the Security Department of the GD code name 
„Stożek”, signed by Eugeniusz Gitterman dit Hübner, Head of the Jewish Department 
of the Internal Affairs Department of the GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, and signed 
by Director of the Security Department of the GD Tadeusz Miklaszewski dit Stencel on the so-
called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 27.
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21.07.1943 r. Raport Komórki Bezpieczeństwa Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR kryptonim 
„Stożek” podpisany przez Eugeniusza Gittermana ps. Hübner, Kierownika Referatu Ży-
dowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki 
oraz sygnowany przez Dyrektora Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR Tadeusza Miklaszewskie-
go ps. Stencel w sprawie tzw. Afery „Hotelu Polskiego”. Nr 27.

21 July 1943. Report of the Security Cell of the Security Department of the GD code name 
„Stożek”, signed by Eugeniusz Gitterman dit Hübner, Head of the Jewish Department 
of the Internal Affairs Department of the GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, and signed 
by Director of the Security Department of the GD Tadeusz Miklaszewski dit Stencel on the so-
called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 27.
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21.07.1943 r. Raport Komórki Bezpieczeństwa Wydziału Bezpieczeństwa DR kryptonim „Stożek” pod-
pisany przez Eugeniusza Gittermana ps. Hübner, Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego Departamentu 
Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki oraz sygnowany przez Dyrektora Wy-
działu Bezpieczeństwa DR Tadeusza Miklaszewskiego ps. Stencel w sprawie tzw. Afery „Hotelu Pol-
skiego”. Nr 27.

21 July 1943. Report of the Security Cell of the Security Department of the GD code name 
„Stożek”, signed by Eugeniusz Gitterman dit Hübner, Head of the Jewish Department 
of the Internal Affairs Department of the GD Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, and signed 
by Director of the Security Department of the GD Tadeusz Miklaszewski dit Stencel on the so-
called „Polish Hotel” affair. No. 27.
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16.08.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan i Ferdynanda 
Arczyńskiego ps. Marek do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego w sprawie przy-
znanych Żegocie dotacji. Nr 29.

16 Aug. 1943. A letter from the Council to Aid Jews, signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan 
and Ferdynand Arczyński dit Marek, to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław 
Jankowski, concerning the subsidies granted to Żegota. No. 29.
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6.09.1943 r. Pismo Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan i Adolfa Ber-
mana ps. Borowski do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego przekazane przez 
Stanisława Pawłowskiego ps. Grabowiecki w sprawie współpracującej z Radą komórki legalizacyjnej. 
Nr 32.

IluSTRACJE

6 Sept. 1943. Letter from the Council to Aid Jews signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan and Adolf 
Berman dit Borowski to the Government Delegate for Poland Jan Stanisław Jankowski, handed 
over by Stanisław Pawłowski dit Grabowiecki regarding the legalization cell cooperating with 
the Council. No. 32.
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8.09.1943 r. Dekretacja Memoriał Komisji Koordynacyjnej Żydowskiego Komitetu Narodowego  
i Bundu podpisany odpowiednio przez Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski i Leona Feinera ps. Mikołaj prze-
słany do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego za pośrednictwem Witolda Bień-
kowskiego ps. Wencki Kierownika Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR. Nr 34.

8 Sept. 1943. Registration note of Memorandum of the Coordination Commission of the Jewish 
National Committee and Bund signed respectively by Adolf Berman dit Borowski and Leon 
Feiner dit Mikołaj sent to the Government Delegate for Poland Jan Stanisław Jankowski 
through Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, Head of the Żegota Department of the Department 
of  the Interior of the GD. No. 34.
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9.09.1943 r. Pismo Rady Żegoty podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan  
i Ferdynanda Arczyńskiego ps. Marek do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława 
Jankowskiego za pośrednictwem i z opinią Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki Kie-
rownika Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR na Kraj. Nr 35.

9 Sept. 1943. A letter from the Council of Żegota signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan 
and Ferdynand Arczyński dit Marek to the Delegate of the Government of the Republic 
of Poland in Poland, Jan Stanisław Jankowski, through and with the opinion of Witold 
Bieńkowski dit Wencki, Head of the Żegota Department of the Department of Internal Affairs 
of the Home GD. No. 35.
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9.09.1943 r. Pismo Rady Żegoty podpisane przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan i Ferdynanda Arczyń-
skiego ps. Marek do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego za pośrednictwem  
i z opinią Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki Kierownika Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw  
Wewnętrznych DR na Kraj. Nr 35.

IluSTRACJE

9 Sept. 1943. Letter from the Council of Żegota signed by Julian Grobelny dit Trojan 
and Ferdynand Arczyński dit Marek to the Government Delegate for Poland, Jan Stanisław 
Jankowski, through and with the opinion of Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, the Head 
of the Żegota Department of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Home GD. No. 35.
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8.10.1943 r. Memoriał Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisany przez Przewodniczącego Juliana Grobelnego 
ps. J. Trojan i Sekretarza Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława 
Jankowskiego w sprawie wsparcia finansowego oraz zorganizowania spotkania dla omówienia bieżą-
cych zagadnień związanych z pracą Rady. Nr 36.

IluSTRACJE

8 Oct. 1943. Memorandum of the Council to Aid Jews signed by its Chairman Julian Grobelny 
dit J. Trojan and Secretary Adolf Berman dit Borowski to the Government Delegate for Poland 
Jan Stanisław Jankowski regarding financial support and organization of a meeting to discuss 
current issues connected with the Council’s work. No. 36.
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8.10.1943 r. Memoriał Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisany przez Przewodniczącego Juliana 
Grobelnego ps. J. Trojan i Sekretarza Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski do Delegata Rządu RP 
na Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego w sprawie wsparcia finansowego oraz zorganizowa-
nia spotkania dla omówienia bieżących zagadnień związanych z pracą Rady. Nr 36.

8 Oct. 1943. Memorandum of the Council to Aid Jews signed by its Chairman Julian Grobelny 
dit J. Trojan and Secretary Adolf Berman dit Borowski to the Government Delegate for Poland 
Jan Stanisław Jankowski regarding financial support and organization of a meeting to discuss 
current issues connected with the Council’s work. No. 36.
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8.10.1943 r. Memoriał Rady Pomocy Żydom podpisany przez Przewodniczącego Juliana Grobelnego 
ps. J. Trojan i Sekretarza Adolfa Bermana ps. Borowski do Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj Jana Stanisława 
Jankowskiego w sprawie wsparcia finansowego oraz zorganizowania spotkania dla omówienia bieżą-
cych zagadnień związanych z pracą Rady. Nr 36.

IluSTRACJE

8 Oct. 1943. Memorandum of the Council to Aid Jews signed by its Chairman Julian Grobelny 
dit J. Trojan and Secretary Adolf Berman dit Borowski to the Government Delegate for Poland 
Jan Stanisław Jankowski regarding financial support and organization of a meeting to discuss 
current issues connected with the Council’s work. No. 36.
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28.10.1943 r. Protokół z przyjęcia przedstawicieli Rady Pomocy Żydom przez Jana Sta-
nisława Jankowskiego ps. Dr Klonowski Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj sporządzony przez 
Kierownika Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR Witolda Bień-
kowskiego ps. Wencki. Nr 38.

28 Oct. 1943. Report from the reception of the representatives of the Council to Aid Jews 
by Jan Stanisław Jankowski dit Dr. Klonowski, Government Delegate for Poland, drawn up 
by the Head of the Żegota Department of the Department of the Interior of the GD Witold 
Bieńkowski dit Wencki. No. 38.
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12.11.1943 r. Rozliczenie sum przechodnich Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrz-
nych Delegatury Rządu na Kraj rozdysponowanych przez „Ul” - Biuro Pre-
zydialne Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj i przekazanych Żegocie w okresie od 
września do października 1943 r. Nr 40.

2.01.1944 r. Odpis pisma Rady Pomocy Żydom do Referatu Mniejszości Na-
rodowych DR z informacją o składach Okręgowych Rad we Lwowie i w Kra-
kowie sporządzone przez Ferdynanda Arczyńskiego ps. Marek, a przesłane 
do Kierownika Biura Prezydialnego DR Stefana Pawłowskiego ps. Romecki 
przez Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki Kierownika Referatu Żegoty De-
partamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR. Nr 41.

IluSTRACJE

12 Nov. 1943. Account of the sums of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland allocated by the “Ul” Executive Bureau of the Government Delegation 
for Poland and given to Żegota in the period from September to October 1943. No. 40.
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12.11.1943 r. Rozliczenie sum przechodnich Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrz-
nych Delegatury Rządu na Kraj rozdysponowanych przez „Ul” - Biuro Pre-
zydialne Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj i przekazanych Żegocie w okresie od 
września do października 1943 r. Nr 40.

2.01.1944 r. Odpis pisma Rady Pomocy Żydom do Referatu Mniejszości Na-
rodowych DR z informacją o składach Okręgowych Rad we Lwowie i w Kra-
kowie sporządzone przez Ferdynanda Arczyńskiego ps. Marek, a przesłane 
do Kierownika Biura Prezydialnego DR Stefana Pawłowskiego ps. Romecki 
przez Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki Kierownika Referatu Żegoty De-
partamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR. Nr 41.

IluSTRACJE

2 Jan. 1944. A copy of a letter from the Council to Aid Jews to the National Minorities 
Department of the GD with information on the composition of the District Councils in Lvov 
and Cracow, written by Ferdynand Arczynski dit Marek, and sent to the Head of the Presidium 
Bureau of the GD, Stefan Pawlowski dit Romecki, by Witold Bienkowski dit Wencki, Head 
of the Zegota Department of the Department of Internal Affairs of the GD. No. 41.
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2–8.02.1944 r. Pismo Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Wencki, Kalski Kierownika Referatu  
Żegoty Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR do Kierownika Biura Prezydialne-
go DR Stefana Pawłowskiego ps. Romecki w sprawie załączonego pisma Leona Feinera  
ps. Mikołaj do Delegata Rządu RP. Nr 42.

2–8 Feb. 1944 Letter from Witold Bieńkowski dit Wencki, Kalski, Head of the Żegota Referat 
of the Department of the Interior of the GD to the Head of the Executive Bureau of the GD, 
Stefan Pawłowski dit Romecki, concerning the enclosed letter from Leon Feiner dit Mikołaj 
to the Government Delegate for Poland. No. 42.
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Pismo Rady Opieki nad Żydami podpisane m.in. przez Juliana Grobelnego ps. Trojan do De-
legata Rządu RP na Kraj w sprawie dotacji dla „Żegoty” i z prośbą o przyjęcie; pismo przesła-
ne przez Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żegoty Departamentu Spraw  
Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj wraz z jego komentarzem. Nr 43.

IluSTRACJE

Letter from the Council for the Care of Jews signed, among others, by Julian Grobelny dit 
Trojan, to the Government Delegate for Poland concerning subsidies for „Zegota” and asking to 
accept it; letter sent by Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, the Head of the Zegota Department of the 
Department of Internal Affairs of the Government Delegate’s Office with his comments. No. 43.
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7.03.1944 r. Meldunek Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu  
Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do 
Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrz-
nych w sprawie braku odpowiedzi na korespondencję kierowaną do „Różyckiego” 
(Tadeusz Rek) z Rady Pomocy Żydom wraz z odpisami korespondencji z 21.II.1944 – 
4.III.1944 pomiędzy „Kalskim” i Stefanem Pawłowskim ps. Romecki Kierownikiem 
Biura Prezydialnego Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj. Nr 45.

7 Mar. 1944. Report by Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, Head of the Jewish Department of the 
Department of the Interior of the Government Delegation for Poland to Leopold Rutkowski 
dit Muszyński, Director of the Department of Interior Affairs, regarding no response to cor-
respondence addressed to „Różycki” (Tadeusz Rek) from the Council to Aid Jews, with copies 
of correspondence dated 21 Feb. 1944 – 4 Mar. 1944 between „Kalski” and Stefan Pawłowski 
dit Romecki, Head of the Executive Bureau of the Government Delegation for Poland. No. 45.
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10–17.03.1944 r., Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydowskiego 
Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Leopolda Rutkowskiego  
ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych potwierdzającego katastrofalną sytu-
ację finansową organizacji prowadzących akcję pomocy Żydom wraz z odpisem tekstu depeszy Dele-
gata Rządu RP na Kraj do Prezesa Rady Ministrów. Nr 47.

IluSTRACJE

10–17 Mar. 1944. A copy of a report by Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, Head of the Jewish 
Department of the Department of the Interior of the Government Delegation for Poland 
to Leopold Rutkowski dit Muszyński, Director of the Department of Interior Affairs, confirming 
a disastrous financial situation of organizations aiding Jews, along with a copy of a dispatch 
from the Government Delegate for Poland to the Prime Minister. No. 47.
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10–17.03.1944 r., Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Refera-
tu Żydowskiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do 
Leopolda Rutkowskiego ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych 
potwierdzającego katastrofalną sytuację finansową organizacji prowadzących akcję po-
mocy Żydom wraz z odpisem tekstu depeszy Delegata Rządu RP na Kraj do Prezesa Rady 
Ministrów. Nr 47.

10–17 Mar. 1944, A copy of a report by Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, Head of the Jewish 
Department of the Department of the Interior of the Government Delegation for Poland 
to Leopold Rutkowski dit Muszyński, Director of the Department of Interior Affairs, 
confirming a disastrous financial situation of organizations aiding Jews, along with a copy 
of a dispatch from the Government Delegate for Poland to the Prime Minister. No. 47.
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22.03.1944 r. Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydowskie-
go Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Leopolda Rutkowskiego  
ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych i Stefana Pawłowskiego ps. Romecki 
Kierownika Biura Prezydialnego Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj w sprawie dokumentacji do wypłaca-
nych organizacjom żydowskim środków finansowych. Nr 50.

22.03.1944 r. Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydowskie-
go Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Leopolda Rutkowskiego  
ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR w sprawie sytuacji żydowskiej.  
Nr 51.

IluSTRACJE

22 Mar. 1944. A copy of a report by Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, the Head of the Jewish 
Department of the Department of the Interior of the Government Delegation for Poland 
to Leopold Rutkowski dit Muszyński, the Director of the Department of the Interior 
and Stefan Pawłowski dit Romecki, the Head of the Presidium Bureau of the Government 
Delegation for Poland regarding the documentation of the financial means paid to Jewish 
organizations. No. 50.
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22.03.1944 r. Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydowskie-
go Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Leopolda Rutkowskiego  
ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych i Stefana Pawłowskiego ps. Romecki 
Kierownika Biura Prezydialnego Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj w sprawie dokumentacji do wypłaca-
nych organizacjom żydowskim środków finansowych. Nr 50.

22.03.1944 r. Odpis meldunku Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydowskie-
go Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Leopolda Rutkowskiego  
ps. Muszyński Dyrektora Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych DR w sprawie sytuacji żydowskiej.  
Nr 51.

IluSTRACJE

22 Mar. 1944. A copy of a report by Witold Bienkowski dit Kalski, Head of the Jewish 
Department of the Department of the Interior of the Government Delegation for Poland to 
Leopold Rutkowski dit Muszyński, Director of the Department of the Interior of the GD 
concerning the Jewish situation. No. 51.
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Koniec marca 1944 r. Zestawienie wypłat dla Żegoty w okresie od sierpnia 1942 r. do marca 1944 r.  
Nr 56.

End of March 1944. Statement of payments to Żegota from August 1942 to March 1944. 
No. 56.
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30 marca 1944 r., Warszawa. Notatka Witolda Bieńkowskiego ps. Kalski Kierownika Referatu Żydow-
skiego Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj do Delegata Rządu RP na 
Kraj Jana Stanisława Jankowskiego sporządzona po konferencji z „Halskim” (Wincenty Bryja) Kie-
rownikiem Sekcji Finansowo-Budżetowej Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj („Źródło”). Nr 55.

IluSTRACJE

30 March 1944, Warsaw. A note from Witold Bieńkowski dit Kalski, Head of the Jewish 
Department of the Internal Affairs Department of the Government Delegation for Poland 
to Jan Stanisław Jankowski, the Government Delegate for Poland, made after a conference 
with „Halski” (Wincenty Bryja), Head of the Finance and Budget Section of the Government 
Delegation for Poland („Source”). No. 55.
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Zofia Kossak-Szczucka Julian Grobelny przed 1939 r. 
jako starosta miński.

Wynik badania rentgenowskiego klatki piersiowej Juliana Grobelnego, 18.IV.1944 r.

Julian Grobelny  
w okresie wojny.
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Zofia Kossak-Szczucka Julian Grobelny przed 1939 r. 
jako starosta miński.

Wynik badania rentgenowskiego klatki piersiowej Juliana Grobelnego, 18.IV.1944 r.

Julian Grobelny  
w okresie wojny.

Zofia Kossak-Szczucka Julian Grobelny before 1939 
as the mayor of Minsk.

Julian Grobelny during 
the war.

X-ray examination report of Julian Grobelny’s chest, 18 Apr. 1944.
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10 lipca 1944 r., Warszawa. Rozliczenie sum przechodnich Departamentu Spraw Wewnętrz-
nych Delegatury Rządu na Kraj rozdysponowanych przez „Ul” – Biuro Prezydialne Delegatury 
Rządu RP na Kraj i przekazanych Żegocie w okresie od maja do czerwca 1944 r. Nr 64.

IluSTRACJE

10 July 1944, Warsaw. Account of the sums of the Department of Internal Affairs of the 
Government Delegation for Poland allocated by the “Ul” Executive Bureau of the Government 
Delegation for Poland and given to Żegota in the period from May to June 1944. No. 64.
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Adolf Berman

Irena Sendler  
w okresie wojny

Ferdynand Arczyński, 
fotografia powojenna

Władysław Bartoszewski, 
fotografia powojenna

Leopold Rutkowski ps. Trojanowski – Dyrektor Departamentu 
Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj, fot. z 1935 r.

Władysław Bieńkowski,  
fot. sprzed 1939 r.

Tadeusz Rek,  
fot. sprzed 1939 r.
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Adolf Berman

Irena Sendler  
w okresie wojny

Ferdynand Arczyński, 
fotografia powojenna

Władysław Bartoszewski, 
fotografia powojenna

Leopold Rutkowski ps. Trojanowski – Dyrektor Departamentu 
Spraw Wewnętrznych Delegatury Rządu RP na Kraj, fot. z 1935 r.

Władysław Bieńkowski,  
fot. sprzed 1939 r.

Tadeusz Rek,  
fot. sprzed 1939 r.

Leopold Rutkowski dit Trojanowski – Director 
of the Department of Internal Affairs of the Government 
Delegation for Poland, photo from 1935.

Irena Sendler 
during the war

Adolf Berman

Władysław Bartoszewski, 
post-war photography

Ferdynand Arczyński, 
post-war photography

Tadeusz Rek, 
photo from before 1939.

Władysław Bieńkowski, 
photo before 1939.
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Obwieszczenie o karaniu śmiercią Polaków pomagającym Żydom, 5.IX.1942 r.

IluSTRACJE

Announcement about the death penalty for Poles who help Jews, 5 Sep. 1942.
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Tekst donosu wysłanego do gestapo na Władysława Bartoszewskiego w lipcu 1944 r. Tekst: Wła-
dysław Bartoszewski na ulicy Mickiewicza N 37 m 14 należy do organizacji i rozpowszechnia tajne gazety  
a przytem rozporządza dużemi pieniędzmi. C. Koziechowski.

Donos wysłany do 
gestapo na Władysława 
Bartoszewskiego  
w lipcu 1944 r. 
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Tekst donosu wysłanego do gestapo na Władysława Bartoszewskiego w lipcu 1944 r. Tekst: Wła-
dysław Bartoszewski na ulicy Mickiewicza N 37 m 14 należy do organizacji i rozpowszechnia tajne gazety  
a przytem rozporządza dużemi pieniędzmi. C. Koziechowski.

Donos wysłany do 
gestapo na Władysława 
Bartoszewskiego  
w lipcu 1944 r. 

Text of the denunciation sent to the Gestapo on Władysław Bartoszewski in July 1944: 
Władysław Bartoszewski at 37 m 14 Mickiewicza St. belongs is a member of an organization 
that distributes secret newspapers and has a lot of money at his disposal. C. Koziechowski.

A denunciation sent 
to the Gestapo on 
Władysław Bartoszewski 
in July 1944.
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